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Michigan Police

One Draft Board

Stress Traffic

Will Select

Safety

Theme

"Speed kills— take

it easy

l**

to be stressed throughout the

Youth

Is Injured

driver of the truck, received head injuries and was
taken to Holland hospital where officials report
he was released this morning. The semi was going

south on Michigan and Van
on 32nd 8t.

Wyk was

driving west

Police Issue Warrant

Aerial Spraying

Charging Car Stealing

Holland police have issued a
warrant for Gerhardt Cornel issen,
in
James Van Wyk. 15. of route 1. 21. of 140 West 10th St., charging
receivedhead injuries when he him with unlawfully driving away
was hurled from the pick-up a car belonging to John Kempker
truck he was driving Wednesday of 179 East Fourth St.
at 4:15 after the truck and a
The car was taken from a parkCadillac,July 29— Aerial spraysemi trailer crashed at the inter- ing lot last Friday afternoon, poing of the Cadillac,Manistee and
section of 32nd St and Michigan lice said. -They have broadcast a
Baldwin US Forest district for the
Ave.
call to all stations in this area.
destruction of the spittlebug and
After X-rays at Holland hospiThe sheriff’s department at the redheaded saw fly, was betal this morning, he was released. Grand Haven reportedMonday
gun Monday morning and probably
Norman John Lower of route 4, the car was seen in Spring Lake
will continue until Aug. 1, This is
La Porte. Ind., driver of the semi, and later headed for Holland.
the second aerial spraying of the

As Trucks Crash

Begun

Forests

Bugs

To Destroy

told police that

Van Wyk

"pulled

region.

out in front of him and as far as
he could see, Van Wyk did not
stop."

The semi wa straveling south
on Michigan and the pick-up
truck was going west on 32nd St.
at the time of the accident. The
semi came to a stop 108 feet from
the point of {he impact and the
smaller truck crashed into a tree
93 feet from that point.
According to police, Van Wyk
was thrown from the truck 48
feet from where the crash occur-

The

Officers Installed
For Legion Posts

spraying is conducted during the larvae or worm stage ol
the insects during which time
most damage is done. In addition
to the aerial spraying, hand spraying will be done in about 400 acres
of land east of the Caberfae winter sports area to clean up pockets
of the sawfly larvae which are too
scatteredto spray aerially. Approximately 1.620 acres in the
three districts will be sprayed.
The US Forest Service is supervising the work. The sprayingis
accomplishedby means of a long
‘‘boom’’equipped with spray jets
which is hung below the wing surface of the plane. A pipe from the
boom is connected to a tank in the
front cockpit which in turn is connected to a small propeller placed
just back of the main propellor
causing the small prop to turn and
forcing the sprayingliquid down
from the tank through the spray
jets. The plane will fly from 50 to
100 feet high and will spray the
plantations in 125-feetstrips. The
spraying will be done in the early
morning.

National Guard

Men

Ready

belief,

Michigan does have a speed law
that applies to the open highway.
Dagen pointed out.
"Unless a zone Ls posted with
signs, the law does not designate
any specific speed limit outside of
business and residentialdistricts,"
the officersaid. "But it does pro-

Ottawa county will have one
draft board located at Grand
Haven to select men 18-25 years

vide that driving too fast for conditions is a violation.By conditions is meant such considerations
as the weather, volume and rate
of flow of traffic, conditions of
highway, and whether it is day or
night.

"Under certain circumstances,
you can speed at five to 10 miles
an hour as well as at 50 dr 60.
And when you're going 60 and hit
a solid obstruction it is just like
driving off a 10-story building."
Although the accident record is
not increasing proportionately
vith the increase in traffic, nevertheless it is at a new peak and
growing. Dagen said. Last year
1.444 persons were kiHed and 39,639 injured in 137.619 traffic accidents in Michigan.

which will have two boards, according to Kramer.
Meanwhile,with the new draft
bearing down, Army Recruiting
Sgt. Clayton Kelley, said several
youths have enlisted in the ground
forces recently.
Under the law that allows 18year olds to serve for one year,
Ottawa. county has a quota of five
men and this has been filled for
some time, Kelley said! Franklin
Wierenga of Holland is one of the
five who will leave Friday for Detroit and eventuallytake basic
trainingat Fort Knox, Ky.
The county quota for enlistments in the Air Force has been
filled since tlie middle of July
and deadline for any further volunteers for service in the Air
Force will be the first week of
Aug.. Kelley said.
Kelley has a detailed copy of
the new law and will explain provisions of the act on the second
floor recruiting office in the Holland post office each Tuesday.

Three-Toni of Straw
De$troyed by Blaze

(or

Trek

To Summer

Camp

Pullman Sleeper Train
Out

entire year by police agencies of I of age under the recently passed
Michigan, according to Sgt. Verne draft law.
C. Dagen, commandingofficer of
Accordingto suggestions adoptthe Grand Haven post of the ed at a recent meeting in Grand
Michigan state police.The cam- Haven, all members of the board
paign is part of a year-round will be from that city to avoid
traffic education program spon- any necessityof Holland men havsored hy the National Safety ing to travel back and forth.
council under the title of "OperaLeon Moody and Harry Kramtion Safety."
er, both members of the local
'‘Modern, smooth running cars board during World War II, atgive a delusion of safety when tended the meeting.
running at high speeds,” Dagen
Samuel Rymer of Spring Lake
said. "No car, however, is safer will l)e chairman of the hoard and
than its driver, and the records Bruno Peter of Grand Haven is
show that speed is a factor in ac- another member already named
cidents more often than any other
The allotmentof draft boards
violation. Speed is likewise a con- for the 83 counties of Michigan
tributing cause in two out of is made in Lansing and there are
every five traffic deaths."
only two counties in the state

Contrary to general

Mb

EIGHT PAGES— MICE FIVE CENTS

For This County

This is the traffic safety theme

Holland police officers Ralph Woldring and Marlnus Smeenge survey the damage to a pick-up
truck which was involved in a crash with a semitrailer at the intersectionof 32nd 8t. and Michigan Ave^ Wednesday afternoon.James Van Wyk,

29, 1948
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Grand Rapids

Will Transport Locals
Wives, children, mother* and
sweetheart* will mass at the Holland train depot Aug. 6 to bid
farewell to a group of 114 local
National Guardsmen and thrst
officer*who will entrain for their
annual summer field training at
Camp Grayling. The training will
be from Aug. 7-21.
Capt William Sikkel, commander of the local company, said the
group will go from Holland to
Grand Rapid* and there they wil
board sleepers for the journey to
Hanson state militaryreserva-

>

tion.

An

advance detachment com-

posed of Sgt. Horace Trooat and
T5 Norma Buursma, will leave
with "me*s" equipmentAug. 3 to
attend a pre-camp cook and baker’s school.

The Rev. Joshua M. Hogenboom

of Central Reformed Church, Muakegon, chata with a group of boya attending one of the weekly conference! at Camp Geneva, the newly developed youth camp of tho
Reformedchurchea of Michigan located on Lake Michigan 21/, miloa
north of Lakewood farm. On the upper bunk, left to right, art Jay
Ritzema of Grand Rapids, John Hewott of Detroit, Jim Howard of
Grand Rapids and Bill Kaiser of Detroit. Below art Kenny Keizer of
Grand Rapidt and Noel Berry of Detroit. Thla picturewas taken In
one of the three men'a cabina which houat 24 occupanta each.

Funeral Arranged
For Zeeland

New Egg Case Co.

Man

—

Zeeland.July 29 (Special)
Funeral service* will be held Saturday at 1 p.m. at the home and
at 1:30 p.m. at First Christian

Training at Camp Grayling will
consist of basic military subjects
and firing of crew served weapons and individualweapons.
"It is expected that all employers will cooperate In releasing
men for the summer encampment," Sikkel said.
The three officer*with the local group will be Capt. Sikkel, lit
Lt*. Burrell De Young and Ruiael

Kempker.
Approximately800 member* of
the Michigan Air National Guard
will lead the way to the north
Aug. 1 when 65 aircraft from 14
unit* based at the Detroit-Wayn*
major airport and Kellogg field,
Battle Creek, take off for their
field training base at Grayling
airport.

Personnel and much of the material assigned to the Air Guard
will be transported io the northern training base in a seriaa of
shuttle movements with *guaid
transport planes.
Holland'* newe*t Induitry It the
A full flying schedule is on the
Sealock Egg Cate Co. which is ex-

Starting

Here

Reformed church for George
Schreur, 81, of 139 Sanford St.,
agenda for the men of the Air
who died at his home Wednesday pected to be operating at full cap- Guard, including instrumentflymorning after a few days illness.
acity on the Boeve farm on touth ing, aerial gunnery, dive bombing;
The Rev. D. D. Bonnema will
fighter tactics and techniques and
Protest
officiateand burial will be In Lincoln Ave., by Oct. 1, C. B. Mc- bombing missions.
Coi^nick,
chairman
of
the
Cham
Bentheim cemetery. The body will
Joint air maneuvers are planned
was
From Our Washington Bureau
be at the Yntema funeral home ber of Commerce industrialcom with other uniti of the 66th wing
Irom
the
tractor.
mlttee,
ha*
announced.
Washington,July 29 (Special)—
until Saturday morning.
from Illinois.
The farm is located three miles
Dutch nurserymen will probably
Survivors include four daugh- I The new egg cate wai designed
east
of
Zeeland
on
M-21
and
trafby
Peter
Baar,
49
West
18th
St„
make a formal protest against reters, Mrs. Andrew Van Klompenvisions of plant quarantine regula- fic had to be stopped because of berg and Mrs. Tom Vander Meer and Arthur J. Boeve. 854 South
tions. George Strong, attorney for the flames and smoke blowing of Zeeland.Grace at home and Lincoln Ave., who spent year* in
Holland plant exports, said today. across the highway.
Mrs. Gerald Rycenga of Ovcri- the poultry and hatchery business.
Damage was estimated at $300. sel; five .sons .Edward of Overisel, The new 30-dozen egg case, an
“The regulations are just what
he American NurserymenwantJoe of Byron Center, John and Al- inch higher than the ordinary
ed. because it will now be impos- Young Mother Expires
bert of Oakland and George of case, is constructed of plywood.
sible for Dutch nurserymen to sell
Hamilton; 26 grandchildrenand The sides, top and bottom are
directlyto the American gardener, In Muskegon Hospital
10 great grandchildren; two broth- 5/16 inch thick and the ends and
Spending i flew day of their
hut will be requiredto sell the
ers. Henry of Holland and Step- center are 9/16 inch thick.
honeymoon at Lake Shore cabina
Grand
Haven.
July
29
(Special)
The box is waterproof and featstock when it is small to American
hen of Kalamazoo.
on Lake Macatawa are Mr. and
ures a new seal cover locked on
nurserymen to grow for tlie post- —Mrs. Jane Mary Mick. 25, wife
Mrs. M. G. Pointer of Holland.
of
Arthur
Mick
of
Muskegon
one
end
with
an
overlapping
entry period. When he resellsto
When asked why they are stayjoint. The other end has a joint
the consumer, the American can Heights, died in Hackley hospital Jimmy Oadman Given
ing so close to home they said no
flush
with
hole*
to
which
is fitted
at
8:30
a.m.
today
from
complicafix the prices." Strong declared
other locality could offer them
Party
on
Filth
Birthday
a metal seal Joint* also serve a*
Although the regulationswill tions following child birth.
anything more in recreation than
handles.
She was born in Grand Haven.
not affect tulip bulbs, they require
the Holland area. This surely
A
party honoring Jimmy OudThe new case was exhibited at
post-entry growing of roses, rho- Jan. 30, 1923, and was married man on his lifth birthdaywas
shows home town appreciation.
dodendrons. and azaleas which here on Oct. 30 1946. They moved held at Kollen Park Wednesday the recent InternationalBaby
From Chicago are three girla,
freshments, in charge of Ed Special Packing Needed
make about two million dollars to Muskegon Heights last spring, afternoon. Hostess was his moth- Chick conventionat St. Louis. Kenney Kenneily and Rita and
Zwemer and his committee folfor the Dutch nursery business She was a graduate of Grand Ha- er, Mrs. Edwin Oudman. Colored Mo. Orders already have been Lilian Southwell All three have
For Overseas Parcels
lowed the ceremonies.
placed for carload lots a* well a*
ven High school in 1940 and a
annually.
proof of vacation in that they will
moving pictures were taken of smaller orders.
member
of
Second
Reformed
‘The revisions give the Amerireturn home with beautiful coats
Postmaster Harry Kramer was
the group. Games were played
The company has taken as Its of suntan.
church.
told today by postal authorities can nurseryman the American
and
refreshments
were
served.
Final Services Set
trademark the picture of a seal
Besides the husband she is surmarket under the guise of a quarSouth Holland and Dalton, I1L,
that many parcels addressed to
Invited were Sheryl and Susan holding a large padlock in its
antine." Strong said. "It is more vived by a ten-day old son, Terry;
For Horace H. Hall
members of the armed forces
Miller of Spring Lake, Connie mouth. The slogan is "There’s No are represented by the Otto Vaa
effective than a tariff which we the parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
overseas are so poorly packed and
Brown of Jackson. Mary Louise Profit in Claim Settlements; Der Heyden and Cornelius TriemGosen, Sr., Grand Haven; two
Zeeland,July 29 (Special)
Hundreds of spectators jammed
wrapped that a large force is nec- already had anyway.
Unema, Donald lloutman, David Hence. Use the Sealock Egg Case stra families. Dutchmen visiting
sisters, Mrs. Don Stone of Spring
the road and fields near the John Last rites will be held Friday at
Dutchmen!
essary to recondition them before
Vander Maat, Nelva Lynn Tripp, for Profit."
Lake and Mrs. Joseph Stalzer of
Dykhuis farm on route 5. Wed- 1:30 p.m. at the home and at 2 they are delivered.
Dr. and Mrs. Sherry are os
Bride-Elect Honored
John Jay Tripp, Douglas Hart(iarand Haven; four brothers,
nesday at 8 p.m. to watch firemen p.m. at Jamestown Reformed
their third yearly vacationhere
The same condition is true of
gerink,
Brian
Wenzel,
Eugene
Thomas, Henry Jr., James and
from four different departments church for Horace H. Hall. 53. of gift parcels sent to Germany. At Personal Shower
enjoying their favoritespot. SkipParrish. David Groenewoud, Bob Janet Snow Is Feted
Arthur, all of Grand Haven.
fight a blaze which burned the Jamestown,who died Tuesday
py Lou, their tiny toy terrier,
Such parcels cannot be delivered
and
Billy Parkes, Linda Joan
At Kitchen Shower
The body was taken to the Van
Dykhuis barn to the ground.
afternoonin St. Mary’s hospital,
A
personal shower was given
welcomes all visitors and is enjoyand are turned over by German
Two heifers and two pigs plus Grand Rapids, after a brief ill- authorities to charitable organiz- Wednesday evening by the Musses Zantwick Funeral home where Oudman, Doris I)e Fouw, Sharon Mis* Janet Snow, whose mar- ed by all guests.
Lou
Perry of Ohio and the guest
"11 the hay and a few tools were ness.
Angie and Tiny Bequette and services will be held Monday a!
riage to Robert Rentier will be an
Going into their second week
ations, and neither the senders in
destroyed by the flames which
The Rev. Isaac Van Westenburg
Dorothy Mannes for Miss Arlene 2:30 p.m. with the Rev. Albert of honor.
event of late August, was guest of are Mr and Mrs. William C Lunthe United States nor the ad
consumed the 100 by 60 foot and the Rev. A. Rynbrandt will
Wieten. ^he event was held at the Hellenga officiating.Burial Will
lionor at a kitchen shower arrang- dy and son, Bill, irom Detroit.
dressees in Germany are aware
structure.
officiate and burial will be in
Bequette
home, 577 Michigan Ave he in Lake Forest cemetery.
ed
Wednesdayafternoon by Mrs. They intendedto stay only one
No
Admission
Charge
of the disposal.
Dykhuis told firemen that he Star cemetery.
Miss Wieten will be married Sept
J. D. Jencks and Mrs. J J. Riem- week, but Dutch hospitality inBoxes for overseas transmission
At Ionia Free Fair
had thrashed all day Wednesday
He was a former Jamestown should be stronger than con- 4 to Carl C. Van Raalte
ersma in the home of the former duced them to remain.
Texas Boy Is Visiting
and had all the hay put in the butcher.
Gifts were presented to the
on East 22nd St. Dessert was servFor the last five years. Mr. and
tainers used for parcels in thus
Ionia. July 29 — The Ionia Free
barn. After finishingsupper they
ed by the hostessesand the after- Mrs. E. Dorsky and nine-year-old
He leaves his wife, Josie; two country. Because of the great dis- guest of honor and the remaind- Former Holland Friend
Fair, which is coming up for its noon was spent hemming towels
went outside and saw the barn sons, Burton of Jamestown and
er of the evening was spent socBetty Ann of McKees Rocks, Pa^
tance, it is necessary that all ar32nd annual week Aug. 9-14, earns for the bride-elect.
blazing.
ially.
A
two-course
buffet,
lunchHobart at home; three grandchilRichard
Doane.
11-year-old son
have spent two weeks at Lake
Holland city firemen were the dren; his parents. Mr. and Mrs. ticles be packed in boxes of metal, eon was served from an attractive of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Doane of its name by collectingno grounds Forming part of the decorations Shore. Betty Ann this year is
wood,
solid fiberboard, or strong
first on the scene and reported Albert E. Hall of Jamestown; four
table decorated with a bowl of Houston. Texas, former Holland admission charge but it neverthe- was a miniature bridal party fash- spending nearly all her time swimthe barn was half down when sisters, Mrs. John Nyenhuis of double-faced corrugated fiber- summer flowers and lighgted tap- residents, is the guest of Ronald less finds that money Is a neces- ioned from kitchen cutlery. The ming. She wishes she had a nice
they arrived. They were joined Hudsonville. Mrs. Clarence Van- board, testingat least 200 pounds. ers.
Dozeman this week. Richard made sary ingredient for operating any honor guest opened her gifts after lake such as Lake Macatawa at
by one truck each from Hamilton dor Wall of Forest Grove, Mrs.
Invited were the Misses Lo'.s the trip from Houston alone by entertainmentventure.
reading appropriateinstructions her own doorstep.
Overisel and Graafschap.
Van Ingen, Peggy Prins, Amy plane on July 4 to visit his grand- It gets thii by charges made to for their use.
Angelyn Lubbinge and Pauline Hamilton Girls’ Choir
St. Louis, Mo., is represented
Firemen were able to check the Hall, both of Jamestown;four
Koning, Karyl • Prigge, Connie parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer G. grandstandperformance^, midway Invited to the party were Mrs. by Misses Beatrice, Martha, HenHonors
Miss
Lampen
shows
and
rides
and
by
rental
of
flames before they spread to a brothers. Charles of Wayland, AlHinga, Mary Van Raalte, Mary McLin and other relativesand
Lucien Raven, Mrs. W. C. Snow rietta and Clara Schlief, here for
space to commercialexhibitors Mrs. Peter N. Prins, Mrs. J. D. their second year. Picnicking and
granery and tool shed which were bert of Wyoming Park. Milton of
Vande Wege, Suzanne Leonard, friendsin Grand Rapids.
The Girls' choir of Hamilton Re- Phyllis Pleasant and the Mesboth 30 feet from the bam. A Home Acres and Clarence of
French, Mrs. Ted Rycenga, Mrs. Lake Michigan sand dunes attract
He will return home Aug. 15 and concessionaires.
formed church recently honored damesJ Don Oosterbaan.Carl Va.i
The associatioris renting for Don Mulder, Mrs. I. J. Lubber*. these girls from Missouri.
chicken coop also burned.
Jamestown.
with his parents who plan to spend
Miss Evelyn Lampen, July bride- RaaJte, George Bequette and HerThe farm is located near the
their vacation' in Holland and the second year the cafeteria Mr*. Milton Hinga, and the Missc*
elect, at a potluck supper held at
Russcher school.
building at the head of the mid- Fritzi and Loucile Jonkman, Gwen
man Wieten.
Grand Rapids.
Tunnel Park. She was presented a
way to the MichiganJunior Farm Lemmen, Mary Van Loo, Clarice Bridal Shower Given
Fire Chief Andrew Klompar- Grand Haven Restaurant
gift from the group.
ens in describing the crowd which
bureau, which staffs it with a Workman, Connie Hinga, Peggy
For Miss Bielefeld
Attending were Misses Leona
flocked to the scene said, "More Operator Pays Heavy Fine
group of selected young members French. Peggy Prins, Virginia BilKoops. Thelma Poll, Vera Hulspersons than at Tulip Time."
to prepare and serve the meals kert, Kay Steketee, Jean Snow, Miss Elaine Bielefeld,, who will
Grand Haven, July 2$ (Special) man, Lois Lugten, Ginger WaganLoss has not been estimated.
that' are sold to many visitors. Alma Vander HiU and Marjorie be married Aug. 4, was compli—Mike Calogerais,43, operator of aar. Alma Ten Brink, Esther BarProfits go to a social project of Lucking.
mented at a bridal shower in the
Theater Grill oh Washington St.,
tels, Yvonne Bartels, Rosemary
the Junior bureau.
Bielefeldhome, 199 West 16th St,
charged with permittingfilthy
Coast Guard Festival
Tanis, Christine Clements,Donna
Tuesday night. • Hostesses were
and unsanitaryconditions in his Rankens, Fannie Bultman,Janette
Hollman
Calls
Hearing
Planned in Grand Haven place of business, paid $100 fine
Mrs. H. Mouw and Miss Dorothy
The life, and hard times of ‘The authenticside boarc All three School Friends Club
Rienstra, Elaine Van Doornik,
South Haven, July 29
Bielefeld.
and $4.45 costs after pleading
Late ChristopherBean" provided acts took place in the dining room
Muriel
Elzinga,
Joyce
Busscher.
Rep. Clare E. Hoffman is schedGrand Haven, July 29 (Special) guilty before Justice George HoffHas Annual Luncheon
Games were played during the
the Saugatuck Summer Players
uled to open hearing* here tomor—A three-day festival will be held er Wednesday afternoon. He was Elaine Sterenberg and the honored with a vehicle for Interpretationof the Haggetts’ home, not , far
evening.
A feature of the enterfrom Boston,
guest.
here Aug. 2 to 4 to celebrate the
The annual summer outing of row on the recent strike. at the tainme..t was the ’making of a
arrested by city police on comof characters ranging from gentle
Others in the cast were Margo
N tkmal Motors Casting company bride’s scrapbook.A lunch was
158th anniversary of the founding
plaint of state health inspectors.
Abby, played by Abbie" Smith, to Marcotte as Susan Haggett, Phyl- the School Friends dub was held
Hoffman said he would determine
of the Coast Guard service.
Condition Improves
Tallant, an engaging scoundrel is ‘ McVoy, as Ada Haggett, Bill on Wednesday in the form of a if the Taft-Hartleylaw was ob- served by the hostesses.
The program includes recepGuests included the Mesdamea
The condition of Jackie gcott, who forges art masterpieces, por- Weber as Warren Creamer, Ray smorgasbord luncheon at Hotel served during the strike.
tions, suppers, a soap box derby, Steffen,’ Will Filed
Elton Van Pernis, Howard Kara3tt, was reported as improved trayed by Allen Staples.
Wegner as Rosen, and George Macatawa. Twenty-sevenmemtour of Coast Guard facilities,golf
Grand Haven, July 29 (Special)
meraad. George Tubergan, Jr,
The action revdlvesaround a Spelvin as Davenport.
after a "good" night by Holland
TAYLOR TO SPEAK
tournament, window tour and —The will of the late Ben Stefbers
from
Holland.
Grand
RapWillard Van Dragt, Howard Tbpp
greedy
Jot,
who
squabble
over
the
hospital authorities today. The
The play was directed and pro*
Grand Rapids, July 29 — Sen.
street dance, water contests and fens of Holland,who died April
youth was struck by a car while paintings of Christopher Bean, duced by J. Colson Webster, ac- ids and Lansing attended the Glen Taylor of Idaho, recently and A. Bielefeld, and the Mkaea
demonstrationsby Coast Guards- 27. has been filed for probate. The
Edna and Betty Van Tatenhcta,
crossing the street near his home whose genius was discoveredten tive in little theater circles of event.
nominated vice presidential can- Adelaide Sybeama, Mary Ann V«
men, swimming faces and a greas- will bequeathed his entire estate,
July
6
and
received a concus- years after his death. Caught up western Michigan for several seaFollowing
the
luncheon
the
didate of the Progressive party, huizen and Beatrice Fortney.
ed watermelon contest.
both real and personal property, sion.
in the web of avarice are Dr. sons.
group went to ]ihe home of. Miss will speak in the Blue and Silver
The two-day event Will conclude to his seven children,to be equally
Haggett,played by Howard DalShirley Dunn was stag? man- Luella Cornish at Jenison park room of the Civic Auditorium,
with a Coast Guard banquet and divided among them, share and m*
ol
ton, his wife, Dorothy Dalton, ager, Don Rothchildwas techni- for a business meeting and a proSaturday, at 7:30 pjn^ it was an- Oil Tanker Leaves
a Venetian night parade. Admiral share alike. Two of the sons,
StUl Slow
and an assortmentof arty people cal director. Helen' Tift took gram of games. Prize winners nounced today. The speech is beThe oil tanker, Paratex,
Farley is expected the second day. Henry and Leonard D.. are co-exe- Perch fishing on the piera conintent on* profiting from a boom charge of make-up, Jean Stagles were Mrs. Harry .Kramer and
ing held In conjunction ' with a ed the Holland harbor
flying from Washington,D. G, to cutora of the estate.The will was tinued to be alow today local
In Bean originals.
handled costumes and Ysobelle Miss Louisa Williams of Grand Grand Rapids Progressive party Wednesday aad left at 3:
Mtiskegon.
dated Feb. 17,
[— >ers reported.
The set u
'A. featuring an Erlebachtook care of proper!
Pepids. .
today.
rally.
An estimated100

Legionnaires
from Holland. Grand Haven. Zeeland. Cbopersville and Conklin attended ceremoniesat which the
various post officerswere installed at the legion Memorial counred.
try club Wednesday night. The
Cecil Thompson, who was riding Grand Haven delegation came to
with Lower, was listed as a wit- Holland via charteredbus.
nevss.
John Kesiler,commander of the
Police are continuing their in- Ottawa county council and from
vestigation.
Grand Haven, conducted the inPeter Doggers, 45. of 650 Lin- stallation rites.
coln Ave., was checked at HolPast commanderpins were preland hospital thus morning and re- sented to Edward Klomp of Grand
leased after the bicycle he was Haven and Joe Nyhof of the Wilriding was struck by a car driven liam G. Leenhoutspost 6.
by Harris Weslerhof of 504 West
Post 6 officers installedfor the
22nd St., at the intersection of coming years were: George Pel17th St. and Van Raalte Ave.
grim. commander; Gunnar AnderWeslerhof told police that he son, first vice-commander;E. B
was going east on 17th St. and Wallace, second vice-commandet :
was making a left turn on Van Ben Rowan, adjutant; Frank Ten
Last year about 3,250 acres
Raalte and couldn't see very well Have, finance officer;Oscar Anbecause the sun was low and hit derson. sergeant-at-arms;Harry were sprayed but effectivenessof
the bike.
Kramer, chaplain and Louis Dal- the spray has cut down the acreage necessary to spray this year.
The mishap occurred at 7:15 man, historian.
this morning.
A social evening, including re-

Dutch

Nurserpen
Controls

Zeeland, July 29-Fire destroyed a three-ton load of straw which
was on a tractor drawn wagon
owned by Harry Petroelje of route
2. Zeeland.Firemen believe the
blaze
started by exhaust

Hundreds Watch

Down

Barn Burn

f

—

.

.

Players Group Presents

Saugatuck Performance

•

•

'

••
John
1943,

A

'

'

,

.
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194*

Literary Club Scene of

Wedding

Play Centers Feature

Dutchmen Win

Fourteen Seek

On Ninth Inning

Applicationsfor

Dress-up, Doll

Building Permits

Feature Day at the local aummer playgroundsbrought a varie-

Hit-Run Score

ty

Fourteen applicationsfor

Carver Rally Knots

Gam*

in Last Stanza

dress-up day was staged. Lincoln
school conducted the annual doll
show, and at Washington,an amateur show wai combined with the

week with ; Building
George Zuverink and

filed last
Inspector

Breaks Losing Streak

City^Clerk Garence Grevengoed.

With two out in their half of
the ninth, the Dutchmen tried a
desperation play that paid off in a

winning run, their first victory in
five atarta. Final acore was
Dutchmen 10, Grand Rapids Carvers 9. The game was played
Thursday night at Rlverview Park.

The chips were down with
Mouse Van Wieren on third by
virtue of a hit, a sacrifice and an
error. Manager Benny Batema
signalled a hit and run and as

Van Wieren raced for home,
Borgman hit sharply to third. The
third baseman hobbled the play
and Van Wieren crossed the piate
standing up while the infielder
chased the loose ball back to the
grass.
' It was a dramatic finish to a
hectic game which saw the Carver* parade aix runs across the
plate in the first half of the ninth
to knot the count at nine runs
apiece.
Carl Riemink. making his first
debut with the Dutchmen since
before the war. held the visitors
to three runs until the ninth. The
Carvers broke out with a six hit
barrage with one out in their half
of the final inning and tied the

game.

Batema called his ace, Mike
Skaalen. out of the dugout to relieve Riemink. Skaalen breezed
three strikes past LeftfieWer Wybers and forced Way to hit to
Borgman, who threw him out at

’ •

ending the rally.
Van Wieren, batting for Wlodarczyk, banged a single to left
field and took second on a sacrifice by Czerkics. Skaalen was
•ut on a fly ball to left field, Van
Wieren holding second. Mulder
was safe on an error by shortstop Buzalski and Van Wieren
took third from where he scored
the winning run.
The locals jumped to an early

first,

lead when they scored three runs
on four hits in their first inning.
They scored another tally in the
fourth and added another in the
fifth. -Three hits and two walks
netted the Dutchmen another four
runs in the seventh.

Grand Rapids scored twice

in

of costumes to Washington,

Longfellow and Van Raalte Speaker
schools Friday when the annual

build-

ing permits totaling 128,877 were
;

Shows
Traces

History of

Money

“The purchaalnfpower of honest dollar* baa dropped in the
At Longfellow the children were
Joseph R. Hurlbut, 242 Pine
last 10 year* to 50 cents to the
divided into groups accordingto
Ave., repair front porch and chimdollar, affecting all Iten* of
the months in which they were
ney. S83; self, contractor.
property," Lee W. Finch of
born. After singing songs a birthPaul King, 132 West 15th St.,
Grand Rapids, put president of
day parade took place.
re-roof house, S165; self, conthe Grand Rapids Rotary club,
Winner* were Donald Miles,
tractor.
told
local Rot&rians Thursday
January; Ann Welch, February;
James Mool, 231 West 25th St.,
in a talk titled "Honest Money."
Ltnda
Yntema,
Bobby
Kaltman,
erect house, 30 by 30, and garage,
"The amount of purchuabl*
Gloria Schurman and Nancy Ash20 by 12, frame construction,$5,goods is the true barometer of
worth
(latter
two
honorable
men500; self, contractor.
tion), March; Lana Unbolt and the worth of money, and the
W. E. Dunn, 415 West 24th St.,
Alice
Zeutenhoret, April; Joan change in the 10-year period hu
erect storage building,40 by 120
Haworth, May; Karen Yntema, coat the American saver and
feet, cement block contruction
Roberta Wise and Billy Ashworth, earner just half of his expected
with asphalt roof, $6,000; self,
June; Lola Haworth and Eleanor earnings and savings. This hu
oon tractor.
Grote, Auguit; Karen Ende, Sep- always produced the same result
Earl Nivison, 253 East 10th St.,
tember; John Hudzik, November; through the years, a loss of
build bath room, $400; self, conJanice Wise, Rebecca Neerken, about half to the Item* in
tractor.
Harold Zeutenhorst and Lillian property a swe know them," the
John Van Eerden. 27 West 18th
Elenbaas, December. Because speaker said.
St., re-roof house, $150; self, conthere were no entries for July
He cited an historicalIncident
tractor.
and October special awards went in 1526 when the scholar CopJohn Van Dyke 234 West 23rd
to Patty Ashworth and Harold ernicus listed four things wrong
St., build garage. 16 by 20 feet,
Wise and Frank Naugbos.
$550! Van Voorst and Oetman,
with Poland: First, discord; secDress-up show winners at Van ond pestilence or disease;third
contractors.
Raalte school included Unnay De
Marie Elferdink.338 River Ave.,
stirility of soil hurting producLoo, July Vos, Marie Joldersma, tion; fourth, deterioration of the
(Penna-Saa
photo)
build bathroom,$350; Henry BeeMr. and Mr*. Alvin J. Dozeman
KatheleenDykema, David Rudick,
len, contractor.
country'smoney The latter is
Miss
Mari
Lynn
E.
Casemier,
Phyllis Baker, Marlene Harbin,
wedding
and
reception.
Tables
Bernard Van Langevelde.West
subtle, misunderstoodand even28th St., 13* -story house, 38 by 26 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. Case- were decoratedwith white gladi- Jimmy and Walter Van Ooster- tually lead* to inflation.
feet, frame construction, $6,000; mier, 40 East 26th St., and oli and ferns The bride’s table hout, Carol Vaijden Bosch, Lynda
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, Washington correspondent for the
Throughout the years, leaden
featured a three-tieredcake. Serv- Bouwman, Jane Van Lente, JoHolland Evening Sentinel, lecturer and commentator,It shown
self, contractor.
generally wish to stabilizeeconAlvin J. Dozeman. son of Mr. and
leaving La Guardia field for a two-monthtrip to Germany, Auetria
ing the guests were the Misses anne Jalving,Joanne Baker, JackDale Fris, East 28th and ColMrs. T. Dozeman, 659 Michigan Bt-mice Brinkman, Mary Jane lyn Van Oosterhout, Margaret emy on a "boom" basis, but hisand the Netherlands-She has been Invited to the coronation of
lege, two-storyhouse. 24 by 26
tory teaches and proves that the
Ave., were married at 8 p.m.
Princeaa Juliana In September and her Itinerary includes a two
Dykstra, Phyllis W'indemuller, Rae, John Tripp, Yvonne Dangre- starter Is the villain and the
feet, frame construction, $8,500;
week atay at Hitler’s retreat at Berchteagaden in Barvarian Alps.
Thursday
in
the
Woman's
Litermond,
Helen
joldersma
and
Paul
W. De Leeuw and Sons, contracFrances Pott, Irene Jacobs, Sylcourse is calamity, a general
ary club. The date marked the via Blystra, Myra Lumbers and Swierenga.
tors.
breakdown, ruined economy and
bride’s
birthday
anniversary.
At
Lincoln
school
judges
for
Jack Knoll, 166 West Ninth St.,
Flora Diepenhorst.
the doll display were Mrs. Henry a rotten fiscal policy is always
The double ring ceremony was
re-roof house, $220; Ben Dirkse,
Gift room attendants were the
Pitchers
performed by the Rev. Bernard Misses Elaine Visser and Marcia Klesi and Mrs. George Wallbridge. to increase taxes, the speaker
contractor,
said.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Clinton Alyea. 208 West 18th Kok before an improvisedaltar Van Tatenhove. Serving at the Winners included, beautiful large
Finch traced "money’’ throughMr. and Mrs. William Mosher. St., re-roof house and garage, decorated with white gladioli,
baby doll, Mary Dixon, Faye
punch Ik>w1 were Misses June De
South Shore Dr., have as their $242; Ben Derk.se,contractor.
Fyneweaver,Joyce Peters; beauti- out the years and predicted the
ferns, palms and candelabra. The
Haan and Coral Haveman, cousweek-end guests,Mr. and Mrs. A.
Eugene Ten Brink, 36 West aisles were also decorated with ins of the bride. Mr. and Mrs. ful small baby doll, Kathleen Teer- Marshall plan will be successHeft and daughter, Lucille, of Oak
man, Connie Norlin, Patty Terp- ful if it accomplisheshalf it in18th St., re-roof house, $260; Ben white gladioli
James K. Haveman. uncle and
In a tight pitcher'sduel. Dyk- Park. Ill
Dirkse, contractor.
James Knoll sang "God Hath aunt of the bride, were master sma; tall doll, Hilda Borgman, tends to. He was introducedby
ema Tailors shut out the VFW
Helen Teerman, Faye Fyneweav- Rotarian Henry S. Maentz.
Mrs. Laura Burkhardt of
Henry Vanden Brink, 206 West Not, Promised" belore the cereand mistress of ceremonies.
er; largest family, Sharon DalRotarians voted to hold the
nine 3-0 in a city league softball Portsmouth, Ohio, is spending sev- Ninth St., asbestos sidings on mony and "Because" as the bride
Guests were present from Zeel- man, Shirley De Neff; biggest four August meetings and two
contest at 22nd St. field Thurs- eral weeks with her son-in-law house, $455; Ben Dirkse, contrac- approached the altar on the arm
and. Grand Rapids, Muskegon and doll, Connie Norlin, Helen Teerand daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gil- tor.
in September at Castle Park.
of her father who gave her in Kalamazoo.
day night.
man; smallest doll, Sharon Dal- Visiting Rotarianswere Dr.
bert Moeller at their home in
marriage. He sang "Prayer PerThe Tailors collected four hits Vrginia Park.
The couple left after the re- man, smallest homemade doll, Wynard Wichers, Kalamazoo;
fect" as the couple knelt. He was
ception on a wedding trip to Bobby Burns.
while holding the Vets to two
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harrison Jr.
Russell Hadley, Renssalaer, Ind.;
accompanied by Miss Edna Case- northern Michigan and Minnesota,
Foreign doll, Judy De Neff, Jack Johnson, Tulsa, Okla ; Robsafeties in the seven-inning game. and their son, Paul III, will arrive
mier, cousin of the bride, who also
the bride wearing a white suit Mary Dixon; boy doll. Connie Nor- ert Baum, Garemont, Calif.; DavHarv Vanderveen was on the in Holland this afternoonby
played the wedding marches.
plane from Chicago. They will be
and hat with gold trim, white ac- lin, Shirley De Neff; clothespin,
The bride wore a gown of white cessories and a gladioli corsage. John Van Dam; Negro dolls, Judy id R. Vaughan, South Bend, Ind.;
mound for the Tailors and Matt guests at the J. J. Riemersma
A double ring ceremony at brocaded satin, the round neck- They will lie home after July 31 De Neff. Sharon Dalman; Indian Noble R. Jonee, St Louis. Mo.;
Numakoskihurled for the losers. home for the week-end.
Dr. J. L. Kleinheksel.Wichita,
The winners scored one run in
doll, Nancy De Waard; oldest
Pvt. Donald R. Ten Brink, son the home of the bride Frida, at line and short puffed sleeves edg- at 649 Michigan Ave.
Kan., and Joseph Mrizer Cicero,
8
p.m.
united
in
marriage
Miss
ed
with
scallops
of
bridal
lace.
their third innin| when Claude of Mr. and Mrs. H. Ten Brink of
Both bride and groom were doll, Rena Lou Burns; rag doll, 111. Visitors were Larry Cudahy.
Rose
Huizenga
and
Marlin
BakThe bodice was fitted and the full
Dykema singled and went to sec- Holland, is now stationed with
born in Holland The bride at- Roberta Heath, Connie Norlin; John Van Dyke. Randy Bosch of
ond on an error by Leftfielder the Eighth Army in Tokyo as a ker. The bride is the daughter of skirt extended into a lace trim- tended local Christian schools and small doll, Shirley De Neff, Judy
John Prince. A double by C. trooper in the 1st Cavalry Divi- Jacob Huizenga,328 Maple Ave., med train. Her fingertipveil with the groom attended public schools De Neff; teddy bear, David Van Holland, Cass Mitchell of Detroit,
Stanley Warburg of Grand RapPrince allowed Dykema to score sion Military Police platoon. He is and the groom is the son of Joe lace edging fell from a lace crown
and business college. She ha*. been Kampen, James Mills; bunnies, ids and Earl Carroll of Macatawa
the first tally.
trimmed with orange blooms.
,, in ,hp o((lcc of the Hol. Lanny Mills, Shirley De Neff.
working in the capacity of a high- Bakker, route 3.
The

affair.

Personals

Duel

Features

costume

applications follow:

Game

Vows Exchanged

At Bride’s Home

the second and once in the third
before their big ninth inning.
The Carvers scored their nine
runs on 10 hits and two errors
while the Dutchmen scored 10
runs on 13 hits and two errors.
The impressive candlelight serThe scoreless innings resumed way and town patrolman.
TOtchmt iwtU and a
-•The winning pitcher was Skaal- until the winner's half of seventh
Muss Antoinette Varona, 175 vice was read by the Rev. C. A. pearl necklace, gift of the groom
en, who relieved Riemink and the
when they scored two runs on a •West 22nd St., is attendingthe Stoppels before an arrangement Her flowers were an arm bouquet
losing hurler was Terpenning, walk, and error and a hit by Tony
summer session at Middlebury of palms, ferns and seven-branch of gardeniasand white gladioli.
who relieved Paris in the seventh.
candelabra. Bouquets of white
Westerhof.
College, Middlebury,Vt. She is
Attendants were Mrs. Richard
Barton was behind the plate for
Westerhof caught for the Tail- studying in the French depart- gladioli decorated the room.
Taylor, the brides sister, matron
the Carvers and Wenzel caught
Miss June Witteveen, pianist,
or* and Don Vanderhill was ment of the language school.
of honor; Muss Isla Dozeman. sisfor the Dutchmen
backstop for the losers.
Mrs. Ernest Vanden Berg and played the wedding marches and ter of the groom and Miss Marian

She

,

Twin dolls, Ruth Teerman, Park.
Kathleen Teerman. Marilyn and
ployed at Dozeman Refrigeration.
The bride was feted at showers Ruth Ann Streur and Sharon Dalman; dancing doll, Mary Dixon;
given by Miss Marian Haveman,
funniest, Winifred Reynolds,Ju- Color
Mrs. N. De Haan. Miss Elaine Vlsdith Garlock, Roberta Heath;
scr. Miss Marcia Van Tatenhove,
prettiest,Linda Slighter, Sharon
Miss Mary Jane Dykstra. Mrs. J.
Strong; unusual dolls, Sandra
The Grand Rapids team was
Casomier,Mrs. K. Casemier and Grass, Carol Joyce Van Dam;
Mrs. Tom M. De Vries visited at accompanied Miss Norma Van Haveman. cousin of the bride,
Igte in getting to Holland behe home of Mrs. Theodore Neer- Vuren who sang "O Promise Me" bridesmaids;Little Mary Joyce Mrs. A. Casemier. also Mrs T. most worn doll, Kay Kamps; Carol
Color Ad turned back Zeeland
cause they played an earlier game
ken. 297 West 30th St., Wednes- and ’ Because'' before the cere- Taylor, niece of the bride, flower Dozeman and Miss Isla Dozeman. Lehman, Ann Pardeau.
8-5 in their Wooden Shoe baseball
with Nash-Kelvinator in Grand
mony and "The Lord's Prayer"
day afternoon.
Bridal dolls, Nancy De Waard,
girl; Kenneth Casemier, brother
Rapids which ended in a 0-0 tie
league contest at RiverviewPark
The Annual Gideon Camp pot- following the exchange of vows. of the bride, t>est man. Kent HopCarol Slighter; animals, Chester Friday night.
at the end of seven innings.
The bride's traditionalwhite
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
luck will he held Monday at 6:30
Kamphuis, Roger Kamps, Jack
Adams, Carver pitcher in the earkins and La Verne Casemier were
The victors started the fireThe Rev. and Mrs. C. FleweUing p.m. at Mr. and Mrs. Low s cot- satin gown was styled with a
Van Kampen; story book dolls, works in the first when Van Liere
ly contest, pitched no hit ball for
ushers.
D.
Caauwe.
195;
M.
Wabeke,
square neckline, fitted bodice,
1 nd Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kraak tage. north of Tunnel Park. Memthe seven Innings and Jack MareMrs. Taylor wore pale green 176; B. Van Vuren, 150; W. Dal- Nancy De Waard, Mary Dixon; doubled. Borgman singled and
long sleeves pointed over the
ma. Hope college student, al- have left for a few weeks visit bers are asked to bring their own hands and a full skirt ending in a brocaded satin styled like the man. 143; G. Geerling. 95; C. prettiestdoll buggy, Patty Terp- went to aecond on an error and
with relative*and friends at Bur- table service and will be contacted
sma, Carol Joyce Van Dam.
lowed the Carvers three safeties
train. Her fingertipveil was held brides gown. The bridesmaids Hamelink .93; E. Huyser, 89; B.
bank, Calif.
on what food to br.ng.
Another Lincoln playgroundscored on infieldout*. The total
while hurling for the Kalvinator
gowns
were
pink
and
blue
moire
Do
Haan,
85;
B.
Van
Tak.
79:
A.
in place by a seed pearl tiara. She
for the inning was two runs.
Lester Lewis of Kalamazoo was
feature was the Lincoln Washingnine.
carried a bouquet of white roses, taffeta.AU wore matching mitts Potter, 75; M. Jousma, 62; J. BorColor Ad took advantage of
a recent visitor at the home of his
ton softball game. Lincoln won 6-2
Totals for the local game were:
baby mums and babies'-breath.and carried yellow gladioli with chers, 61; N. Hovinga, 58; L. with Jack Kempker and Norman two safeties in their second to
mother, Mrs. Delia Lewis, Wash.- Grand Rapids Carvers (9)
Completing her ensemble was a the same flowers in their hair.
Lemson, 55; J. Wabeke, 52.
ington St.
Scheerhom the winning battery. add three runs and make a five
AB R H Mr. and Mrs. R. Vander Zwaag
(From Friday ’n Sentinel)
string of pearls, gift of the groom.
The flower girl wore white tafWinners in the Washington run lead. Two more runs in the
Tyron, rt .............
4 1 1
The United States Civil Service
Attending the bride as maid of feta with ruffles and pink bow*,
and children,Efiie and Rooert ot
Ottawa
-One-fifth
of
Canada,
school
dress-up show were Jane fifth and one in the sixth mada
Skendzel,2b .........
3 2 2 Spring Lake visitedat the home comnusison announce* an open honor was Miss June Reidsma who white mitts and a net cap with
about
682,000
.square
nines,
is Van Tatenhove. Jennie Boullion the winning margin.
Buerkens, lb ....................5 1 2
of their mother, Mrs. C. Vanden competitive examination tor ap- wore a pale blue gown fashioned shoulderlength veil. She carried drained by the Mackenzie river, Janice Van Langen, Peter Jonker
Zeeland got started in their
Buzalski, as ......................3 2 0
Bosch a few days. Mrs. Vanden pointmentol a substitutecierk to with sweetheart neckline and pink gladioli.
which L< navigable almost its en- Janet Wichers, Richard Ouder- fourth and pushed across one run
Barton, c ..........................
. 5
Bosch returned with them for a serve the local post office. The butterfly aleeve*. Her bouquet One hundred guests attended the tire length.
sluys, Sue De Pree, Joyce Lyon, on a triple by Klamp and a wild
fc. Paris 3b .................... 5 0 1
examinationwill be held Aug. 7 was of pink rose*, babies’-breath
Kate Reed. Shirley Beekaman, pitch. They scored again in the
Wybers. If ..................... 4 0 0 brief visit.
and Mrs. A. Rozendal at 8:30 a.m., at the Holland Post and baby mums.
Eleanor Zeerip, Karen Hertz, Judy fifth and made their final bid in
Way. cf ...........
4 1 1 andThesonRev.
The groom was attended byof Rochester. N. Y., were Office, second floor, in the civil
Kay Swiennga,Karon Grotler, the sixth when they talliedthree
J-. Pari*. P ........................3 0 0
recent visitors in this vicinity.
service room. Application term Harvey Bakker, his brother.
Jimmie Dressel, Peggy Bosman, runs on hits by Lampen, De Jonge,
Terpenning, p ....................i i \
The reception following the
Mrs. L. Boas a;*d sons, Larry No. 60 is availableat the post ofRein Vander Hill, Karen Van Sheridan and Ensing.
ceremony was attended by 60
and Bobby of San Francisco, fice.
Langen, Joyce Working, Mary
Each team had an eight Kit
37 9 10 Calif., are visiting her parents.Mr.
Carolyn Berkompas is confined guests. Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Ann Cullen. Jimmie Oudman.
Dutchmen (10)
total.
Bakker
were
master
and
mistress
and Mrs. Chris Vanden Heuvel lor at nome with rheumatic fever.
Entries in the amateur show
Van Liere was the winning
AB R H several weeks.
of ceremonies and Miss Joyce Post
She will have to remain in bed for
following the costume parade pitcher and Ensing was the loser.
Mulder, ss ..........................5 o 1
and
Miss
Elaine
Koop
were
in
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Ver Hage aoout three weeks.
were Shirley Beekman, Cherie Fortney and Borgman each colBorgman. 3b ....................6 2 4
charge of the gift room. Guests
of Louisville, Ky., were recent visYo*t, Kate Reed, Sue De Pree, 1 "ted two hits in three times at
Mrs. John Schrciber has reWenzel, c ...................
4 2 1
were served by the Misses Shirley
itors at the home of their father,
Jannie Van Tatenhove, Muriel
Rotman, lb
4 2 3 Dick Ver Hage and other relatives. turned home after undergo.ng Wiersum, Gertrude Heerspink
hat for the local nine. Sheridan
Vander Zwaag, Karen Van LangWentzel,rf ...................... 3 o j
major surgery. She is reported re- and Hazel Bakker.
and De Jonge had two hits apiece
The annual Colonial Mission
en, Janice Van Langen, Kathryn
H. De Neff. 2b ....................
3 1 0 Fest sponsored by the Mission
for Zeeland.
Among out-of-townguest* was
Reed, Richard Oudersluys,RusWlodarczyk. ...........
3 2 1
Adolph Hoecker of Chicago is' Miss Henrietta Huizenga of CorSyndicate of Reformed church will
sell
Collin,
Mavorney
Doherty,
CMThies. cf ......................3 0 0
spending his vacation with his bin. Ky.
be held at Lawrence Street City
Janet Wichers, Chuck Lemmen, Sentence Suspended
Riemink p ........................3 0 1
father, Utto Hoecker.
' Both Mr. and Mrs. Bakker were
Park on Wednesday, Aug. 4.
Bonnie and Connie Brooks, Doris
Skaalen, p ...............
HZ’ 1 0 0 Miss June Geerts and Miss Jose- Mrs. Willard West is home again graduated from Holland high
James Patrick Finn. 72. South
De Fouw, Karen Hertz. Peggj Bend, Ind., was given a suspended
Van Wieren, If ................ 1 1 j
phine Kloosterman recently en- after spending two weeks in the school. Mrs. Bakker is employed
Bosman, Sheryl and Muriel Van- sentence of 30 days on condition
at the office of H. J. Heinz Co.
joyed a trip to Washington.D. C., hospital.
der Zwaag, Bennie Rowan, Phillip he leave Holland when he was
36 10 13 New York and Niagara Falls.
Most of the local children are Mr. Bakker is employed as a conVan Huis, Judy Swieringa,Joe arraigned Thursday before MuniMiss Lois Glerum is visitingat now enjoying the Bible school be- structionworker.
Good, Rein Vander Hill, Karen cipal Judge Cornelius vander Meuthe home of her brother-in-law ing held at the Harlem church unThe couple left after the recepTwo Drivers Injured
and Victor Allman and Joyce Ly- len on a drunk and disorderly
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Louis der ihe supervision of Mr. De tion on a wedding trip to northon.
In Car-Truck Crash
charge. He was arrested by citv
Lace at Three Oaks.
Vries.
ern Michigan. The bride wore a
Judges were Mrs. Hines of Colpolice Wednesday night. Gerald
light
blue
linen
dress
with
scalOfficers chosen at the Huyser
Mrs. Ethel Maierhauser and
umbus. Ohio, and Misses Adelaide
Two drivers were treated in family reunion' held at Lawrence daughter,
Robert Stratton, 18, Grand RapMary and children have loped neckline and cap sleeves.
and GeraldineDykhuizen.
Holland hospital on Saturday for
ids, paid a speeding fine of $10
Street Park Saturday included motored to California.They are Her accessories were black and
laceration* following a truck-car
white and she wore a rose corand John J. Brandsen,59, routa
Lawrence Huyser. Kalamazoo, visitingrelative* there.
craah at 1:30 a.m. on US-31 about
Grand Haven Girl
president;Agnes Huyser, secre- Oscar and Albert Dorn left Fri- sage. Mr. and Mrs. Bakker will
2, paid $5 on a right of way
five mile* *outh of Holland.
tary; William Baron, treasurer; day for a vacation in Wisconsin. live on route 3.
charge.
Injured in Crash
Albert Boone, 27, route 4, driv- Gerrit Huyser, historian.
Marilyn
Kunkel
of
Hudsonville
er of the car, received multi- The 20th anniversary of the
Grand Haven, July 29 Special)
More than one-half the atatea
tion trip to Denver, Colo.
—Maxine McKay, 17, Grand Havple facial lacerations and Mar- Young People's society of the Zut- spent a week's vacationat the
observe 10 or more legal holiday*
The
Union Sunday school picnic
home
of
her
grandparents,
the
en, was taken to Municipal hospivin Johnson, 26, Benton Harbor phen Christian Reformed church
during the year.
of the two local churches was held
tal and treated for shock and
twck driver,was treated for lac- will be observed with a special Winters.
at
Spring
Grove
on
Wednesday
bruises suitained while riding in
erationa over the eye*. Both were service on Sunday evening. July
evening. The Rev. B. Kruithof of
a car driven by Ruasell Ten
taken to the hospital in ambu- 25, at 7:30 p.m. The society was
Holland gave an interesting and
Hagen, 22,- Grand Haven, which
lance* and were discharged after organized by the Rev. William Van
profitable address.
was allegedly struck by one drivf treatment.
Peursem of Holland, who has been
AMBULANCE SERVICE
(From Friday’* Sentinel)
Mrs Theodore Bowman and
en by Henry Overbeek,29, route
Blindinglights are believed to secured the principal ipeaker.
$9 Cast 9th'
Phone SHS
Members of the Helping Hand daughter, Ann of Grand Rapids,
!, Grand Haven. The accident ocI have caused the almost head-on Vocal and instrumental music will society, with their families, enGilbertVandar Watar, Mgr.
spent
several
days
with
Mr.
and
curred
at
8:20
p.m.
Thursday
-at
L crakh. Both vehicle* were con- feature the program. Ail former joyed their annual picnic at Byron
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Hr*.
A. Bowman while her
the corner of Washington and
members and friends are invited.
siderably damaged.
Center park last week.
husband was in Detroit.
Griffin Sts. Overbeek was given a
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Van The Zylstra brother* and Miss
ticket by city police for failure
Committee Entertains at
Klompenbei g and daughters were
Mmueipal Coart Newt
to yield the right of way.
Josie Overzet are at their cotThe following fines had been Royal Neighbors Meeting guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl tage at Green Jake.
Schermer in Vriesland on Sunday. Mr. and Mr*. H. W. Beek and
paid today in Municipal Court:
Load Jaycee Auxiliary
Henry' SJoerdima, 20, of 227 West
A regular meeting of the Roy- July
family visitedwith their children,
ISth St, stop street and straight al Neighbor* was held Thursday The Misses Betty Zagers, Isla Mr. and Mr*. Austin Stauffer at
Has Dinner Meeting
1 (no muffler), $5; Han* Mag- night at the club rooms. The bus- De Kock, Helen Mae Van NoOrd Caledonia Friday evening, July
Hierta. 25, Detroit, speeding, iness meeting was followed by a and Saiiy Van Noord are in a 16.
Fourteenmember* of the Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Baar
Marilyn
Hesselink.18. party given by the month’* com- trailer at Ottawa Beach this
Chamber of Commerce auxiliary
Mr. and Mr*. Dick Pater at. 0#
• (de Vries photo) took the ferry to the Big Top
1 Rapids, speeding, $5; Stuart mittee. Mrs. John Serier and her week.
tended the wedding of Mrs. PatThe
marriage
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
M.
route 4. parking. 31; committee were in charge. Lunch
Tuesday night for their, regular
Miss Hilda Vande Wieda ot Chi- eFa lister at Grandville recently.
Witteveen, 39. route 4. im- wa* served and prize* for card* cago was a guest of Mr. and Mr*.
Warren Baar wa* performed In Huyser, route 1, Zeeland. The monthly meeting. A business sesgroom's parents an? Mr. and Mrs. sion followed dinner. Mrs. Frank
turn, $3; Willitm Gotham. were awarded to Mr*. Lillian Henry Ter Haar for. a few day*.
Vegetables which have been de- the Borculo Christian Reformed Sam Baar of Zeeland. The couple
I assured dear distance, Bock*, Mr*. H. P. Kiel* and Mrs.
Nawn and Mrs. Ernest Phillips
Mr; and Mm. Ed Lubbinge and hydrated weigh only about one- church June 25 by the Rev. C.
Is now living at 12 Centennial St, were appointed to take charge of
Ray Horn.
funily have returned fqpm a vaca- fifth as much ai fresh ones.
A
Vanden Heuvel The bride is the Zeeland.
a picnic meeting in August
|and Kuniace
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Dutchmen

Church Ceremony Unites Couple

Bow

To South Haven

Locals Will Tangle

With Sutherland
Night

Youth

Injured in Crash

Cottage Theft

KiOed in Crash

Grand Haven. July 29 (Spec— Fred Tewilllager, 17. of Birmingham, was sentencedby Justice

Near Pearline

killingsix players.
Vander Wier pitched for a Maskegon independent baseball club
against the Flying Dutchmen here
this summer, shortly before reporting to the Duluth club.

in

Game Tonight

Holland's Flying Dutchmen return to RiverviewPark tonight in

The

bus carrying the squad
struck a truck loaded with dry
ice near St. Paul, Minn., and whs
completely burned, reports indicate. Three of the players were
trapped and burned to death
while two others died as a re-

an effort to avenge an early season defeat at the hands ol the
Kalamazoo Sutherland outfit, who
return here for a contest at 8 p.m.
It was this same Kazoo aggregation which snapped the local winning streak at nine straight,some

sult of the mishap. In addition 11

weeks ago.
Saturday night the locals traveled to South Haven for a return
match with the Merchants, but
found the home club a hit tougher
then when they appeared here. In
fact the South Haven club was
strong enough to take a 5-2 decision from a "patched up" Dutchmen aggregation.Neither Don
Mulder, regular shortstop or Lou
Borgman, third baseman, were
able to play.
Holland took a one run lead in
the first inning on a walk to Substitute Wa>ne De Neff, a hit batsmen and a double b> Loren Wenzel.

South Haven failed to score off
Lefty Clare Van Wieren. starting
local hurler until the fourth when
they tied the score. A single oy
Ix'lt Fielder D. Moon, and a double bv Third Baseman S. Stone
sent across the tying
The winners took a one run lead

marker.

others were injured.
The players were

members

of

the Duluth Minn.. Northern league baseball club which was traveling from Eau Claire, Wis., to St.
Cloud. Minn.

Stephen Lazar, Olijhant,

Pa.,

George

Jailed (or

Oxerhi.**!-.

Muskegon Man

B

Hoffer Saturday to
spend five days in the county jail,
pay $4.60 costs and make restitution of $16, the coat of garden
hose he Is alleged to have taken
July 3. from the cottage or Harold Putnam at Lake Shore Dr. in
Port Sheldon township.
Tcwilliager, with some younger
boys, allegedly took a length of
plastic hose which they were going to cut up and use for siphons
to steal gas.
Henry Yonker, 38. Muskegon
truck driver, was arrested by state
police charging him with failure
to yield the right of way after his
truck shot the curb at the junction of US-16 and M-104 in Crockery townshipat 11:48 p m. Friday
and struck a ear driven by LaVerne Kettle, 25, route 2, Coop-

Grand Haven, July 29 (Spedal)
—Joseph J. Pettit, 40, Muskegon,
was instantly killed and two others were injured when a car crashed into an embankment out of
Pearline on M-50 Sunday at 4 p.m.

Injured were Marilyn Kilgore,

Grand Rapids, who wu driving Pettit'i car, and Edward
23.

Schliess.38. also of Grand Rapids.
Miss Kilgore,suffering from shock

and back
noon

After the Hollanders again
knotted the coun* in the seventh
Wedding music was played
Lester Schaap was best man
on a double b> Harry Dc Neff and
Mrs. Harry Bennett entertained
Virginia Park nosed out North
a single bv Wayne De Neff, "the Miss Alma Vander Hill, organist. and Justm Boeve and Warren seven neighbors at her home last
Shore in their Wooden Shoe
roof fell in" on the Dutchmen Miss Donna S|veM sang "Because" Karsien were uMicrs.
Wednesday. The group tied a quilt
cause. Three singles, two errors and "O Promise Me" and "The A reception for 80 guests fol- for the hostess. A dinner was league contest Friday night.
The victors pushed across two
and a walk producedthree tall.esj Lord's Prayer as the couple lowed in the parish house. Mr. and served at noon to Mrs. Peter Van
Mrs. Wallace De Zwaan were Huizen, Mrs. J. Konyndyk, Mrs. runs apiece in the second, third
for the South Haven club, enablingknelt.
The- bride wore an off-white master and mistress of ceremonies B. Abbott. Mrs. J Schipper. Mrs and filth stanzas. North Shore
them to take the winning margin.
Holland threatened in their gown of tissue lailie fashioned and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Vandon Howard Tuttle. Mrs. J. Vander tallied all five runs in a second inning splurge which included three
ninth with two singles, bu? a dou- with epauletsand a peplum of Brink were m charge of liio gift Mate and Mrs. Floyd Lowing.
iuts, an error and a walk.
ble plav ending the contest,riash- imported Chantilly lace. The skirt room.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude E. Snyder
Serving the guests were Misses and baby, Joyce, of Grand Rap- M. Bu sve her was on the hill for
eJ ail hopes of prolonging the tilt. ended in a square train. Her veil
the winners and received credit
of bridal illusion was caught in a Donna and Esther Tv .nk, Mrs. H.
Box Score
ids spent the week-end with Mr.
for the win. He also hit safely two
tiara of seed pearls and Chantilly Lamer, Mrs. G. Van Der Bio. Miss
Holland (2)
and Mrs. Marvin Vissers of this,
out of three times at bat. H.
AR R H lace. Her bouquet was of white Carol Mae Karsien and Misses place.
W De Neff ss ............. 3 1 1 roses, snapdragons,babies'-breath Mildred and Margaret Rooks. A Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smead Wiersma was the other big gun at
.... ,
I the plate for the winners after hitWiodarczyk.3b ...........
0
and swainsona. A single strand of program included selections by
and Miss Judy Wilson spent Sun-,tinf, lwo out ol throe Umes at lhe
Wenzel,
..............
pearls, gift of the groom, com- Miss Speet and a reading by Miss
U
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. ip|aU,
Rot man. lb .................
0
Carol Mae Karsien. Guests came
pleted her ensemble.
Wentzel.rf
0
Attendants were Miss Myra from Bay City, Zeeland, Borculo Paul Hazekamp of Muskegon. I V. Johnson was the losing hurlThe women from this locality,.r h. Waterwav collectedtwo hits
H. De Neff. 2b .......
0
Boeve, sister ot the bride, maid of and Holland.
who
are attending Farm Women's m three times at bat for North
H Van Wieren. If ............4 1
nonor. .Miss Myra Rooks, sister of
lor their wedding trip to CanWeek at East loosing are Mrs. Shore.
Czerkies.
3 0
ihe groom, and Mrs. Justin Boeve, ada. New York Citv and Niagara
J. Vander Mate. Mrs. William Virginia Park tallied their six
C. Van Wieren. p ...............3 0
sister-in-lawof the bride, brides- Falls, the bride wore a white dress
Vixsers, Jr., Mrs. Richard Bouw- runs on a* many hits and North
Skaalen, 9th ...................... 1 0
maids. Miss Boeve wore a pink with white accessoriesand a cose
man. Mrs. B. Abbott, Mrs. Lyle; Shore made five runs on four
taffeta gown and the bridesmaids corsage. They will In* at home
Stevens and Mrs. Don Stevens. .Inis.
Totals .......................... 33 2 9 wore blue and yellow taffeta.All after Aug. 1 in their new home
Mr. and Mrs. John Van
gowns were fashioned like the at Central Park,
en. Sr., spent Monday evening
South Haven (5)
bride s with a taffeta ruffle form- j Mrs. Rooks has boon employed
1
AR R H :ng an off-the-shouldereffect. The at Bay View FurnitureCo., and with Mr. and Mrs. Handlochen of
Lament.
T. Won ban. cf ...... .............4 0 1 maid of honor carried a bouquet Mr. Rooks is in business with his
Mrs. Peter Van Huizen is spendHamlin, rf'
0 of rapture roses, delphiniumsand (father.
..............3
1
ing a week with relativesat MeA. Wenban, v>
..... 4 0 1

Ekes Out Win

candelabra.by

to be ques-

in St.

Mary's hospital, Grand

The accident occurred whon
Miss Kilgore lost control and the
car hit the shoulder of the road
and then an embankment. Coroner Joseph £. Kammersad said
Pettit died of a broken neck.
Schliess told sheriff's officers ha
and Pettit had picked up Milt
”ilgore in Grand Rapids and were
to have dinner at an eating placo
at Beltline road and M-50. They

Bass River

Park

was

Rapids. Schliess received head injuries and was found wanderinga
few rods from the accident

m

1. Coopersville.in Wright township when both cars met at the
intersection.Barron was given a
(LoiiwHUia photo)
ticket by state police charging
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Rooks
(From Friday's Sentinel)
Miss Vivian Boeve. daughter of snamlragoiLs. Bridesmaidscarried
Mr. and Mrs. Flpyd Lowing, him with excessive speed. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Boeve. route yellow ro.M'.s, talisman roses, snap- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snyder and iBarnettL was charged with failure
(i. and Les'er Rooks, son of Mr. dragons and delphiniums.
two children. Yvonne and Jack, to yield the right of way.
Lillie Ph\!lt> Kievil.* cousin of and O. H. Snulor attended the
and Mrs. James Rooks. 120 East
.'L’ml S: . were married Thursday the groom, was flower girl. She McDenold reunion Sunday at the
at M iple Avenue ChristianRe- wore a white gown, aso fashioned home of Mr. and Mrs. Russel)
formed church. The double ring like the bride's, and carried a McDenold near Bauer.
ceiemony was read by the Rev. 0. I basket of rose petals. Dnwayne
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hamming
Breen before an arrangement ol (kink as ringlvoarerwore a white and two sons of Linden, Wash.,
palms, ferns, gladioliand ligated linen suit and earned the rings
visited relatives here the past
in a lily.
week.

injuries,

tioned by state police this after-

died at a St. Pauli hospital today, ersville.
the sixth fatality of the crash.
Delmar Barnette, 48. and his
George Treadwell, team manager • ife. Gladys, 41, both of route 1,
who drove the bus; Centerfielder Coopersville, were treated by a
Gerald (Peanuts! Paterson; Pitch- physician for cuts and lacerations
er Doland Schuckman; Catcher |slb;taino<j at 8 p
Friday when
Gilbert Trible; and the truck driv •heir car was struck by one driver, Janies Grealish. died earlier.
en by Byron F. Barron. 21. route

Virginia

in the fifth on an error at third
base and a long double b) Pilcher

1943

Muskegon Player

It was reported here Monday
Donald Vander Wier, former
Muskegon high basketballplayer and baseball star, was among
those injured when a Duluth baseball bus collided with a truck,

Baseball Club

22,

(Stopped at the place but decided to
I go to another place. Pettit changed places with Miss Kilgore atthis point. The crash occurred just
a littlelater.
wallet containing $436
found on Pettit'sbody. He
employed as a safety man with
Consumers Power Co. at Muskegon. The body was first taken to
Wolbrink's funeral home in Allendale and later released to Greenhoe's in Grand Rapids.
Pettit is survived by three* children, a brother and two siitan.

wu
wu

A

Mr. and

Mn.

Harold J. Dykema
(Pennn Sas photo)

Dykema-Curtis Wedding

Solemnted

in

Church

First Reformed church was the State college. He Is a research
scene of
charming wedding biologistwith the Michigan conThursday evening uniting Doro- servation department.
thy May Curtis, daughter of Mr.
The bridal party was entertainand Mrs. Stanley Curtis. 170 Col- ed ai a dinner which was held at
lege Avo , and Harold J. Dykema, 'the NetherlandsInn following the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dyk- rehearsal Wednesday evening.
JUNIUS WOOD k probably tf»
ema. 51 East 20th St.
only person who could goad tha
The service was read by the
Ambus her into extra work during
Rev. Bastian Kruithof before an
these days of muggineia and doldaltar decoratedwith white gladrums in the news. But since he in(From
Monday's
Sentinel)
ioli, palms and candelabra. Miss
Dale
Stoppels,
264
West
18th quired, the Am bus her has been
Geraldine Walvoord. organist, playcollectinga folder of itema suited traditionalwedding music She St., is confinedto Holland hospital where he submitted to an ed to this kind of journalism.
accompanied Louis Jalving who
For instance, evidence is mountemergency appendectomySatursang. "Because." ’Through the
day night. He is the son of the ing around the Ambusher's homo
Years." and "The Lord's Prayer"
Rev. and Mrs. C. Stoppels.
that an idiot robin lives in the
while the couple knelt.
A daughter,Patricia Lou. was neighborhood. You know that
For her wedding Ihe bride hose born Thursday at Holland hospital
perking sound they make when a
a white slipper satin Colonial to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wiercat come* around? That fool bird
gown fashioned with a sheer yoke, sma, route 1. Friday births instarts his bellowing as soon as
aaonted by a draped bertha giv- clude a daughter, Gwen Elizabeth,
day breaks and continues as iMf
ing an off-the-shoulder
effect, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van
as it is light.
The bodice was snug fitting, long Dorp, 59*4 Central Ave., Zeeland,
"Perk, Perk. Perk!"
sleeves tapering to points at the a daughter, Marcia Lynn, to Mr.
Mrs. Ambusher said, "WeH
wrists and tiny buttons down the and Mrs. John M. Mulder, 316
anyhow it gives you a story!"
back. The full satin outer skirt West 20th St., and a daughter
Feeling a bit sharp about the
which was draped in front, fell to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Schippa,
whole matter, the Ambusher reover a ruffled petticoat,and end- 305 East Seventh St. A daughter,
torted,"Yes. perhaps a story, but
ed in a circular train. Her finger- Barbara, was born Saturday to
without a logical ending, unless it
Bain.
Moore, ii
tip length veil ol imported bridal Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Van Ta ten2
Mrs. Church is a graduate of
lie that I end up as crazy ae that
Mrs. J. Konyndyk and two
S Stone. Iti
...... 4 0 1 Burnips Couple Wed at
illusionwas held in place by a hove. 382 Pine Ave.
Allegan High school. Mr. Church daughters. Doris and Lucy, enterrobin moron."
Births
Sunday
at
the
hospital
Ronin.oon,2ii
..... 4 0 0
seed [>earl tiara. She carried a
served several months overseas tained 15 friends at her home
) Salem Indian Mission
'lurrav. 3b
...........
3
bouquet of stephanotis,white include a son. Richard Paul, to
during the war. They will live m Friday evening with a miscel)
Quite a fuss is being made
I rev
...... ......... 4
1
sweet peas, and snapdragonswith Dr. and Mrs. Paul Van Eenenaam,
Miss Mary Stevens, daughter of their new home near Salem.
laneous bridal shower honoring
Uverhiser. p ..... ......... 4 0 0
a white orchid center. A string 605 Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, and a about the hour-glass baby britchher daughter. Lavene. whose marPeter Stevens of Burnips, and
es. Seems the new look for tha
of pearls, gift of the groom, com- son to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
riage will take place soon.
youngestgeneration eliminatea all
Totals ........... .........31 5 8 Leonard Church, son of
Dirkse,
645
Michigan
Ave.
E. Shower Compliments
pleted her ensemble.
A son, John Michael, was born folding and bunching and makaa
Church, also of Burnips. were
The bride's attendant/.Miss
the job so simple even father can
married at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Mrs. Edward Goodhart
Caryl Curtis, her sister, as maid this morning at the hospital to
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heydena,350 do it.
Salem Indian Mission church. The
of honor, and Miss Frances DykMrs. Edward Goodhart, the forWest 19th St., and a daughter, Mrs. Bert Selles. 109 Eaat 15th
Rev. Lewis Church, brother of
ema. the groom's sister, as the
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Gloria Lynn, also was born this says "Humph, what’s new about
mer
Gladvs Busschcr, was honored
the groom, read the ceremony.
The Rev. and Mrs. C. Witt
bridesmaid, added color to the picmorning to Mr. and Mrs. William that?"
The altar was decorated with 1 at a miscellaneous shower Wed- and family who have spent the
ture with their soft lilac and mint
Sikkel, 97 West 19th St.
She had them for Terry, who'l
Sinks
garden flowers arranged by Mrs nesdav night at the home of Mr. last few weeks at Elsvvorth ai '
green faille tafleta gowns Their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Huyser, nine years old and will probably
Gladvs Church, sister-in-law of and Mrs Preslon Rrandsen. Host- expected to return to their home
gowns were styled alike with mar- 269 East 24th St., spent the weekresent this reference to his unThursday.
A timely single by H. Water- the
quisette yoke, bertha effect, a
end
in Chicago and visited the mentionables. and she's using
way scoring two runs in the last The bride wore a while gown
Wrs- B,'andst'n ‘“,d
Mr. and Mrs Bon Rook attendfull hooped skirt draped similar railroad fair.
them for Tommy, now lour
of the seventh inning gave the of satin and net. Her fingertip ^‘rl ^
ed wedding of Mr. Rook s nephto that of the bride's. They wore
Mr and Mrs Newton D Rich months old.
host North Shore club a hard veil fell from a headdress of or- j Games wore played and gifts ew Lester Rooks and Miss Vivmatching gauntlets. Miss Curtis of Hinsdale. 111., were week-end
Lotus Snow
r
Mrs Selles says they were eaUearned 5-4 victory over the Zeel-langeblossoms and she wore long were presented.A w tenor roast ian Boeve at Maple Avenue Chriscarried cerise gladiolitied with a
tian Reformed church Thursday
A- ed "fitted"diapers and were first
and Vans in Wooden Shoe league White gloves and carried a bou- was held on the lawn,
lavender riblion: Miss Dykema, Butler at their Castle Park cotGuests were tht Misses Eleanor evening.
play Monday
jquet of white roses.
marketed nine years ago when
salmon gladiolitied with a peach tage.
B< hmd 4-3 at the start of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Den
she bought five dozen.
Miss Laura Alice Stevens, a sis- Busscher. Lois Busschcr. Dorothj
ribbon
Each
wore
«
matching
Mr. and Mrs. W. P Kellogg of
final inning. North Shore put run- ter of the bride, was maid
Myra Lamlx-rs. l)< .!a Brink have adopted a two-month
I
"They were even padded in th*
floral headband.
Hunt. Texas, formerly of Holnel's on second and third with one
old
daughter.
They
have
named
strategic spoLs," she reports.
honor. She wore a gown of
I-illlanW*1'*" a"<1 i'™Serving as Ix^t man was Alvin land. have been visiting Mr. and
out
Waterway came dotted Swiss oter
Uo>d Busscher. Mrs Martin Bus- her Linda Ray.
Dykema. brother of the groom. Mrs. Vaudie Vandenborg,73 East
through with the game wining
The
women's
softball team of
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
Lester J. Whitepigeonof Grand ‘<;hor "l'
l,0VnE'
Wesley Vryhof and Robert Cur- 16th St.
hit
Rapids was best
jMr »nd Mrs. Albert Brandsen. North Slioi-e was defeated by a
tells this one on himself.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Ertis,
brother
of
the
bride
seated
Zeeland made the most of its
,V
1 Preston Brandsen.Edward Good- score of 13-3 by the Graafschap
A neighbor boy. aged about 18,
hollowing the ceremony a re- , hart a„d g,,, \Va|lfrs.
wood and daughter.Karen, and
the guests.
two hits off Carl Roimink by
nine Friday evening.
was pushing a lawnmower in the
cep ion1 for liK) guests was
Mrs.
H.
Ervvood,
all
of
ChiImmediately
following
the
cerebunching them in tiie sixth innThe Sunday school picnic of
ing. with three North Shore er- at the home of the bride s lath- 1 Cambridc,. Mass. -The ch eer- Harderwyk Christian Reformed
mony a reception was held in the cago, visitedFriday with Mr. and heat of the day, and the judge
stopped to exchange pleasantries.
rors to tally all of their runs.
church
parlors. Miss Betty Nash, Mrs. Fred s. Bertsch at their
; ine produced as a by-productin
church will lie held Friday at
"Do you like mowing lawns?"
home
on
South
Shore
Dr.
Roimink pitched air tight baseball Mr. and Mrs. Church loft on a th0 making of 10 pounds of soap 6:30 p.m. at Tunnel Park.
of Holland and Miss Donna Tiesasked the judge.
Dr.
and
Mrs
Edwin
K
Vander
in the early innings of the fray.
wedding trip to Wisconsin and
about the amount required for
Everett Van Den Brink underenga of Gr.jftd Rapids, were in
"Naw."
Berg and familv, 69 West 14ih
The winners had moved into an Kentucky, the bride rearing a ; t|lr manufactureof six pounds of went an appendectomy at Holland
charge of thejgift room.
"But
you like mowing lawns
St., have left lor northern Michiearly three run lead in the second white suit and a rose corsage. I dynamite.
hospital last Friday
Mr. and' ‘Mrs. Floyd Angel of
inning on two hits and three
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Rooks and
Grand Rapids, aunt and uncle of gan where .they plan to vacation heller than shovelingsnow la
lor two weeks.
bases on balls. In the other innJanuary?"
children. Milly, Wally and Patty,
the bride were ’master and misDon Chappelland Dick May of
ings the game was a tight pitch"Judge. Id rather mow lawne
attended the Rooks family reuntress of ceremonies,presidedat
Jackson and Verne Hoh), Jr., of in January and shovel snow in
er's duel between Roimink and
ion at Tunnel park last Saturday
the wedding dinner which was
Virginia Park are camping at Ot- July."
Johnson of Zeeland.
served to 95 guests The occasion
tawa Beach this week.
North Shore connected for six
also marked the 30th wedding anParty Honors Couple on
safeties with H. Waterway getMrs. Edith Covington of Twenniversary of the bride'sparents.
ed from a four-week vacation trip
ting two of them. De Jonge and
ty-nine Palms. Calit., is here for
Wedding Aniversary
to New- York state. While in New
Attending from away were Miss
James
Unger
Johnson got the only Zeeland safetwo weeks visiting her daughters.
(Inez Rashid and Floyd Rashid of Mrs. Gerrit Rauch, Mrs. Myron York they visited their son and
ties.
m.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kortman. dSfc'Zi
Lester Vander Werf and two
Detroit; Mr. and Mrs Robert Graf
Tret hew ey and Mrs. Francis Nash
route 1. were honored Tuesday
of Dearborn; Miss Connie Bezer- of Holland, also Mrs. Paul Peel daughters of Chestertown, N. Y.
evening with a surpriseparty celeSurprise Shower Is
Lester Vander Werf has been
ium and Jim Crell of Ann Arbor; of Saugatuck.
brating their 25th wedding anniprincipal of schools of ChesterMr. and Mrs. Lloyd Reed of MusMrs.
Mary
Wolbert,
261
West
Given Carol Joyce Sas
versary.
town and recently resigned that
kegon.
Miss
Laura
Roosenraad
15th St., is confinedto Holland
The event was held at their
position to begin work on his
and Dick Garret of Sparta: the hospital with a fractured left leg
Miss Carol Joyce Sas. whose
home with Mrs. Edward Vander
doctor's degree at SyracuseuniRev. and Mrs. Henry Mouw of sustained Friday night in a fall
marriage to Ernest C. Nash will
Bie and Mrs. Marvin Ten Brink 'd
versity. From there, he will return
New Era; Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit in her home. Her daughter. Mrs. to educationwork. Dr. and Mrs.
take place Saturday, was honored
as hostesses.Gifts were presented
Tiesenga and daughters Marcia, C. Spykhoven of Clare, who is Vander Werf also visited their
at a surprise miscellaneous showto Hie honored couple after which
Donna. Nella, Miss Dena De Witt, visitingher. was with' Mrs. Wol- daughterand son-in-law,the Rev.
er Wednesday evening. Hostesses
a luncheonwas served.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Slager and bert when she fell.
for the event were Mrs. Marvin
Guests from Holland were
and Mrs. A. N. Doak of Elmhurst,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grond and N. Y. Rev. and Mrs. Doak art
Mr. and Mrs. George Meyers, of
Henry Kortman. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs
Nienhuis and Mrs. Willis Bosch.
Henry Kortman, Mr. and Mrs.
Grand Rapids; Mr and Mrs. Sim- son. Spencer, from Pella, la., who staying at their cottage at Eagl*
It was given at the latter's home.
John Kortman, Mr. and Mrs. Edon De Witt of Grandville; Mrs. spent last week with their par- Crest park.
23 East 24th St.
ward Wessilink. Mr. and Mrs.
Coba Dangermond of Kalamazoo; ents, Mr. and Mrs. D. L. De Vries,
Prizes were awarded for games
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pariut
Harm Van Munster, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Wichers of returned home Thursday. Mr. and and sons. West 1,1th St., have rewon by the Misses Margery BaiiGerrit Schutten, Mr. and Mrs. i. f\'
Mrs. Frank- Workman and family turned from a vacation in CanZeeland.
man, Frances Kruithoff. Caroline
Fred Oldemulder,Mr. and Mrs.
Albrecht, and Margie Fudor. The
Mr. and Mrs. Dykema left on a from Bay City also came home ada. They spent 10 days at MinGeorge Vander Bie, Mr. and Mrs.
wedding trip through Canada and to help the Gronds celebrate their er's' Bay lodge in northernOnguest-of-honor opened gifts under'
Martin
Ten
Brink
and
Kay,
Mr.
tario and also visitedMr. Parkts*
the New England states. For trav- 20th wedding anniversary.
a decorated umbrella. A twofiVand Mrs. Marvin Ten Brink and
Miss Karen Koopman, 37 East brother in Toronto and his pareling the bride wore a turquoise
eoui'se lunch was served.
Judy and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
17th St., Ls spending a few days ents in Hamilton, Ontario.
gabardine suit with hand stitched
Invited guests included the MesVander Bie.
at Camp Ottawa as guest of
Miss Laura A. Boyd, professor
detail, a brown hat, brown alligatdames Frances Knoll, Cylinda
Also invited but unable to atMiss Robyn McMiUin,*
of German at Hope college, plans
Hsrry Frissel
or accessories,and a white orchid
Dalman, Juliamj Van Den Bosch
tend were - Mr. and Mrs. John
Harvey Dale Mulder of tliis city
. to leave tomorrow by plane for
corsage. Upon their return they
and Thelma Rowhorst and the
Schroyenweverand Jimmy and Three New Teachers
is enrolled in Indiana university'sWashington,D. C., where she will
will live at Rase Lake, East LansMisses CarolineAlbrecht, Margie
Mrs. Henry Bekker. Out of town
record-breaking summer session, visit her brother. George R. Boyd _
ing.
Fudor, Arloa Raak. Margery Bauguests were Mrs. John Roelofs Added to Hope Faculty
according to announcement ’ by and his family. She will be font
man. Mary Van Slooten. Dolores
Mrs. Dykema is a graduate of RegistrarC. E. Harrell.
from Hollandale. Minn., and Miss
Three new teachers have been
about a week.
Lanham and Pauline Stegenga.
Pat Grimaldi from ML Vernon, added to the faculty of Hope col- Holland High school and Hope
Mrs. Albert Timmer who subN. Y. *\
lege. according to Dean John W. college, and has been teaching in mitted to major surgery recently
Hat tipping Is believed to hive
Phoenix — Coconino county in
Hollenbach.
Harry Frissel will the Dearborn public schools. Mr. at Blodgett hospital.Grand Rap- originatedwhen knights of
Jack Ewenburg heft* a couple of outsize opeciment from Park Supt
Arizona is the second largest soynAlbany. N. Y. — About one-third become assistantprofessorof phy- Dykema was graduatedfrom Hol- ids, is now convalescing at her Round Table removed their
Dick Smallenburfl'sprize lemon tree (Lemon Ponderota) In the city
ty in area in the U. S. Tt Ls larger
of New York state’s foreign-born sics. Lotus Snow, professor' of land Christian High school, serv- home, 697 Maple. Ave.
mets in the presence of
greenhouse*.A single lemon is so large Mrs. Smallenburg made four
than Massachusetts. Vermont and
pies from one such lemcn. Essenburg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Les
Dr. add Mrs Seth Vander Werf baring their heads as a geit
white population are German and English, and James Unger, assist- ed four years in Uie army and
Rhode Island combined.
. Essenburg, lives across ths street from the greenhouses.
Italian immigrants.
was graduated from Michigan of 112 West 10th SL have return- confidence and safety.
ant professor of bidlogy.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Reynolds Parson of Union City
and Worthy Grand Patron Walter
H. French of Lansing were present. This new* story appeared in

Sunday School Holland
Lesson
August 1, 1948

the Friday, Aug. 13, issue.
The gasoline yacht Enchantress,

In 1915

owned by Claude C. Hopkins,

29, 1948

The Rev. H. Van Egmond at
Holland was in charge of the services in the local church on Sunday, July 18. The Rev. J. Pott

Veldhuis-De Vries Vows

Relief Supplies

preached in the South Blendon

Solemnized in Chapel

church.

• '

Sent to Holland

Baruch, the Scribe
Mr. and Mr*. E. Ver Hage reCounty Commissionerof Schools Chicago millionaire,is 'attracting Miss Betty Dean De Vries,
Jeremiah 32:6-15; 36-27 ; 43:5-6
turned to their home last week
N. R. Stanton announced today
great deal of attention at Grand daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Zeeland and Grandviile are
By Henry (ieerllngt
that Roe Lawton of fractionaldis- Haven, the boat making the trip Wesley De Vries, 71 West 19th Went About Doing Good." Joyce after spendingsome time in the
Although Baruch the scribe is
among the American dtiea that
northern
part
of
the
state.
Renkens
was
In
charge
of
devotrict No. 1, of Polkton township from Chicago to Spring Lake, St., and Dr. Andrew Harold Veldnot so widely known as many othMr. and Mr*. T. Beyer of Zeel- have aent 57,000 pounds of relief
has been awarded the prize in the where the Hopkins summer home huis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Char- tions. The Junior-High C.E. group
er Bible characters,yet he figures
state fair contest for Ottawa is located, in about four hours. les D. Veldhuis of Hudsonville, considered the subject, "Out-of- and assistedMr. and Mrs. J. Beyer goods to the Netherlandsaboard
prominently in at least one front
county school boys, according to a
Miss Jennie Roest of this city spoke their marriage vows Thurs- Doors Hobbies," with Elaine Sher- with the farm work on several the liner "Noordam" which sailed
page story— the daring attempt of
story appearing in the Wednesday. is visiting in Nunica at the home day at 4 p.m. in Hope Memorial enberg and Alvin Rankens as lead- occasions.
from New York, bound for RotJeremiah to lead Jerusalem to reMr. and Mrs. S. Broersma have
Aug. 11. issue of the Holland Daily
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gibbs. chapel on the Hope college cam- ers. Special music was provided
pentance.
At
the
height
of
his
sold their farm to Mr. and Mra. terdam. July 23.
Sew Homr ol th«
Sentinel published in 1915. Be- Miss Roest has completed a six pus. Dr. H. D. Terkeurstof Trin- by1 Gladys Wedeven.
prophetic career, Jeremiah chose
Hollniul fltT Nr**
NetherlandsRed Cross will reAnne
cement
is
made
of
the
J. Broersma.
cause his standing was the high- weeks’ course at the State Normal ity Reformed church officiatedat
Published E\eryThur»- the fourth year of Jehoiakim's
cnnual
Mission
Fest
to
be
held
Mr.
and
Mra.
B.
Poppema
have
est.
Lawton,
17,
will
receive
a
free
ceive
the 462 cases of food and
school at Kalamazoo.
day by the sentinel reign to make a strong bid for
the impressive single ring cereat Lawrence Street Park in Z?e- sold their farm, one mile south of
Printing Co Office 54-.'>fl
trip to the state fair at Detroit
Friends in this city today re- mony.
clothing supplies designed for reWest Eighth Street Hol- the .sympathetic interest of his be- Sept. 6. One boy from each county
land on Aug 4. Missionary speak- Vriesland and will move to Grand
ceived word that a son was born
Tall vases of white gladioli,
lief of thousandsof Dutch chilland Michigan
loved city. He called Baruch to
of the state receives such a trip. to Mr. and M**. O. W. Stevenson palms, ferns and candelabra dec- ers will include Dr. Andrew Rapids in the near future.
dren
and adult*.
take
the message as he dictated
Entered a* second das* matter at
The basket factory at Douglas
Mrs. H. Boss was a Tuesday
their home .n Chicago. Mr. orated the altar and pew bou- Branche of Brewton, Ala., Dr.
the post office at Holland.Mich it and to carry the scroll into the is now running at full capacity in Stevenson was formerlyprincipal
Margaret Gibbons of India and guest of Mrs. S Boss of GaleThe
Rotary club of Grandviile
quets of the gladioli marked the
under the Act of Congreaa March 3 temple on a feast day and read
Dr. Paul Harrisonof Arabia.
wood,
Mr.
H.
Boss
was
an
evening
anticipation
of
a
big
demand
for of Holland Irgh school.
sent
four
case* of relief goods to
center ribboned aisle and side
1879
it publicly to the worshippers who
Mr. and Mr*, harry J. Dampen, guest at the S. Boss home.
its products by reason of the outBorn to Mr. and Mrs.
A. walls of the chapel.
the
Rotary
club of Middleburg,
W. A- BUTLER BubinesS Manager gathered there. The prophet was look for a bountiful fruit crop in Benedict 182 West 17th St. yesterMrs. H. Van Haitsma was a Holland.First Reformed church
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow of the their daughter, Evelyn and Robert
shut up from going to the temple.
Hall were sup.fr guests in the H. Friday afternoon guest of Mrs. C.
this section.
day a boy.
Telephone— News item* 3193
college faculty was at the organ,
of Zeeland also sent packages.
Baruch was not the genius who
Advertisingand Subscriptions. 3191
Today work was begun on the
Van Haitsma.
Miss Ruth Carter and Miss playing the traditional marches D. Strabbing home Sunday.
Church World service of New
wrote the words, and probably 16th street road, one of the prinDawn Evans of Pentwater are and accompanying Tim Harrison, Miss Vivian Voorhorst, daugh- Mr. and Mrs N. Sluisman of York sent 103 bales of clothing,
The publisher shall not be liable lacked the magnetic power of
cipal approachesto Holland from visiting Mr. and Mrs. Marius Mul- who sang "Through the Years,'’ ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Toll- Paterson, N. J.. who are staying 78 case* of flour, 35 cases of soap
for any error or errors m printing
and advertising unless • proof of speech so dominant in Jeremiah. the east. The work is under the der at their none, 102 East 17th and at the close of the service, man, and student at Holland High at the Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage home, and other necessitiesto inter•uch advertisementshall have been Furthermore, it was a difficult direction of the county road comschool is at Imerlocken Music spent Wednesdaywith friends in church reconstruction committee
Su
’The Lord's Prayer."
obtained bv advertiser and returned thing he was asked to do. But he
mission.
for distribution among the conby him in time for correction with did it to the best of his ability. As
The bride, approachingthe al- Camp for a study course. She Holland.
plays baritone in Holland High
aucb errors or correctionsnoted
The following Ottawa county
tar on the arm of her father, was
The fanners in this vicinity are gregations of Holland's war-damplainly thereon;and in such case if the people came in from Jerusaband.
residents were given certificates
cutting their wheat crop or have aged churches.
gowned in traditionalwhite slipany error ao noted is not corrected lem and from surroundingtowns
Mss Evelyn Lampen was guest completeddoing so. In some case*,
from the Western State Normal
per satin. The dress, which was
The "Noordam" is the 17th ship
publlaheraliabilityshall not exceed
they were confronted with a school at Kalamazoolast week:
•uch a proportion of the entire space
worn by her sister, Mrs. William of honor at iwo bridal showers the farmers are waiting for the to carry a relief cargo to Holland
occupied by the error bears to the "Thus saith the Lord" and a call Graded department
Cornelia
Wichers at her marriage, was during the pasr week. On Wednes- combine to do the job of cutting this year, United Sendee to Holwhole space occupied bv such adver- to repentance.
Werks.
Zeeland;
George
Lemmon.
land reports. Shipment* for the
fashioned
simply with sweetheart day evening M.j Bertha Nyen- and threshing.
tisement
Some of the authorities, hearing Holland. Rural certificates; Verna
neckline, long pointed sleeves, hun of Ho.laii i entertained a
Mrs. D C. Ver Hage. Mrs. M. year total 450.000 pounds.
his message, asked Baruch to
TERMS Of SI BSCRIPTIOS
Althuis. Henrietta Brinks. Hentiny buttons down the back and g.cup of relativesin her home and P. Wyngarden. Pearl and Ellen
One vear *2 00. Six months $125; come to them privately and give
The Holland Hurricanes wil’ not long train. Her long veil of on Friday evening Mrs. Everett Wyngarden were Wednesday afrietta Oostema. Florence Wannethree months 75c single copy 5c
them a preview of it He com- ment, Holland; Helen Kamps. Zee- play any Sunday games this fall
SubacriptlonspayableIn advance and
French illusionwas decorated Hell of Holland was hostess to a ternoon guests of Mrs. H. Wynwll’ be promptly discontinuedif not plied with their wishes. After land.
season, according to owner Fred with tiny clusters of swainsona gioup of Miss Lampen'r friends garden.
flying Discs
renewed
some questioning they asked perfrom the Ho"ami Furnace Co.
Bocks.
A
party
composed
of
the
foland
fell
from
a
tiara
of
seed
Mrs. Gertrude Pott of Holland
Subscriber*will confer a favor bv mission to read the rest of the
The schedule opens Sept. 11 pearls. Her bouquet was of gar- office, where she was formerly was a Wednesday guest of Rev.
lowing picnicked at CasHe Park
reportlne promptly any irregularity
message before the king himself. yesterday; Mr. and Mrs. Richard against Highland Park, there.
In deliveryWrite or Phone 3191
employed.
Many
beautiful
g.fts
denias, white roses and baby
and Mrs. J. Pott and family.
Just
First, however,they sent a depuBouwman, Mrs. Gcorje Hoekstra Other games are: Sept. 16. Grand breath and she wore a single wore presented
The special music on Sunday
tation before the king to tell 'him and daughters. Janet, Theodora, Rapids, there; Sept. 25. Jackson,
Mrs.
Herman
Elshuis
has
reMUTINY. NOT ON THE
strand of pearls, gift of the groom.
evening. July 18. was furnished
in substance what the message Ruth and Esther of Holland, Mr. here; Oct. 1, Flint, here; Oct. 7,
Those flying disc*, saucers or
“BOUNTY"
Attendantsincluded the bride’s tu.-red home from the Zeeland by Mr and Mrs. Floyd Boss. They
was. Then, the oral report having
whatever
you call them, could lie
hospital,
where
she
recently
subopen;
Oct.
16.
Oakwood
BluejacWhen a mutiny broke out on
and Mrs. Martin Bouwman and
sisler. Mrs. Wichers of Arlingsang two numbers. .
balloon* in this area according to
whetted his appetite,the king daughters. Henrietta. Georgianna. kets. here; Oct. 23. Highland
on tied to surge,*’.
ton.
Va.,
Mrs.
James
F.
Brooks,
the 7.176-tons American steam- asked an attendantto bring the
The last collectiontaken in the a report received by The SentiMrs. .! Haakma entertained at
Julia. Margaret and Florence of Park, here; Oct. 30. Jackson, Miss Elaine Bielefeld,Miss Janet
local church for the building fund nel this morning
ship William Carson some 700 scroll and read further.
Hudsonville, Mrs. George Boat- there; Nov. 5. Granu Rapids, here; Loyal of Battle Creek, former a birthday party for her daughamounted to $251.95 and for the
After an article In Monday's
mile* west of Portugal a radio
When the reading had gone man and son. Princeton, of Lake Nov. 13 Oakwood Bluejackets,
roommate of the bride, and Miss ter. Carla, on Tuesday, July 20. organ fund. $88.50.
paper
saying a new rash of silvery
but
three
or
four
leaves,
the
king
distress call went out and quickly
City. Mr and Mrs. F. L. Bouwman there; Nov. 20. Flint, there, and Jean McNamee of Ann Arbor. honoring her fifth birthday anniThe Mission Festivalof the moon-shaped objects flashing
began
to cut it off as it was read
Nov.
25,
Thanksgiving
day.
open.
versary.
A
birthday
cake
with
of
Grand
Rapids.
Burt
Bouwman
brought the American steamship
They were gowned alike in aqua
Holland Classis will be held on across the sky was reported over
and feed it into the fire that
Bocks said the open dates will blue taffeta, the dresses featur- lighted candies, other refreshHampton Hoads to the rescue. burned upon the hearth. Then he of Colon. Miss Frances Clark of
August 4
Washington state, a woman callKalamazoo and Mr. and Mrs. Ed- lie filled before ’he season begin*. ing deep V necklines and bustles. ments. and gifts for the honor
And that was the end of this ad- commanded his officersto arrest
Mr.
and
Mrs. Henry Bos* are ed to inform us the Highland
ward Spoelstra and son. George, He is hoping to schedule Benton They wore lace mitts to match guest added to the occasion. Presventure in mutiny in the twen- Jeremiah and Baruch. But. in the
grandparents of a son born to church Bible class releasedsix
and daughters, Dorothea and Harbor for Oct. 7. Both open date the gowns and carried pink carn- ent to enjoy the event were Carol thtieth century. There just isn't any meantime, the two were busy
Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Boss of balloon* last week.
games will be played in Holland. ations and baby's breath with Nyhof, Betty Jane Lugten, Patsy
Josephineof Pueblo. Colo.
romance of the sea left. A ships preparinganother scroll of the
Cellophane wrapped notes bearGrandviileon Monday, July 19.
The best picnic ever staged by
A coach for the local eleven tiaras of the same flowers in their Smaliengan.Marla Lugten, Leola
crew lives almost as much in pub- same message plus additional inThe
C.
E. has discontinuedits ing the names of children attendhas
not
been
named.
Bocks
said
the Holland draymen and teamJ:ppir.g and Lynda Langeland. Inhair.
lic as if it were operating m
meetings for the summer months. ing th? Bible class were attached
dictmentsof the king and JeruTimes Square in New York City. salem for their rebellion against sters was the one given yesterday today he has several prospective Chester Veldhuis was his broth- vited, but unable to attend were They will hold a beach party on to each balloon and anyone who
men
under
consideration.
at Oakland Park. There were
er's best man and ushers were Nancy Lugten, Beverly Lugten
It was far different in other
found one of the notes was reWednesday evening, July 28.
God. The record does not say that seven wagon loads of men, woWilliam A. Wichers, James A. and Lucy Lampen.
days, as all movie fans have long
The
annual Sunday school pic- quested to return it to the church
this second scroll was brought be- men and children in the party.
In the evening at Saugatuck
Terkeurst. John F. Terkeurst. and
since learned. For Hollywood has
and tell where they found it.
nic will be held Aug. 18. The folfore the king, but from the desThe West Michigan Pike is to
Dr. Clarence A. Vander Velde of Oval the family group had a
of course made the most of the cription of the intrepid prophet
The inforant said the different
lowing committees have been apChicago.
"hamburger fry ' in Carla s honor.
picturesqueplot possibilitiesof and his fearlessscribe, we may be remain the West Michigan Pike
colored balloons were about the
pointed:
sport
committee.
Mr
and
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
and is not to become a brancn of
Mr. and Mrs. James Brierleyof Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Ben
mutinous piracy. It has usually
size of a dishpan and can stay in
sure that they would not have the Dixie Trail. That is the imMr. and Mrs. Ward Lighthart Grand Rapids were master and Kooiker, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mrs. J. Vander Laan, Mr. and
been done in typical Hollywood
the air for 24 hours. The point of
been afraid to face him with it.
and
uncle.
Henry
Lighthart
of
Los
Mrs.
L.
Datem*.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
portant decision that was arrived
Eding and suns and Liu John
mistress of ceremonies.
style, with pirates making sure
release wa* seven miles north of
The meaning of the Bible in its at the meeting of the Pike asso- Angeles, and Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Ter Haar; program committee.
A reception for 125 guests was Hankma family,
that they always had good neck
Holland on the old Grand Haven
bearing upon man's daily life is ciaion held in Manistee, according Cook of Lansing,are guesU of
Mr. and Mrs. Preston R:gterink Mr. and Mrs G. Van Noord, Mr. road.
held in the American legion Meshaves and that their costumes
illustrated by the story of a minor
and Mrs. D. Kroodsma. Mr. and
to a story appearing in the Thurs- Mrs. Frank Lighthart.
morial club house after the cere- and baby have moved to Central
were of a kind that never was on
business transaction in which Ba- day. Aug. 12, issue. If the Dix.e
The Ta-Ba Boosters, girl soft- mony. Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., and Park, and the A. Datema ‘amily Mrs. E. Brower; refreshment comsea or land. But let that pass In
ruch had a seemingly insignificant Trail people wish to route the ball team, were in Benton HarTwelve Persons Pay
the real piracy episodes in human
Miss Minnie Marcusse presided at have moved to the former Over- mittee, I. Hungerink, J. Hoeve
part. The money involved— sev- trail over the Pike there will be bor Friday and played the girl
and J. Broersma.
history the days of the sailing
the punch bowl. The Misses Joyce beek farm.
Fines in Local Court
enteen shekels of silver— would be no objection,but at the beginning soft ball team. The Casting Co.
Mr. and Mrs Ed Ver Hage were
vessel had it all over the present
Van Oss and Elaine Prins were
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
about the price of a good pair of the Pike the name Dixie Trail The Boosters won. 2-1.
radio-equipped steamships.
in charge of the gift room. Tim John Haakma recently were Mr. Sunday evening guests of Mr. and
Douglas Reeder. 18. of Grand
Mrs. Devere Thomas has been
As in the famous case of the of shoes today. The real estate will cease and it will become
Harrison, accompanied by Mrs. and Mrs. Neal Van Der Ste.i and Mrs. M. Brandt of Drenthe.
Rapids
appeared in municipal
to which Jeremiah found he had a Western Michigan Pike, as it has commissionednotary public in the
Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge and court Monday and pleaded guilty
•‘Bounty," and this was also true
Snow, sang several songs. Sprays daughters. Norma Let* and Shirley
Douglas
village.
claim
was
at
Anatoth,
a
little
been for the last five years.
of some other piracy adventures,
of gladioli and smilax decorated f:./m Redla.’d?. Calif. Mrs. Van J; ck Owen of Zeeland were Mon- to a charge of driving without
Mr and Mrs. OrvilleMillar and
town within walking distance The Rev. E. J. Tuuk, pastor of
the pirates virtuallyseceded from
the tables and vases of the flow- Der Stelt is *. sister jf the 'ate day guests of Mrs. Henry Wyn- due caution and paid fine and
son. Gerald, have returned from a
the human race. They captured north of Jerusalem. The point to Ninth Street Cnristian Reformed
ers decoratedthe rooms.
Ivivhard Haakma. and the family garden.
costs of $10.
the story is that both the pro- church for nearly four years, left two week's visit with relative*in
their ship and then sailed out into
Dr. and Mrs. Veldhuis left on a .s visiting ela lives m Michigan
Eleven other persons paid fines
phet and Baruch carried out the Wednesday night for Rock Val- Ithaca. N. Y.
the unknown, with never a chance
wedding trip which will take them for a few weeks.
and are as follows: Peter De
Phinn
Repp
was
moved
from
to go back to their homes or terms of the transaction with the ley. la., to inspect the field from
to northern Michigan. Canada
Haner, 47. of route 4. $5 for failA number of local people visited
the Allegan hospital, to the Unifriends. Going back of course full understanding that they were which he has received a call.
and New England. The bride wore Camp Geneva during the past
ing to yield the right of way;
versity
hospital.
Ann
Arbor.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) Jack Have*. 22. Grandviile.$5 for
A pretty wedding took place
meant the gallows. In those days doing the will of God and that
a white and gray flannel suit with week, where two of the local
Melbourne Powers is a patient
Mrs. Allie Stemler of Holland speeding; Robert Beckman. 20, of
such continents as Australia were they were illustrating an import- Wednesday afternoon at Grand
grey accessoriesand an orchid church boys were in attendance.
spent
a few days at the home of route 3, $5 for driving without
Haven at the home of Mr. and in the Holland hospital.
almost literally "ou; of this ant truth.
Mrs C. W. Haggard. Susie and corsage. After Aug. 18 they will a.s also the pastor, the Rev. Peter Mrs. Henry Redder last week.
Jeremiah instructed the scribe Mrs. Frank Stegenga when Miss
world." The Pacific is sown with
live at 71 H. Seversky Ct.. Mars J. Muyskens. who was camp didue caution: John Scott Meers,
Dick of Riverside. Conn., are
Krystal Veldheer.Alain* Dal- Joliet. HI.. $4 for disobeying trafislands that were never touched to put the documents of the trans- Susan Stegenga was united in
Estates. Essex, Baltimore21. Md. rector and instructor.
man. Shirley Nienhuis and Bea- fic signals.
by a vessel from the civilized action in an earthen vessel to be marriage to Evert Kloosterman. guests of her brother and family, The bride has lived in Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Junius Kuite visitworld. The pirates of necessity claimed in the day when the Jew- Mr. Kloosterman is a salesman the John Effingers at their lake all her life. She was graduated ed the former's mother, Mrs. Liz- trice Tamminga enjoyed a week's
William Van Ark. 21, running a
camping at Ottawa Beach.
had to make for some such des- ish people would again be claim- from Grand Rapids and Miss shore cottage.
stop street and speeding, $4; Clarfrom
Holland
high
school
and
zie
Kuite
of
Holland
last
Sunday
The guest minister at Lake
Vernon Rowhorst is confined ence Tubergen. 46. of 210 East
tination and begin a new life ing their property in and near Stegenga has been a teacher in
Hope college where she was a afternoon.
Shore chapel Sunday was the Rev.
Jerusalem. The drama was some- Ottawa county public schools.
to his home with a broken ankle, 13th St . $3 for running a stop
there.
member
of
Sorosis sorority. For
The
Misses
Lois
Lugten
and
C. G. Kindred of Chicago.
sustained in a fall Wednesday
The episode of the "Bounty" what similar to the one enacted
Health Officer Mersen has
At the congregationalchurch two years she has taught in the Elaine Van Doornik enjoyed a evening. Due to extreme swelling, street; Gladys Mae De Jong, 20.
is not the only one that has won in Rome when barbarians were made arrangements to have all
of 166 West Ninth St.. $2 for no
Traverse
City
schools.
At
Travmotor
trip
to
nortnern
Michigan
the doctor was unable to set it operator's license and Henry
the attention of literature;it is pressing to enter the city. The in- drinking fountains flow all day. in the village the guest speaker erse City she was a member of during Uie last week.
until Saturday morning, after Workman. 43, of Grand Rapids, $3
merely the best known because of vasion was greeted by an active converting them into bubbling was the Rev. Walter A. Creason. Beta Sigma Phi internationalsorNext Sunday, the Rev. Robert
the efforts of Hollywood. In itself real estate boom, as leading cit- fountains instead of shut off varwhich is was put in a cast.
for failing to keep an assured
ority.
Burgess will occupy the pulpit.
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Smitter clear distance.
it was authentic enough; there izens sought to make it clear that iety.
The groom was giaduated from
Mrs.
Floy
Ellis
of
Bridgman
and sons of Grand Rapids were paid by Richard Mulder of 103
was really a "Bounty’'and in the enemy was causing them no dahl left today for a weeks visit
Lee high school in Grand Rapids
is visitingMrs. Claud Ellia for a
Sunday guest* at the home of Central Ave.; Fred Oudemolen of
main outline the mutineers did alarm whatever. But the drama- with relative's at Riverside.111.
(From
Friday'*
Sentinel)
Hope college and Johns Hopkins
few weeks.
the things that the films make tizationof Jeremiah and Baruch
Mrs. Jennie Vander Zw-aag.
route 3. and Leslie Doornewerd of
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Gary
De
Mrs. I. Rodger Houtkamp of
university
medical
school.
He
has
them do. They were not as rom- was more than a show of confid- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rosen- Mr and Mrs. Roy McDonald completed his internship at Johns
Witt and sons of Grand Rapids Mrs. Sarah Haase voort received 234 West 24th St.
have
been
visiting
their
children
antic as the pictures show them, ence. The prophet was giving Milwaukee is visitingher sisters.
Hopkins hospital and is engaged were Wednesday afternoon guest* word that her son, Henry, of
but that is hardly to be expect- voice to the settled belief of all Mrs. William Brusse and Mrs in South Haven and Bangor.
Harlem underwent an emergency
Guests in the Charles Welsh in *a researchfellowship at Johns of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
ed in an imperfect world. A case the prophets that God would not Helen De Bruin of this city.
appendectomy at Holland hospital Retired Railroad Man
Hopkins
university.
At
Hope
he
home are Mr. and Mrs. S. K.
tnat is far more convincing to the easily give up the fight to make
The Rev. and Mrs. Khrone of Kinny of Ann Arbor.
was affiliated with EmerLsonian Alvin Schaap of Chicago was a Sunday afternoon. His condition is Diet in Local Hospital
imagination is that of the episode the Jewish nation happy and pros- Borculo will leave Monday foi
reportedto be good.
Lane Brandt. 84. of 135 ColumMass
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THE HOLLAND CITY
merely place a piece of
over It. and leave
the meat on a refrigerator ahelf
until you are ready to prepare the
meal," Dean says.
He explained that with cooked
meat the procedure is not the
same. "Cook« d meat has lost much
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it today,

waxed

Food Requires
Special Care
In Hot

pa[Jer

of its moisture content, and should
be placed in a covered dish when
placed in the refrigerator. The
only exception to this." said Mr.
Dean, "is in the handling of mild

Months

Kenneth Dean Gives

Lith-I-Bar Co.

the

Warm

Friend Tavern.

The Lith-I-Bar Co., one of Holland’s new industries,has leased
part of the Lake Shore Sugar Co.
plant to care for expanding activities and increasing business.
The plant manufactures con-

which might the flavor <f other foods. Mr.
be of great practical value to Dean continued. This rule also
applies to kitchen fats, such as
every homemaker.
"Meat Is the biggest expense in bacon drippings."
most lamily budgets." he explainFish, whether fresh or frozen,
ed. "and we find that there is a should lx- tightly wrapped in wax
great difference in the proper paper, and otherwise stored in the
storage of fresh ami cooked same way as meat, according to
meats." Fresh or uncooked meat Dean.
should Ik1 unwrapped immediately,
(

|

Grand Haven, July 29 (Spedil)
Eric Peterson of route 2,
Spring Like, was issued a sum-

Actual adjustmentswill be made
The federal, state and local govon Pontiac automobiles.
This is part of a training pro- ernments employ about 5,845,000
held regularly by Pontiac persons in th* U. S.
factory-trainedmen. thus assuring
Pontiac customers of car service
by expertly trained mechanics.
A veterans' training school also
is being conducted four hours each
week.
WEDDING STATIONERY
A veterans’ trainingschool also
Is being conducted four hours each
Lorge Variety
week Purpose of the class is to
equip this arei with expertlyNew Modern Type Face
trained service men.
Just Arrived

gram

BRIDES

The lirm is using that part of
Cheese should always be snugly
"With food prices sky-high, and
the sugar plant lying between
the great shortagesin Europe," covered.
14th and 15th Sts. with the ensaid Dean, "no one should take ' Leftovers may be placed in pint
trance on 14th St. Arnold Jacobs
unnecessary chances on food spoil- jars or smaller s<Tew-lid food jars,
is plant superintendent. Work was
age." Dean [jointed out that his both for preservation ana to save
begun last week in assembling
problems as an innkeeper were shelf room in the refrigerator.
machinery and first production is
much the same as those of the Both milk and Duller should be
expected Aug. 1. It is expected
average housewife, except on a kept very cold.
"Alwavs keep butter firmly the plant will eventually employ
larger scale, and that through ex30 to 35 persons.
Ilaan .Motor Sales, Inc., 25 Weal AutomobileClub of Michigan,
I rience he had learned many covered, or it may easily take on
tricks of food storage

At Ter Haar Auto Co.

The Pontiac Motor division is
mons by city police charging him
conducting a school at the Ter
with running a stop street. The
Haar Auto Co., 150 East Eighth charge came after Peterson’s car
St. The school began today and colliiied with a car driven by Leswill continue through Friday. lie Vink of Grand Haven.

Leases Plant

building.

spot.

Police Issue Ticket
lal)—

modern-cured hams which will
crete block and bar machinery
have a better flavor if left uncovand a new machine for drain tile.
To Avoid Spoilage
ered.”
Eggs absorb flavors easily, and The company is owned by F. E.
Special care in the handling and should be kept in the refrigerator Milewski and L. W. Lamb of Holpreservation of foods during hot in a covered dish. Care should be land, with Milewski as president.
summer months was advised n day taken not to freeze eggs, but they The firm will retain its oflices on
by Kenneth A. Dean, manager of should be stored in a very cool the second floor of The Sentinel

Practical Suggestions

School Being Conducted

off- spedaliu In tune-upa, brake reLith-I-Bar is a derivation of the
pairs, Willard batterlris service,
ering
service
on
all
makes
of
oars.
Nintl. St., Ih the home of liudMi
Latin, meaning "stone"— in other
bump work and wrecker service.
The
work
Is handled by • large
and
Mercury
outboard*.
It
Is
sn
words "stone bar." The Lith-IA large stock of genuine parts and
Bar machine is used in the man- official service station of the staff In a well-equipped shop. They accessoriesIs always on hand.

ufacture of light weight reinforced concretejoists in lengths
up to 40 feet, and the Lith-l-Block

machines turns

out

building

Large
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Sold to Nick
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Mt'rle

change the meeting place for
next year to the Harry Adkins

work, .

.

The Denkman

»

has not
hind the plate for the Cubs.
Miss Mary A. Karssen
ocrupied the place for several week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
K. T. Brunson is attending
David Schreur and Richard
years. Hoffman plans extensive Mrs. Charles Prins.
Mary A. Karssen, 82, died Sat- camp meeting at Indian Lake for remodeling and repairs before livRibbons each got two hits for the
Bonnie Lou Kiniber visited at
two
weeks.
lasers. Vander Leek fanned one urday afternoonat the Smith
ing there. He also plans to dispase
The
Ganges
Garden
Group
mot
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Cub batsman in the seven-inning ConvalescentHome following a
at Hospitalitv house in Fennville of part of the property.
Dornbos in Holland a lew days
encounter.
lingering illness. Miss Karssen
The estate was developed about
Friday. Dessert luncheon was at
was born Oct. 2, 18B5. She was a
last week.
30 years ago.
one o'clock with Mrs. H. E. Hawrelatives.

member of Third

ENLARGING
EVERY GOOD PRINT
MAKES BETTER

MILif

TO THE LAST

ENLARGEMENT

REPAIR NOW!
Add miles of

OilSocUl

plea-

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

sure to your car.

10 East 9th Street

A

Reformed
ley and Mrs. Charles Little as
church for many years and was a
hostesses. Mrs. W. H. Haile had
member of the Adult class and
charge of the program. Her topic
the Mission society.
was "New Plants for Old."
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Fred Carlson of Chicago visited
Albert Kamferboek of Holland his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
and several nieces and nephews.
Carlson last week.
Funeral services will lie held
Mrs. James McGoldrick who
Tuesday at 2 p.m. from the Nib- submitted to major surgery in
belink-NotierFuneral chapel. The South Haven hospital has returnRev. B. M. Flikkema will officiate ed to her home here.
and burial will be in Pilgrim Mrs. Merle Dresselhouse and
Home cemetery.
sons. Allen and Gary, left Thursday for tiieir home in Manchester
after a few days visit in the home
Fin# Selection of
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Nye.
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You’ll select
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GOOD FOOD
Dicker Chevrolet,

Inc.

PREVAILS

,

Service Department 2386

221 River

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

• Watt

Stii

Grand Haven. July 29 Special)
— City police have released two
juveniles of Lansing arrested Sunday in connectionwith the theft
of a lawn chair taken a week ago
from the trailerhomo of Martin
Hughe.s at the oval. The chair wa.'
local ini Sunday. The noys who had
been staying at the oval were
ordered to return home.
i

Papers for niches,

50

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
West
8t Phone
8th

48

Street

Oil Tanker Here
The oil tanker Paratex entered
Holland harbor Thursday at 10:52
p.m. and left Friday morning at

GOOD DEWS FOR CAR OWNERS
Lftaftt

Farm Mutual

9:15. according to the U. S. Coast

Guard.
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448

TY88E

WashingtonPhone

BVV

Phone 4405 177 College Ave.

SUPER SERVICE
7th at

Central Phone 6259

W/yite
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The World’e Largest
Manufacturers of

of

-

COAL

OIL

—

GAS

Heating Equipment
8oid by

HARRY HOOP
HEATING

WR

116 East 14th 8t

HOLLAND PHONE %736
ZEELAND PHONE 459F4
Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality
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Beautiful Colors

FREE
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MAT?....
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bey repairs,
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HENRY TER HAAR
HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE

Motor Sales Ce.
YOUR OLDS - CADILLAC
G.M.C. TRUCK DEALER

Corner Michigan and 28th 8L

Phone 4436

711 Michigan

Ave.

Phont 6611

NEW GENERAL PUNCTURE SEAL

SAFETY TUBES
#

Prevents Punctures Because It Seals As It Rolls.

# Local Tests on These Tubes

Stop in and

See For Yourself.

SHOP

BILL'S TIRE
60 West 7th Street

Phone 2721

"We Know Wo Know

Tlrea’'

USED CARS

-SUPPLYING-

Sold Wirti

6-7212

HADS

USED

QUALITY

PIPE

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

WIPING WASTE

FLUES

MILL A FOUNDRY

and

FRED’S CAR LOT

SUPPLIES

STEEL ITEMS

tK

Michigan Ave, Phone 6-7221

iubb

mows mm EU mctm

cumpawt

R00FIN6

SIDING

PETER

•

heavy work!

the costly delay

of tearing down a

WAVERLY DRIVE

2

NURSERY
ROUTE
It’s

Phone 7242

Inc.

PHONE 7774

complete

• assembly.

JOHN

ELZINGA & VOLKERS,

NOW

ELECTRIC WELDING

! It eliminatea

HUDSON DEALER

8t>

Mi

LANDSCAPING

*

• Is economical for

MOTOR SALES
9th

it

j

NAAN
W

Holland, Michigan

Plan Your

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

26

Mrli and Foundry Supplies

FOR YOUR

7997

WELDING

Specialize in

IGNITION

HOLLAND

Not a Home, Until
It’s Planted!

DRY CLEANERS

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Coll 9051

I0UANI READY ROOFING

ENGINEERING

Fllnthote Products

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

LOTS

Phoie 2465

on

8U>

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

PHONE

ROAD SERVICE

and

IDEAL

Ikiwecn 7th and

KNIFE'S

$5 FOR YOUR
OLD BATTERY

369 River Ave,

We

Phone 3195

. IS-

Sandwich-Soda Bar

oil.

159 River Avenue

PRINTING CO.

DAY.

30 Day 50-50 Guaronfeo

REBUILT

MOTOR SALES

Vernon Fouwhorst received
treatment in the Zeeland hospital
and 8 p.m. in the local church.
for a fractured ankle la.^t week.
Sunday school Is at 10 am. as
Many of the children in the
usual. Everyone is welcome.
community have been attending
Tlie Pullman Rebekah lodge the vacation Bible school held in
meets Wednesday night, July 28. the Harlem Reformed church unat the Pullman iboF hall.
der the directionof John De
Pullman soft ball team played Vries.
East Casco at South Haven Friday night. The game ended 6 to 4
Juneau — Alaska was first exin favor of Pullman. Sunday plored in 1741 by the Russians,
Pullman played the colored Amer- Bering and Chirikov. First white
ican Tigers and the game was 14 settlement was made at Kodiak In
to 0 in favor of Pullman. These 1783.
two games put Pullman in the
lead. Casco led up to Friday.
There was a good attendance at
WE WILL PAY
the Pullman I()OF dance Saturday night at their hall.
J. Mumford lather of William
Mumford of Pullman, left Sunday
on a trip to England, his native In Trade On A New Long-Type,
Battery. While Our Present
country. He has been at his sumStock Lastsl
mer home at Lower Scott lake
for a few weeks.
The annuil reunion of the Adkins-Burrowsfamily was heid at
150 EAST 8TH ST.
Ely lake Sunday. July 25 with 25
Phone 6422
present at the business meeting.
Your Buick-Pontiac Dealer
The officers. Herschel Adkins,

SALES, INC.

V-8 MOTORS
sir: *149“

ALL

services every Sunday at 11 a m.

OTTAWA AUTO
8-14 West 7th St.

VRIELING

Pullman

SERVICE

RECOR

177 COLLEGE
PHONE 7133
Open Until 6:30 P.M. Except Wednesdays

Includes— Labor, gasket A

The farm of John Prins has recently been sold to Bert Assmk.
Mr. and Mrs. Minser Jongkryg
and family enjoyed a few days vaTlie Rev. Alice Sanford of cation trip to northernMichigan
Grand Rapids is holding preaching and Detroit.

LATE MODELS

REPAIR

AVE.

family

Grace Burrows, Arthur Adkins
and Maud Merson were in charge

RADIO

BEN L. VAN LENTE

GEORGE SCHREUR

president; Eugene Johnson, vicepresident; Mrs. Roy Adkins, secretary-treasurer, were re-elected.

Co.

ANNOUNCES
Q

7th and Control

of entertainment. It was voted to

Crisp

Y0M? DOWN

PARKING

j

a

Plain or printed

White or Colored

College Ave.

blocks, bricks, tile, chimne>
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
farm.
blocks and the like.
Miss Mary Ensficld of KalamaSale of the 26-acre Denkman _____
_______ who
____________
v„^,.
Rev _Sanford
began preachLith-I-Barmacunes are inand placed in the refrigerator,
goo
spent
the
week-end in the estate at Waukazoo to Nick Hoff- ing at the Pullman Congregational
Junior Tigers Humble
stalled under a rigidly controlled
according to Dean.
man of Holland was announced Christian church last Sunday is a
license agreement, giving each home of her brother. O. L. Ens"Fresh meat sh .uld lie allowed Eastend Cub Nine
today by John Arendshorst. local guest in the home of her cousins,
field and family.
plant
a
definite
territory,
usually
to breathe,'and come in contact
realtor, who handled the deal to- Mr. and Mrs. Orval Collins, south
Tlie Junior Tigers downed the one to a
Mrs. Percy Allen entertained gether with his associate. Ethel of Fennville. She plans to get
with the cold air. .[ the meat you
purchasetoday is not to be cook- Eastend Cubs 8-3 in a C League The Lith-I-Blockmachine is on Wednesday afternoon,Mrs. Etherington.
rooms in Pullman fo be near her
ed until tomorrow or later, then game at 19th St grounds Wed- operated penumaticnlly with
The main estate has a 23-room
production
capacity
of
480
alandof
Ma"chos
nesday.
Cub
Pitcher
Harrv
Laarplace it in the coldest spot in your
frame mansion, boat house, swimard 8 x 8 x 10 blocks per hour, or ter. Mrs. Lav erne Foote and Mrs.
refrigerator.If you plan to cook man fanned eight cubs and hamming pool, gardens, tennis courts
Oscar
Huggins
of
Ganges.
mered on! two hits, but couldn't equivalent in other sizes. For inMiss Gladys Griffith of Grand and stables and has 300 feet of
overcome the handicap of loose stance, bricks are made at a speed
Rapids
was a week-end guest of frontage on Lake Macatawa. Othfielding and throwing behind him. of over 5.700 per hour.
er property across the road in(From Monday’* Sentinel)
Miss Gertrude Warren.
Winning pitcher was Paul Vancludes two guest houses and a
Mrs. Bob Do Jonge and daughMrs.
John
Blink
and
two
childor Leek. His receiver was Earl
large wooded area.
Long Illness Fatal (or
dren spent last week with Chicago
ter of Lansing spent the past
Schipper. Ronald Boeve was be-

slate.
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NAPKINS

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. and 6TH STREET

RESIDENTIAL
and

ROOFING NEEDS

ON

LAKE

222 River

Ave.

Phone

CONSTRUCTION

2284

Holland, Mich.

/irFX&GHr&ireS

MACATAWA
Now On

FRESH BAKED GOODS

Sale

We Maintain
RESTRICTED LAKE

IRINTING
mar-iemm
A

FRONT LOTS

completely equipped modern plant that serves

Join your friende at Tha
Bier Kelder. Premium beer,
nationallyadvertised winea.
A conveniantly locatedmeet-

IN

JENIS0N PARK

ing place with

you with tine quality printing at

Dutch atmosphere Open

STEKETEE-VAN NUIS

Street

11:00 A.M. to midnight

Sold Exclusively By

reasonable prices.

complete printing service

9 East 10th

traditional

HENRY 00STING
R E A

l t 6

R

170 E. 15th

Dutch Block, 222 River AvePhone 2326

Holland.

Mich.

Phone

2371

PHONE
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HOLLAND TERMINAL

WARM

FRIEND

TAVERN

High Quality

GEO.

Tasty Products

MOOI

At

FAIR PRICES

ROOFING CO.
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PHONE 3826

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384
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PHONE

2677
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.Hamilton Couple Speaks

Vows

Personals

Officers

Warn

(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
The -Women's Relief Corps is

Annexes Victory

planning a potluck luncheon for 1

Against Speeding

p.m. Wednesday at Kollen park to

take the place of the regular

In Lions

League

meeting.

On Beach Road

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Alverson. 84
Early results in some divisions
of the Holland City Tennis tourney were released today by Director Joe Moran. Moran also reported that all Men's singles and
doubles second round matches
must be completed by Friday.

Edge HC Aggregation
In

See-Saw Battle;

Shamrocks Show Power
Fillmore Creamery finally broke
Into the win column of the Lions
club baseball league Tuesday at
Rlverview Park when it oded the
potent Hart and Cooley aggregation 12-11 in the opener of the
doubleheader.In the nightcap,
Duffy's Shamrocks continued
their winning ways by swamping
the Ford Phillies. 13-2.
The Fillmore-HC battle was a
nip and tuck affair even thougn
23 runs were scored in the contest. HC jumped to a five run
first inning lead on two hits and

Sheriffs officers have issued
West Seventh St., went to Fre‘stern"
warning against fast drivmont Sunday to bring back their
son. Marvin, who had been con- ing on the Ottawa beach road befined to the hospital since Wed- tween US-31 and the Oval at
nesday. He suffered a double frac- Holland state park.
ture of his arm when he fell dow n
Speeders will not be tolerated
an embankment while at Camp on this road even though it is not
Ottawa, Boy Scout camp near a speed marked highway,officers

Results tabulated are:
Sub-Midget Boys singles— Leroy Teerman def. Tom Allen, 6-1,
6-0; J. Vander Poel def. B. Kuyper, 6-0, 6-0; D. Crawford def.
J. Cook, 6-1, 6-0; L Overway def.
D. Crawford,6-0, 6-1; Tom Over-

la

A

Newaygo.
James Schepers recently returned from a week’s vacationin
Washington,D. C, where he was
a guest of Mis* Joyce Klomparens
and her
1
Mrs. Rinsie Overbeek has returned from a two week’s visit
with her son-in*low and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Musgrove
and son, Bob, in South Milwau-

family.

beek def. Stuart Volkers, 6-2,
6-2; J. Landwehr def. Overbeek,
9-7, 2-6, 6-2.

Doubles — Landwehr - Overway
def. Kuyper-Cook, 6-1, 6-1.
Midget Boys singles — Terry

kee, Wis.

Vandewater def. John Heyboer

four walks. Frank Wlodarczyk
smashed a triple while Eddie Pidgeon singled during the uprising.
HC added two more in their second inning on four singles before
Fillmorenetted their first two

Members of the Black and Blue
council No. 2, IOOF, will meet at
North Shore park, Grand Haven,
on Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. for a

by default; Bill Japinga def. David
Cotts, 6-0. 6-0; J. Kuyper def.

Phil Damstra, 6-0, 6-1; Henry
Visscher def. Elwood Bos, 6-2,
6-3; W. Nykamp def. Visscher,

potluck picnic dinner. Members
are asked to bring a dish for the
table, sandwiches and beverage.
A daughtei was born this morning at Holland hospital to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Bergman, 267 East 14th

6-4, 6-3.

tallies, also in the second

Doubles— Richard Sjaarda-Dykdef. Kuyper-A. Meyer, 6-1,
6-1; Visscher-Overbeekdef. Hy-

A single score in the third and
two in the fifth upped the HC
margin to 10-3 before Fillmore
broke loose with eight tallies in
their fifth inning. Five hits plus
three walks and a hit batsmen
accountedfor all of the Fillmore
markers as the Creamers fought
an uphill battle.HC knotted the
game in the seventh on three hits
but Fillmore was not going to be

ema

boer-Cotts, 6-4, 6-4.
Boys singles — N. Scheerhorn
def. A1 Meyer. 6-2, 6-1; E. Reels
def. Ronald Kuite, 6-3, 6-0; Dick
Ribbens def. Carl Visscher. 6-1,
6-2; Bruce Bouwman def. Duane
Carlson. 6-1, 6-1.

said.

It was pointed out that the
many curves on the narrow two
lane road makes it dangerous to
drive beyond 25 to 30 miles per
hour and passing n permissible in
only a few places because of
curves.
Several tickets have been issued
by officers and all persons have
been charged $25 plus costs for
reckless driving in the local court.
The latest reckless driving ticket
was issued to John Slenk of route
1, Saugatuck, last Saturday night.
Police charge "Slenk passed a
car on a curve at a high rate of
speed and caused the other car to
leave the road for safety's sake.
The mishap damaged the other
car slightly. That is reckless driving, oflicers said.

St.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L. Hoffman
(do Vries photo)

An extra deputy is on duty SatMr. and Mrs. Peter S. Boter and
urday and Sundays. Three arrests,
son have left for Blaney park for in addition to the reckless driving
a week's vacation.
count, were made last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Dyke
The Sheriff'sdepartment wants
and family have returned to their
to warn drivers that state law
h »me at 54 West 22nd St., after
provides where one-half of any
spending a month at a cottage
300 feet of frontage is occupied by
north of Lakewood farm.
residences or businessbuildings,
The Rev. Thomas Ten Hove and
the speeed limits are automaticalfamily of First Reformed church.
ly 25 miles per hour.
Brooklyn. N. Y., will be guests of
Most of the highway through
Mr. and Mrs. James Vander Hill.
the resort areas are unsafe to
234 West 10th St., for the month
drive at a speed more than 35
of August.
miles per hour, according to definMerle Lutz, secretary-manager
itions of a business or residential
of the TraverseCity Chamber of
district, officerssaid.
Commerce was in Holland Friday
At the same time sheriff's offiand Saturday. He stayed at Hofei
cers reported two mishaps which
Macatawa. Mr. Lutz is a mem bet
occurredlast week-end.
of the executive board of the West
Floyd Angel of Grand Rapids
Michigan Tourist and Resort assowas given a ticket for failing to
ciation.
yield the right of way after the
The Rev. George Schuiling pas- car he was driving and
car
tor of Grace Reformed church, driven by Milton Hamstra of route
Detroit,a former Holland resident, 2. collided at the intersection of

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L. Hoffman sephine E. Harmsen, daughter of
Junior Boys— Peter Paulus def.
were married July 8 at the home Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmsen. route
denied their first win.
Ted Schreur, 4-6. 6-4, 6-1.
2, Hamilton,and the groom is the
RightfielderKoning opened the
Men's singles— Joseph Mullen of the bride's parents in Ham- .son of Mr. and Mrs. James HoffMr. and Mrs. Marvin Aardema
Fillmore seventh with a triple and(L« Clear photo) Jr. def. George Copeland, 6-3, ilton. The bride is the former Jo- man. route 1. Hamilton.
came around to score on an inMr and Mrs. Marvin Aardema The couple was attended by 6-3.
field error with the winning markare living at 613 West Lapeer Mrs. Quentin Frasier of Durand, Girls and Women Singles— Ju- climax art w-eek. the first week in
er.
sister of the bride, and Joseph dith De Free won by default August. Ya*en owners of Chicago
Eggers and Kamphuis hurled St., Larwng following tht‘ir mar- Aardema of Waukazoo, brother of from Nancy Moran.
and Milwaukee have been invited
Hit
for the Fillmore lads, permitting riage June 5 in the Church of the
the groom.
to attend
12 safeties while Wlodarczyk and Resurrection Rectory in Lansing.
A reception followed at the Club
The tioohy to the w.e.n r.g
Dave Kempker were on the mound The bride is the former Frances
500 House for 75 guests. Persons
yatch
i.s a ship's boll and may be
for HC. Fillmoreconnected for Mae Williamson of Lansing,
attended from Lansing, Durand,
retained me y ar. This ia to be
tight hits.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. St. Johns, Detroit, Flint, Florida
TTie annual card party of St. an annua! event
Duffy’s had little difficultyin Williamson of Durand. The groom
and Holland.
Herk Cramer limited the VFW
Bronze j/aques are being inPeters church, will be Wednesday.
topping the Ford club, behind Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
A wedding trip to Chicago fol- 4ug. 4 at 2 p m. at the Big Pavil- stalled on the Dr. R. J. Walker nine to one hit as ha Hart &
the three hit pitching of Victor Aardema of Waukazoo.
lowed the marriage.
Memorial at t.'*e park. One plaque Cooley mates banged out ten hits
ion.
and Kamper. The Shamrocks unwill road, ‘ In Memory of Dr. K and scored a ’0 2 victor) in a city
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Burkholz
leashed a barrage of 14 safeties
more,
Harvey
Helder,
Vern
Visch,
and family are spendingthe sum- J. Walker, who faithfullyserved softballleague contest at 22nd St.
during the seven inning route off
this community for 48 yea.s. The diamond Tuesday night.
Sally
De
Jonge,
Jack
Kaat.
mer in Saugatuck.
Beelen, Ford pitcher.
Waverly Rd. and North Holland
The w inners pushed across four Li visiting here.
other
plaque elates, "ConTibuKnock-down
and
out
—
P.
T.
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Madden had
The Shamrocks took a one run
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bosman and Rd. at 2:43 p.m. Sunday.
runs
in
their
first
on
hits
by
Colas guest for a few days, the Rev. tions wc-e mad*1 by his many
In another mishap. William
lead in the frist on two hits then Cheff, Connie Boersma. Henry Alfamily of Little Neck. LL, N.Y..
Walter S. Pond of St. Barnabas inends here." Bub Rogers, owner ton. Diepenhorst. Wlodarczyk and and Dr. and Mrs. Walter J. Peter- Boes of Zeeland, who was driving
added three in the third before drink. Fred Boudeman, Cla> ton
of the ‘Anowhead Resort Cramer and a walk. They add- sen and family of Raleigh N.C., south on Waverly Rd. between
Episcopal church, Chicago.
Ford scored once in the third Baker, Jr.
ed another tally in their second
M-21 and the old Eighth St. road,
Walking
horse
—
Mrs.
G.
Miss Lucy Watt is at the lake donated his se. vibes to ma'\i t:.e
Duffy’s kept on rolling in the
on three hits and brought tin? are visitingtheir mother. Mrs. A. lost control of the car, and left
shore spending a vacation from installation.
fourth with three hits and six Busk, Janet Van Dam. Johnny
Bosman. 97 West 14th St.
score up to 9-0 in their third.
the highway.The car went down
With the arrival of a second her work as professor of biology
Van Dam, Jane Vande Velde.
more runs to clinch the victory.
Allan Hemwall. 17. of 111 East a deep embankment and crashed
The
Vets scored once in the
Bending race— Robert Anthor, boat load of cement inside a week, at Western College for Women,
Single scores in the fifth, sixth
Police Exhaust Leads
sixth- and again in the seventh on 18th St., is recovering from injur- into a light pole.
and seventh innings brought the Sally Dt Jonge, Frank Pearce, the shortage of cement for local at Oxford, Ohio.
ies received Thursday evening
Boes was treated at Holland
Holland
police have checked all four miscues by HC.
total to 13. Ford annexed its sec- Mary Beth Kaat, Noreen Fuller.
Miss Mary Evans entertained a
dealers and contractors was someFirst baseman Riersma got the when his bicycle was hit at Sev- hospital and released.
restaurants in this area in an efScurry- Connie Boersma. P. T. what alleviated.
ond tally in the sixth inning on a
group of lake shore girls, with a
fort to locate a Mrs. Bessie Mills lone hit for the Vets in the fourth. enth and Columbia by a car driven
double by Duane Rosendahl,an Cheff, Henry Aldrink, P. T. Cheff,
Lester Essen burg, who was ap- luncheon, in honor of her house
Doug Harmsma and Matt Numi by Mrs. Ethel Helder. route 4. The
to inform her that her husuanu
error and a stolen base.
Fred Boudeman.
pointed to represent local dealers guest, Miss Ann Thayer of Hinswas
killed in an accident near Paw- koski were on the mound for the youth received a sprained left
J. Slagh and Victor paced the
Wife Dies 10
Pa and Ma class— Gerry Smith, and contractors in the current dale, 111.
paw Sunday. Several leads were losers and Don Vander Hill and thumb, other injuries and shock,
Duffy attack with three hits Chris Verplank. Janet Van Dam, shortage, said he plans to leave
Mr. and Mrs. George Shanz atal
and
was
treated
in
Holland
hospiBill
Dvkstra
were
behind
the
followed but police said they did
apiece.
Mrs. Chris Verplank,John Van the latter part of the week for son, Jack, of Chicago, have been
not find her. State police at Paw plate. Ben D.vkstra did the catch- tal. His bicycle was smashed. He
Dam.
recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Cleveland to confer with company
naw’ said the woman was report- ing duties for the Hart & Cooley. expects to return to work in a few After
Speed and action - Jackie Orlop, officials in an effort to relieve the George Ferry.
Loft fielder Colton led the win- days.
ed to be working in a restaurant
Ruth Vandon Beldt, Vern Visch, situation still further.
The Saugatuck Township comMrs. Suzzle De Kieine, route 4,
ners' attack with three hits in as
in
Holland.
Mrs. Hattie E. Blekkink. 87,
Results of
Don Zandbergen,Jack Boer.
Local dealers and contractors munity fund drive has been inwas moved to Holland hospital
many times at bat.
Tuesday just 10 days afTwo horse relay— Pete Coojjer protested vigorously July 14 when definitely postponed. The drive MORE* MUSICAL
Monday morning where her con- ter her husband. Dr. Evert John
and Robert Anthor, Bob Kaat and shortages virtually halted all was announced for August 18, 19
Buffalo, N.Y. —When the Erie dition remains unchanged.
Rural Americans are more
Blekkink. 90, died.
Jackie Orlop, Harvey Helder and cement construction in Holland.
and 20.
The Rev. H. J. Steunenberg She died at her home at 303
musically inclined than city folk, canal was opened, the news was
L. R. Brady. G. L. Dunn, H. A.
reports
recent survey, and communi*atedfrom Buffalo to family wnll spend a four-week's College Ave., following a lingering
McDonald and Harry Jackson they are less likely to discon- New York by cannon fire, the vacation with Mrs. William Wolillness.
were in Olivet Wednesday even- tinue their musical
Zeeland. July 29— Complete reactivities cannons placed at intervals of 13 vms, 382 Washington Blvd., and
Mrs. Blekkink was born March
ing, attending a Lions dub meetsults of the Fourth annual horse
at their Chippewa cottage.
once they have started. Native miles,
6. 1861 at Cost burg. Wis.. and
show staged Saturday at Zeeland
ing.
The annual Nienhuis family re- was graduated from Sheboygan
born Americans are more musiwere revealedtoday .by officials
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Corkill have
Los Angeles— About one-half of union will lie held Wednesday at Falls high school and later from
cal than foreign born. Slightly
of the Zeeland Riding club, sponas guests Mr. and Mrs. Duane over three per cent of Ameri- the wood furniture sold in the 3 p.m. in Hughes park, HudsonMilwaukee Downer college in
sors of the event. Final results
Corkill and son Roger, of Free,
cans show a complete lack of U. S. is for use in the living room vi
1886.
were delayed until today due to
man, S.D., Mrs. C. F. Corkill of interest in music, it was found, and library.About 25 per cent is
Her maiden name was Neerdink
the difficulty “in compiling all
Hurley, S.D. and their son David,
for use in bedrooms.
should be ended by Saturday.
and she married Dr. Blekkink in
place winners with a record numa student at Michigan State col1886. She came to Holland with
ber • of horses taking part,’’ a
lege.
her husband in 1905 after he had
spokesman said.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Stocker, Jr.,
served several pastorates in both
Club officials said the show
of Detroit, S. A. Lubeno and
New York and Michigan. The couwas the largest ever staged in
daughter Gloria and Evefette Hilple came to Holland from KalaZeeland by the riding club, with
den of Flint are spending a vamazoo when her husband accepted

One

Saugatuck

Hurling

Features Contest

Second Cement

A

Boat Arrives

Days

Her Husband

.

Horse

, d^
j

Show Tabulated

a

i

|

He.

Holland Netters

Bow From Meet

120 horses entered in the 24 event

program.
Complete results with the

cation in Saugatuck.
Mrs. L. W. Crow, Kathryn and
Worth, of Miami, Fla., are occupy-

f.rst

five places listed in order:
Lead line— Nancy Locks, Jimmy Van Dam, Bobby Kasten, Billy
Mills, Carl Reuterdahl.
English horsemanship(13 years
and under) — Mane Jo De Witt,

ing the Wilson cottage for two
months.

Mr. and Mrs. Basil Monroe of
Kalamazoo, nave been spending a
week's vacation, at their cottage
on Grand St.
Mrs. C. M. Jordon, Mrs. L. R.
Brady and Miss Cora Rice, were
Grand Rapids visitors for the day,
Monday.
Mr. .and Mrs. Howard Coates
and daugnter, Jo Ellen, of Chicago, are visiting Mrs. Della
Coates and Mrs. Julia Coats in
their home on Francis St.
Mrs. Mattie Dale has retutv.ed
to her home in Newaygo for a
sT.-it stay. She has been a guest
>f Miss
oamuelson tor a

Erma Van Dyke, Paul Harms,
Judy Van Dy ke. Wendy Locks.
Western horsemansnip—Beverly
Nyland, Paul Van Wyk, Howard
Plaggemars, Judith Whitsitt,Connie Miller.
Crackeijackrace
Harold
James, Jackie Orlop, Johnny Van
Dam, Duane Dollaway, Howard

—

Plaggemars.

Western horsemanship(13 years
and older)— Marilyn Van Zee. Bert
Glupker, Vern Visch, John Streur,
Jack Thomasma.
English horsemanship(13 years
and older— Betty Werner, Susan
Locks, Juddie Bi anderhorst,Henry
Maentz, Carolyn Lee.
Palamino class— Betty Werner.
Howard Plaggemars,Roger Van
Wyk, Katie Kolb, J. A. Be^teman.
Harness pony— Marie Jo De

Bobby Kasten, Jimmy Van
Dam, Paul Van Wyk, tno fifth

Witt,

place).

Five gaited— Fred Sauer, R. J.
Kuipers, Mary De Vries, Mrs.
Donker, (no fifth place).
Open hunters-P. T. Cheff, P.
T. Cheff, Connie Boersma, Henry
Maentz, Paul Harms.
Stock horse — Mac MacKune,
Lawrence Van Zee, Mart Gouozwaard, Ken Young, Jack Thom-

asma.

the pastorate at Third Reformed
local Junior tennis stars
church.
and two entered in the Boys division bowea irom the singles She was active in civic affairs
and served in the Red Cross durcompetition in the Western Open
ing World War I. She was a memtennis tourney on the Notre Dame
ber of the Ladieti Literary club
university co.irt* in South Bend.
Ind., Tuesday. Matches were and other organizations.
Survivors are one daughter,
scheduled Monday, but some were
Ruth, at home; a son. the Rev.
postponed, Ronald Bos. one of the
Victor J. Blekkinkof Cohoes, N.Y.
local entrants, told The Sentinel

Four

Brunsell,Warren Kxo and a sister. Mrs. Dena Saas of
Cost burg. Wis.
and Ken Van Wieren in the Juniors division,were defeated after
advancingin early matches,while Sentenced to Prison
Bos bowed to ninth seeded-Ciiarles
De Voe of Indianapolis,Ind. 6-1, After 34 Burglaries
6-2 in the first round. De Voe
Allegan, July 29— Robert Smith
later defeated Brunsell 6-1, 6-1
of near Pullman was sentenced to
after the local netter had .'topped
Bill Grunow of Lake Geneva, serve from 18 months to 15 years
In states prison after admitting
Wis. 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 in the first
34 burglaries in Ottawa and Kent

Roger

Be

match.

counties.
a bye in fhe
Sentence was Tuesday by CirJames Stepcuit Judge Raymond L. Smith.
hens of Glencoe, 111. 4-6, 6-4, 6-2
The defendant was charged with
in the second match, but then
the specific crime of breaking and
bowed to Hikox of California,6-0,
enteringHerp’s Garage at Way6-2. Van Wieren won by default
land, according to Court Reporter
from Carl Wilson of Pekin, 111.
Dan Vanderwerf of Holland.
In tlw first round, but then tot
to Clendenin, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 in the
second encounter.
In the Boys division.Bob Piersma was defeated by Charles Rie-

•c*w weeks.

Mr. and .vm A. JanaU

M

.

Ur-

bana, 111., are spending tne month
of August in .r.e Hooker cottage
at the lake uhore.

Mrs. Janet Timm and daughter Marion, of Oak Pane, 111.,
Mrs. Harry Lainam ai.d son
Harry of Be.tumont, Tex., are
here for a few weeks vacation
Miss Eleanor Koning is visiting her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Koning, «.t their honie an

Clayton Baker, Jr., Battle Creek, and hit hone Brula will ride again
In the ninth annual Junio*- Caatle Park hone show Saturday at Henry
Boersma's Maplebrook farm near Castle park. Baker was reserve
championIn the 1947 show, winning a close second to the championship taken by a girl from his home town, Mary Nelson. Mary also
will be present to defend the championship,

Warren Exo drew

first routid, defeated

Engaged

ger of Germantown,Penn., 6-0,
6-0 and Dave Moran lost to Leslie
Joe Hulik of Forest Park. 111., Eatrants for the Kiwsnit Soap 1947 derbies on Columbia Ave. Pollock of Great Neck, L. L, 6-2,
is visiting hs sister, Mrs. Al
hill. Rumxey and hi* red racer 6-3.
Box derby Aug. 11 will seek to are Mhowm with SI Rorr, George
Kasbohm.
All local entrantsentered the
Miss Betty Burdick of Kala- nseat the champiou, David Rum- Jacob*, Bill Meenga and Bud Lar- doubles competition which got
m. <00, is a g it it of Miss Julia
underway this afternoon.
ejr who won both the 1946 and sen.

;;

Butler St.

Equitation Jumping

Feature in Junior

New

Show

\>

:

V \

,

Oil vis

at

the

atte she:*.

Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Brady left
With the deadline now past cession.
Drunk and Disorderly
Sunday by plane for New York to
for
entries
in
the
ninth
annual
Clayton
Baker,
Jr.,
also
of
Bat
English Pleasure— Su*an Locks,
attend the international meeting
Charged in Local Court
Mary Jane Andrews. Johnny Van Junior Castle Park horse show tie Creek, who took a close second of Lions clubs. Mr. Brady is govDam, Paul Harms, Cynthis Saturday, plans are nearing com- in 1947 also will return.
ernor
No.
11B
of
Michigan.
They
John Carpenter, 21, of 268
pletion for the event which atA new feature this year will be
Schaap.
expect to return Thursday.
Maple Ave., appearedin municipal
. Western Pleasure— Bert Glup- tracts riding enthusiasts1under 18 equitation jumping over an outMrs. Cady Jordan opened her
years of age. .
Rules for contestants entering less than 40 Inches.Width of cars court Monday and paid fine
side course, with entries rounding
ker, Mart Gouozwaard, Peter De
The show will he held at Henry a course over the hills and past-, home, "Hawthorne Lodge." Wed- the Soap Box derby on Wednes- should be kept within 42 inches. and costs of $13.90 after pleading
Witt, Jr., ManJyn Van Zee, JohnA large ramp will be set up guilty to a drunk and disorderly
Boersma's Mapjebrook farm near ure. The course is being laid out nesday afternoon from 2 to 5, for day afternoon, Aug. 11, were anny Winters.
All Sain ta members and friends
Castle Park. Morning events will this week.
nounced here by Kiwanians in on Columbia Ave. at 20th St. All charge.
Flag race — John Streur, LaMrs. O. C. Waugh and aon,
cars must be at the starting ramp
Julius Ten Cate. 33. of 110 East
wsme Skidmore! Noreen Fuller, start rft 10 a.m. and afternoon Keith Avery, of Lowell, will Van, of Owosso, Michigan, are charge of the local event.
events at "J p.m.
All boys and girls betw-een the by 12:30 p.m. the day of the der- 37th St, paid $7 for impropfr
judge
the
western
classes
and
Harvey Helder, Ray Vinstra.
Already entries have been re- Mrs. Louis Coffin of Barrington, guesta of Mr and Mrs. L. H. ages of 9 and 14 -inclusiveare eli- by for safety inspection.
passing. Michael Leonard, 48. of
Pair class— Janet Van Dam and
ceived from junior horsemen in 111., will judge English events. Waugh on Pleasant Ave.
An entry blank containing rules Grand Rapids, paid $5 for running
gible to enter the jalopy race.
A. G. Busk, J. A. Besteman and
Miss Nellie La Dick of Holland, Cars are not to be motor driven, and additionalinformation was a stop street and William Russell,
Creek, Kalamazoo, Grand Randy Bosch, Jr., will be the anC Besteman, Cynthia Schaap and Battle
was a guest of Mias Sadfe Thomas, and must be equipped with some publishedin The Sentinel Tues- 27, of 28} West Ninth St„ paid $4
Rapids, Holland and Zeeland. nouncer.
•
Carolyn Lee, Sally De Jonge and
Nelson. 15. of Battle Creek,
kind of brake as well ' as good day. .All contestants are urged to on a similar count.
Connie Boersma is chairman of in her cottage on Spear St.
Myra
Jmo Whitsitt, Don Teu&ink and Mary
will return to defend the champ- the show. Others on the commitPlana for reviving Venetian steering apparatus.Wheels must got their entry blaqks in as soon . Eleanor Koning of Saugatuck, Mrs. Sena Brower of Hamilton
yard Plaggemars.
ionship of the 1947 show. A new tee are Henry Maentz, Jr., Randy. night have been formulated by the not exceed 12 inches in diameter. as possible.The blanks may be paid $5 for speeding. Parking vio- announces the engagement of
gai tad— Betty Werner, R.
trophy was offered for the first Bosch, LucilleVan Domelen, Rog- Saugatuck-DouglasJunior Cham- The overall length of the cars taken to Mcengs Standard Sta- lations of $1 each were paid by her daughter, Myra, to Rpger Van
Connie Boersma, Marie
time last year and in order to re- er Van Wyk and Donna Tania.
ber of Commerce. Decorated must not exceed 80 inches with tion at River' and 16th, or to Nelson Koning of 141 Vande rVeen Dyke, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
De Witt, Verna Reiach.
tain permanent ownership, it
The 26th annual Holland-Castle watercraft in the harbor and band wheel base, the distance between Chamber of Commerce headquar- Ave.. and Bert Vereek* of 151 Van pyke, 549 Buttemul Dr•hairs— LaVerne Skid- must be won. three years in sucWeatiatfcSt, /
park show is scheduledscheduledSept L music will be eveate that are to the front and rear axle, not to be ters.
Holland.

Soap Box Derby Rules
Compiled by Kiwanians
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Couple Wed at Church Parsonage

Partial Recovery
In
Is

r

Employment

rm

29, 194*

Borgman Leads

Personals

Dutchmen

(From Wednesday'# Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Miner
have returned to their home on
South Shore drive from a threeweek trip to Lot Angeles. On the
return trip they stopped at Cas-

Hitters

man

Enter Labor Market;
Conditions Improved
After a temporary slump in
manufacturing,which looped 200
worker* from payrolls in May,
employment in the Holland area
showed a partial recovery in June
when 125 workers were added, according to a monthly report issued
by Jacob Barendse, branch manager of the Michigan Unemployment Compensationcommission.
Hiring activitieswere actually greater as the release of more
than 200 teachers for the

NEWS THURSDAY. JULY

Lou Borgntsn, rookie third basefor the Holland Flying
Dutchmen leads all batten with
an average of .389. accordingto
averages released today by the
Dutchmen baseball club.
Borgman has 28 hits in 72 times
at bat during the season, statistics show. Following Borgman is
Ev De Neff wjth an average of
.378. De Neff is the regular third
baseman, but has been sidelined
in recent weeks due to Illness.
Other .3(X) hitters are: H. Van
Wieren, .327; Frank Wlodarszyk,
.324 and Don Mulder. .317. Mike

Shown Here
Students, Graduates

,k

CITY

times before. Last season the Hollanders stopped the Zulus, 8-3.
Complete averages listed are;
AR
11
Pet.
28
.389
Borgman
72
17
.378
E. I> Neff
45
H. Van Wieren 61
.327
20
Wlodarczyk ...... 34
13
.324
.317
Mulder ............ 60
19
Skaalen .......... 38
12
.316
Rotman .......
25
85
.294
Wentzel ............ 77
21
.273
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Vander Kooy
Wenzel ............ 78
21
.269
these entrants are not eligible for
(Bill Hank photo)
H. De Neff ..... 85
22
.259
unemployment compensation,the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Vander Vander Koo\ is the former Velma Czerkies
55
12
.218
claim load did not reflect the in- Kooy were married June 25 in the Kuizenga, daughter of Mr. and C. Van Wieren
3
.136
22
crease in unemployment. Claims
.091
1
First Reformed church parsonage. Mrs. Walter Kuizonga of Holland Victor ................ 11
for unemployment compensation
and the groom is the son of Mrs. Van Huis .......... 16
.063
1
The
Rev.
Bastian
Kruithof
offibenefits totaled 552 during the
Sarah Vander Kooy of Grand Van Lente ........ 20
.050
1
week ending June 12 compared ciated at the ceremony. Mrs. Rapids.
% with 850 filed during the week
Team Average 759 216
.285
ending May 15.
Center was in Burnips on Monday
At the end of June, employ- evening.
Services Arranged for
ers had -95 job openings (30 for
The business meeting of the Grand Haven Soldier
women) listed with the local MU- Burnips Methodist church was
CC office. Of these job oppor- held last Wednesday evening. Grand Haven, July 29 (Special)
tunities, 41 were in factories,12 Flection of officers took place and
in retail and wholesaletrade es- the committee will sene for a —The body of Pic. Jacob J.
tablishments, 39 in service in- term ol one year.
(Jack) Bewalda, 22-ye9r-old son
dustries and three in construcMiss Roberta (Babbie) McDow- of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bewalda of
tion. Job openings call for 14 cler- ell of Grand Rapids was a weekHolland Merchants romped to
this city, will arrive in Grand
ical and sales persons, 22 service end guest at the home of her paran easy 7-1 win over the Steffens
workers, 10 skilled workers, 24 ents, Mr. and Mrs. McDowell of Haven at 9:15 p.m. Thursday ac- Market nine in city softballleague
companied by military escort. It play at 22nd St. field Friday
semi-skilled workers and 25 un- Burnips.
skilled workers.
Communion services were held will be taken to the Kinkema Fun- night.
The rate of job separations, at the Burnips Methodistchurch eral home where services will be
The Merchants surged to a twoheld Saturday at 2 p.m. Bernard run lead in their half of the third
exclusive of layoffs, in the area’s Sunday evening.
Brunsting, summof- student pastor when Grissen was safe on an ermajor manufacturingplants conMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moored
tinued to edge upward. During ol Burnips returned from their at First Reformed church, will ror and Visser,Johnson and Roeis
May, 31 per 1,000 workers left vacation on Sugar Island in north- officiateat the services and full all singled. They tallied aother
military rites will ix? conducted at two in the fifth on and error, a
their jobs voluntarilycompared ern Michigan on Saturday.
the grave in Lake Forest ceme- fielder's choice and a walk.
with 30 per 1,000 in April, 27 in
Mrs. Kate Brenner ana children
A big sixth stanza added three
March, and 21 in February.
had as their house guests for a tery.
The soldier died in the Philip- more runs to make the seven run
About 2,700 personal contacts few days Mrs. Brenner’s sister and
pines.- March 10. 1945, from total.
were made at the Holland office daughter Diane of Newaygo.
during June by persons seeking
Steffens pushed across their
Kenneth Rynbrandt ol Burnips wounds received in battle. He envarious agency services.Of 179 will teach in the Zutphen schoo tered service Dec. 15, 1942, and lone run in the seventh on an erpersons referredto prospective during the coming year, according had been overseas since July of ror and hits by Japinga and Hille1943. He had been in the service brand.
* , job opportunities. 99 (including to the school board.
two years and three months ahd
19 women and 53 veterans) were
Mulder tossed to Visser for the
Dallas— When kerosene was a never had a furlough.
hired.
winners and Dewey Bakker pitchBorn in Grand Haven. Oct. 11. ed to Appledorn for the losers.
major petroleum product at the
beginning of the century, gasoline 1942, he attended local schools and
The Merchants scored seven
was frequently thrown away as before entering service was em- runs on nine* hits and Steffens
ployod at the Grand Haven Stamp- were credited with six safeties.
an unusable and waste product.
(From Friday's Sentinel)
ed Products Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bos of East
New York— About one-third of Besides the parents he is surJamestown were guests last Sun- the supply of shellacis used annu- vived by three sisters. Mis. Wilday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ally for the production of phono- liam Kahlor and Mrs. Henry
Mai Kreyer in Burnips.
graph and radio transcriptionre- Kroeze. both of Muskegon, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd George were cords.
Mrs. George Boll of Grand Haven.
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Tilt
Mrs. Roy Raab at their home in
Burnips on Sunday.
....

Merchants
To

SoU

Romp
Win

«

*

Burnips

Darkness Halts

Anno Norman and Mrs. Ray Lake City and YellowstoneNaSaturday tionul park. This week they are
from a trip to YellowstoneNa- vacationing with Miss Lucile
tional park. They returnedhome Kooyers at the Kooyers cottage ftt

Van Voorst returned

by train after Mrs. Norman’s car
developedtrouble in Haver, Wyo.
She sold the car there. Her young
brother, Vernon Zuverink, and his
friend, Arnold Boevs, who accompanied the women, are hitchhiking

Married

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde and

children returned from their vacation trip on Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moored
of Burnips received word that
their tive-ycar-olc. nephew, Terry
Zagers, who has been a hospital
patient for several days will be
turned to his home in Jamestown this week. Terry will still
need to be in bed tor several
weeks and is in a cast. He received internal injuriesand a broken
right leg when he was knocked
down by a car three weeks ago in
Zeeland. He is the son of Mr. and

,

daughter. Nancy, of Russell,Kan. Vander Hill of Long Island, N.Y.,
Mrs. Gecnt De Weerd who suf- are visiting Mr. and Mrs. James
fered injuries in an automobile Vander Hill, 243 West 10th St
accident more than two weeks ago
has been moved from Butterworth
hospital in Grand Rapids to Holland hospital.
The City Mission will hold its
annual picnic Thursday afternoon
at Kollon park. The Sunday school
will furnish sandwiches,hot and
cold drinks and ice cream to all
Third round pairings for the
for the basket suppers.
Linda Lou Bouwman, seven- Legion Memorial Best Ball golf
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tourney were announced today by
Tony Bouwman, 263 West 21st
Earl Holkeboer, local pro. He anSt., is confined to her home with
a fracturedright arm received nounced that the third round
Dr. Paul W. Harrison,who la retiring after 88 years as a madlcal
Sunday night when she fell from ma (cites must be played by Tuesmissionary in Arabia, pauses as he prepares notes for a Bible cona teeter-totterat the home of her day.
ference lesson. With him Is Mrs. Harrison, who has spent 31 years
aunt and uncle in St. Joseph. Site
Pairings are:
on the Arabian field. The Harrisons are spendingthe summer in
was taken to the St. Joseph hosFirst flight— Lee Klels-Les HopHolland.
pital for treatment and the family kins and George Slikkers-Al Ttmreturned to Holland Monday.
mer; Vorn Tub-Henry Hietbrink
Gary and David Abel, sons of and Paul Mulder-JohnPelon;
Mr. and Mrs. John Abel of Pon- Walter Hoeksema-ChristianDen
tiac are visiting their cousins. Herder and Ray Serier-Mart
Douglas and Jerry Jonker, sons of Sjaarda; Gerald Kramer-Ben Tim*
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Jonker, 826 mer and Howard Jalving-Bemard
Butternut Dr.
Arendshorst.
Mr. (jnd Mrs. John Dozema and
Second flight—Bill Kramer-Bd
Development of oil fields in they do not blame their American Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Martgerinkand Brondyke and Don Lubbcrs-Tom
Bahrain. Arabia, has been re- friends. We’ve been treated most daughter,Marlene Jane, of Zee- Vander Kuy; Jim Hallan-John
land, are spendingthis week at a
sponsiblefor more progress in cordially by the Arabs and have cottage on Green Lake, south of Caldwell and Leo Vander Kuy-BiU
left many friends there, some alLeverette;Clarence Jalving-Ken
that part of the globe in the last
Grand Rapids. Mrs. Alice Brower Piers and Clarence Lokker-Henry
most In tears,"they said.
15 years than perhaps in 16 cenGenerally, the Harrisons wel- is spending three days with them. Ter Haar.
turies before, Dr. Paul W. Har- come life in a temperate climate, The Rev and Mrs. A. J. Neevcl
Third flight—Andrew Dalmanrison. medical missionary, said a decided change from the dry and son, James Alvin, from North Harry Guthrie and Arie Ter HaarThursday.
120-degreeheat of Kuwait and Tarrytown, N.Y., arrived Tuesday Irv Vrieling; Bud Draper-George
"Problems of Arabia are those Busrah and the humid 94-de- and are spending a few days with Walbridgc and Don Lievense-Bob
of a primitive people who have gree heat of Bahrain. Dr. Harri- Mrs. S. C. Nettinga at 36 West Kouw; James Bagladi-George Dalhad few educational opportunities,son has spent most of his 38 12th St.
man and Clarence Wood-Bob Nobut oil ls bringing schools and years in the latter place.
The City Mission liand concert, tier; Frank Lievense-Peter Jonker
hospitals. In Bahrain, 5,000 are
Bahrain's moist heat results in which was to be presented on the and Bill Wichers-HenryStephens;
now attendingschool, compared considerable salaria, eye diseases Wolverine ferry on Lake Maca- Louis Jalving-ChuckKnooihulzen
with 500 to 1,000 belore the days and leg varicose ulcers.Incidence t. wa at Ottawa Beach on Friday and J. Lubbers-R.Knooihulzen.
of oil." Dr. Harrison said. Bah- of hernia is probably no heavier night, has been postponed until
Today the Legion Memorial
rain has a peculation of 100,000. than in this country, but opera- Friday, Aug. 6.
golfers will tangle with a group
Mr. and Mrs. William Law- of linksmenfrom the Spring Lake
During his 38 years on the Ara- tions for thus ailment are accepted
bian field, Dr. Harrisonhas been by the Arabs and Dr Harrison rence, 268 Van Raalte’Ave., today Country club in an inter-dub
able to view progress of missions has performed thousands of these are quietly celebrating their 50th match.
on a broad scale. Statistically, the operations, besides carrying on wedding anniversary. They will be
entertained at a family dinner at
advance of Christianity has been research on the subject.
slow but missionary leaders preTrachoma is an eye disease the American Legion club house
fer a gradual and lasting change. common in Arabia, which costs tonight. They have two children,
The Arabian mission was lounded sight if neglected. Intestinal dis- Mrs. Henry Vanden Bos of Kalamore than 50 years ago by Dr. eases also are common, mainly mazoo and Lewis Lawrence of

Zeeland Church

Pairings Listed

Advance Slow
But Lasting in Arabia
Christian

FennviUe

Samuel Zwemcr and Dr. James because of

the lack of sanitation.

Cantine of the Reformed church 1 All in all, Arabia has a high death
in America.
rate, boosted by a high
Work done by medical mission- mortalitywith usually one of
aries is not necessarily regarded three babies d>ing.
as more practical than evangelisDr. Harrison, retiring at the
Holland Color Ad and Zeeland tic work, but it overcomesprejud- age of 65, is known as the "deVan's battled to a 2-2 deadlock ice more quickly, the missionary sert doctor" following an article
about 10 years ago by Jerome
in a Wooden Shoe contest at Zee- said.
Dr. ami Mrs. Harrison, who ar- Beatty, well known writer. Dr.
land Thursday night with darkrived in Holland Tuesday, are liv- Harrison holds the gold Kaiser-iness finally halting the tilt.
Zeeland had to overcome a 2-1 ing in an apartment on East Hind medal in recognition of serColor Ad lead in their half of the Ninth St In the fall they will go vices to the people and nation.
seventh to force a tie ball game. to New Brunswick,N. J.. to#live This English decorationis given
The tilt was tied at 1-1 when the for a year while Dr. Harrison does for philanthropic work
Dr. Harrison is a graduate of
final inning approached. The lo- deputation work for the ReformJohns Hopkins university, fellow
cals managed to squeeze only one ed church.
The Harrisons said Arabs in in the American College of Surrun across in their half of the seventh inning on three singles and Bahrain are not greatly affect- geons, holder of an honorary dean error lyju Humbert was ed by developments in Palestine gree of Master of Arts from Yale,
thrown out at the plate with which is across the country on the as well as degrees from Hope college and Washington and Jefferwhat-would-have-been
the winning Mediterraneansea.
"The Arabs are anxious to have son university,and is recognized
tally.
The Van’s effected a tie in their peace, and while they may be ns top authorityon hernia and
final inning on a double and two confusedabout UN developments. spinal anaesthesia.

singles.

out of trouble

Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Brink of the Monterey

fray.

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde
were on vacation.

Howard Leow became ill last
week and will be confined to his
bed for a few weeks at his home
in Burnips.

Friends were informedof the
death of Albert Genther of Dorr
which occurred at his home early
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vander
' Sloot of Grand Rapids visited at
the homes of their children in
Burnips Saturday afternoon.
Francis Bremer of Grand Rapids called at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Anna Bremer and
family

in

'Burnips.

A number of local people enjoyed a fishing trip to the pier at
Ottawa beach, Holland, Saturday
morning.

Mrs. Wilma Sebright of Monterey called at the home of Mr.
Sebright’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
Norman Sebright of Burnips one
day this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Moored
of

Burnips had as

their house
who spent
a week’s vacation at their home
here. She also visited with Mr, and
gfaest their niece. Belle,

Mrs. Lynn Moored and Lyman
Moored. Belie left on Monday for
Cadillac where she will be thp
guest at the home of friends for a

week.
Marinus

"

'
•
Rynbrandt of Byron

Jonge to ground out to end the
Oddly enough the other rims
were scored in the first inning.
Color

Ad

hit "pay dirt" in the
Inning when Clairie Van
Liere walked, stole second and
scored on Bob Borgman's one
base blow. Zeeland knotted the
count in their half on a single,an
error and a fielder’schoice.
Color Ad connected for eight
hits off Ensing and Warner. Zeeland hurlers, while the Van's garnered six hits off Humbert. Bob
Borgman and M. Hildebrandeacn
had two safeties apiece for the

Kimnians Hear Talk

i

Lumber

Benton Hailx>r.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer, 157 West 17th St., left this
.

Dealer Succumbs

on 8
10 nort^'rn
Michigan. They will spend a week
with their niece, Miss May belle
Du Mez, at her cottage in Marquette.
Tuesday births at Holland hospital include a daughter, Susan
Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. William
G. Zonnebelt,359 River Ave.; a
Min. William, to Mr. and Mrs.

FennviUe, July 29 (Special)—
Harold II. Bourne, 66, Fennvillt
business man, died early Wednesday in his home after an illness
of several weeks. He was owner
and operator of the FennviU*

infant .
,nP

Humbert pitched his way
when he forced De

Mrs. Marinus Rynbrandt at their
new home in Byron Center on

Round Golf

Third

1

Mrs. Julius Zagers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hildebrand
of Burnips were entertained at the
home of their friends. Mr. and

Center Mission was a guest speaker at the Sunday school session at
the Burnips Methodist church. He
also taught the adult and young
adult Sunday school classes for a
lesson discussion.Beatrice Shields
is teacher of the young adult class
and Sherman Moored is teacher of
>, the adult class.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde and
children returned from their vacation trip on Saturday.
Mrs. Doris Barrett of Rochester,
N.. Y., has taken care of her
nephew and mece while their par-

-•

in

Lakewood.
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Vander
Meulen and family are vacationing at their MontelloPark cottage. Dr. Vander Meulen is pastor
of First Presbyterianchurch in

home
Lansing.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnl# Teusink, The Trinity Reformed church
566 Sunset Dr., have a* their and Sunday school picnic Is being
guests for a week Mrs. Teusink's held today and this evening at
brother and sister-in-law,
Mr. and Camp Chippewa.
Mrs. W. B. Cunninghamand
The Rev. and Mrs.. LaVeme

Wooden Shoe

,

to $250 or more
Holland ixian Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor
Adv.

baby, Marilyn Kay. Last week- Francis Van Slooten, Janet Knoll
end, the Miner* had as their guest and Ruth De Vries have returaod
in Holland Ralph De Palma, fa- from a two-week tour ot Rocky
mous Indlanapolif racer.
Mountain National park, Salt

The Dutchmen will take to the
diamond again Thursday night
when they play host to the touring Zulu Cannibal club, who do all
of their scurrying in grass skirts.
They have appeared here several

LOANS

Up

ard Miner, his wife and their new

average of .316

summer

LOANS LOANS

•

per, Wyo., to visit their son, Rich-

Skaalen, right hand pitcher is
also in the .300 category with an

kept the net gain down. Major
hiring in June was in manufacturing, service and trade, which
added a total ot 300 workers.
Total non-farm employment
for Holland area in June was estimated at 12,020 (3,400 women),
1 nearly 400 less than the peak
reached last December.
Unemployment in June increased by 175 (50 women) as an estimated total of 975 workers <500
women) sought jobs. The increase resulted primarily from the
entrance into the labor market of
graduates and students. Since

WANT-ADS

!l™,rlnin*’

Lumber Co.
He was born in Amboy, 111.,
March 13, 1882, and was grad-

uated from the University of Illinois. He was engaged in the lumPark; a son, James Earl, to Mr. ber business all his life. He went
and Mrs. Wayne Smith, Apt. 5 A, from Illinois to Owosso and came
Pine Court. A daughter, Mary to FennviUe 20 years ago.
Alice, was born this morning to
Surviving are the wife, Harriet;
Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwman, a son, William,of Detroit; one
route 1, East Saugatuck.
grandchild, Susan; and a sister,
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Cudahy of Mrs. W. B. Hussey of Freeport,
East 24th St., are on a one-week IU.
fishing trip to Beaver Island.
Funeral arrangements had not
Tiie MLs.ses Alma Van Slooten, been made.

William Brace

of

Macatawa

Hope Chapel Scene

Wedding

of

By Children's Worker

initial

locals.

Sparta Farmer

Begim

Probate courts deal more with tions into homes of future foster
personalities than with parents and the efforts made to
property, Harold F. Weston, chil- match the child to the home socially, intellectuallyand to the
drens worker in Allegan county religion of the prospectiveparfor 12 years, told Kiwanis mem- ents.
l»ers at their weekly meeting MonDuring the question period,
day night in the Warm Friend V/e.stonsaid 80 per cent of chilTavern. He was introduced by dren sent to correctional InstituDan Vander Worf, program chair- tions never come back into court.
man. Tony Last presided.
He. said reform schools could make
Weston, who resignedas head of many improvementsbut do a good
the juvenile division of Kalama- job with limited facilities availzoo probate court a tliort time able
ago to campaign for probate judge
Guests were the Rev. George
in Allegan county, said Allegan De Boer of Marion. Kan., Deputy
I

human

j

1

Suit in Circuit Court
probate court dealt with 280 cases
Grand Haven, July 29 (Special) involving human emotions during Sheriff Edward Brouwer. Thomas
—Suit has been commenced in 1946, and only 198 in property. J. Longstroet of Holland, the Rev.
Ottawa Circuit court by Joseph The greater number of children S. R. Jeffrieswho will return to
Radecke, owner and operator of a come before the court for dejjend- ChungkingChina, soon as a misdairy farm in Sparta township cncy and neglect.Weston said pro- sionary, and Earl C. Sleeman and
against Gerrit Buth of Eastman- bate court should divorce the feel- Lloyd Shoemaker of Dearbora
ville, seeking $8,016 damages. The ing of technicalityand force from
declaration tiled alleges that in its dealings with children insofar
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van Dort
Driver Falls Asleep;
(Pool photo) May and October of 1945 Raaecke as possible.He said a fear of the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van Dort pearl headpiece and carried a bought six cows from Buth at courts, has been pounded into Crashes Into Tree
are shown leaving the auditorium white Bible with orchids.
which time he asked for Bang’s many children much like the fear
Allen T. Otto of Lansing fell
of First Reformed church in ZeeSister of the bride, Mrs. Ver- papers as required by law, which of police officers, and there is conland following their marriage non Nienhuis, was matron of hon- Buth refused and failed to pro- siderable difficultyin overcoming asleep while driving accordingto
police, and crashed into a tree on
July 2 at 7:30 p.m. The bride is or, and Mrs. Arlene Sterken was vide.
it, A child who comes before the
the former Dorothy Van Voorst, bridesmaid. They wore identical
Radecke alleges * that before court should come before a person 12th St. near the River Ave. indaughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Van gowns of green and dusky rose, re- buying cow* from Buth, his he id who is sympathetic and under- tersectionWednesday at 5:13 a.m.
a.m.
Voorst, route 2, Zeeland. The spectively, fashioned with high and farm were in good health and standing,. Weston said.
Howard Neal, 24, of East Langroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. round necklines, cap sleeves,and condition ant} when defendantreDrawing on his experiences as
Anthony Van Dort, 528 College tiny buttons down the front to fused to provide the necessary children'sworker as well as friend sing, who was riding with Otto,
Ave.
the waist. They wore matching papers he had his own teat made of the court and probation offic- received nose and ankle injuries
and was taken to Holland hospiThe Rev. William Hilmert per- gloves and carried bouquets of and Bang's disease was found in er, Weston said theory doesn't
tal. Fred De Boer of 16 East 18th
lilies.
his
herd.
go
far
in
rearing
children.
..
it
formed the double ring ceremony.
Thomas Bos loo per of Grand Rap- Dale Van Dolt wai his brother’s Radecke claims that the disease must be tempered with exper- St., witnessed the crash.
Otto was issued a summons for
ids was .soloist and Miss Antoin- best man and ushers were Ver- was introducedto his herd and ience.
reckless
driving.
non Nienhuis and Carl Van Dort, farm by the cows sold and deHe said children of unmarried
ette Van Koevering, organist.
also the groom's brother.
livered to him by Buth and that mothers form the largest number
The bride’s gown of white satin
Rome • Pompeii, buried beA reception followedthe cere- the disease has spread through his of- dependent children in probate
was styled with a scalloped neck- mony in the church parlors.
herd and has infected his farm. court. In past years a child usually neath 20 feet of lava for 15 cenDr. and Mfc Andrew. Veldhuis
line with laoe yoke and long, lace
(Robiaswii.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Dort have
stayed with its mother as sort of turies, was discovered in 1748 by
sleeves. The fitted, long-waisted just returned from a wedding trip
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Harold er Betty Dean De Vries, dst
Washington — William Henry a penalty. Now, it is usually con- a peasant who was engaged In
bodice was scalloped at the hip to' northern Michigan. In Sei>- Harrison, president of the U. S. sidered to the best interest of the sinking, a well near his home.
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. De
Veldhuisare seen leaving Hope
line and the fuy skirt extended tember they will make their home in 1841 was the first chief execu- child as well as the mother to
of this dty. They are
into a train. She wore a finger- in Comstock, where the gropm tive to die in office. He served ex- place the. child in adoption. He
Alaska produces about 150,000 Memorial chapel following their ding trip to Canada
tip veil held in place by a seed will - teach in the public schools. actly one month.
explained the thorough investiga- tops of bituminouscoal annually. marriage July 22. She l! the form- England states.
•'
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West Michigan Farm News Features Poultry Industry
and because they are softer they
will drape better.
New colors and color combinations are much in the news for
furniture,carpets c u r t a i s,
drapes, linoleums and kitchen appliances. Orchid is turning up
again in bathroom accessories
such as shower curtains and tow-

Animal Disease

Ureal Spreads
To Housewives

els.

Wood finishes in furniture are
becoming darker with a trend
away from the blond. Brightly

VeterinaryProfession
Blighted by Brucellosis;

Moore Gives Tips

Can
Prevent Pen Dampness

On Summer Care

ness around calf pens

Proper Precautions

Michigan

Duffys Trounce

Farmers troubledwith damp-

Of Laying Hens

may

find

some help in tips given bf A. J.
Bell, agricultural engineer at

HC Aggregation;
Opener

Close

Is
Michigan State college.
He states that quite often a
Managementof a flock of lay- barn is wet- about the calf pens Fords and Duffys came through
ing hens in the summer is far difbecause the calves do not give off with victories in the Lions club
ferent than in winter, according
enough body heat to keep the air baseball doubleheader Saturday

pointed tops combined with wood
finishes are being featured in case to J. M. Moore, Michigan State
Frozen Meat a Carrier
goods. Bottle green and darker college extension poultry man.
Columbus. Ohio — The strange colors are becoming prevalent in
Getting the birds to eat as much
the new carpets. Bright yellow
and insidious disease which afmash
as possible is one of the
and gold are appearingmore in
flict* both men and animals,
floral patternsand plain yellow summer management problems
known as brucellosisin the lat- has been introducedin a new and Moore believescutting down
ter and undulant fever in humans, linoleum line. Chinese red. cocoa on the scratch feed will bring
is becoming the blight of the and hunter green are used in case- this alK>ut. Feeding crumbly, wet
veterinary profession and is exment curtains and eliminates a mash in the middle of the day
tending its menace to the houseneed for draperies.
will also stimulate eating by the
wife using frozen foods.
yearling hens.
Dr. Thurman B. Rice, professor
Only enough should be fed so
of public health in the Indiana
that the birds will clean it up in
Unhercity School of Medicine,
about 15 minutes as wet wash left
told a conference for veterinarians
from day to day will cause digestheld at Ohio State University here
ive trouble and attract flies,
that the potent disease already inMoore reports.Hens often have a
fects so large a number of vetertendency to get too fat and lazy
inarians as to endangerthe entire
if
given too much grain in the
Using ideas learned from Michprofession.
Statistic*show, he said, that igan State college research horti- summer.
Moore also reminds that plenty
50% of the veterinariansengaged culturists and ingenuityon his
in large animal practicehave con- own part, a St. Joseph county of fresh water and some shade is
tracted the disease, and he added farmer marketed field-grown to- important for high summer egg
that his personal observations matoes in June before other grow- production. “Remember that the
egg is 64 per cent water and there
convince him' that as many as ers had blossoms.

circulating.It seems the natural
thing to plaoe a fan or other out-

afternoon. Fords annexed

a hard

fought 11-10 win in the opener
with Fillmore Creamery,while

take in this wet corner. But Bell
the surprising Duffy club trouncsays this is the wrong step. The
out-take brings warm air that is ed Hart and Cooley, 8-1.
full of moisture from the dry part
Firds pusned the winning talof the bam to the cold part and lies across the plate in the final
ncreases condensation rather
inmng to eke the hard earned dethan decreases it
cision. With tlie count knotted at
An extra intake should be
placed in the wet portion.An out- nine-all moviii.ginto the final
take in another part of the barn half of the ‘idling. Trailing by a

Muck Farmers MSC

Plan Meeting in August
The annual summer meeting of
the Michigan Muck Fanners’ association is to be held at the Michigan State college muck experiment station,11 miles northeast of
East Lansing on Wednesday, Aug.

Oilers Short Course

In Ice Plant Operation
A new

short course in tee plant

operatic . is being offered for the

first time this fall by th» Institute of Short Course at Michigan
State college.
The course was arrangedat the
4. Dr. Paul H armor, muck soil request of the Michigan Ice Manspecialist, is making arrangements ufacturers associationand will Infor the all-day event.
clude 6 months of on-campus
Work on the 35 acres of ex- training conducted principallyby
perimental plo’.s will be shown the mechanical engineeringdeand explained to the visitors partment. The last half of the
stunting at 10 a.nr.. There will be a year, the studentswill spend in
special display of machinery de- different ice plants over the
signed for muck farming and visi- state applying their course learntors will have a basket lunch at ing and gaining practical experthe grove at no *»i.
ience.

Care of Winter

(Mes Now
Dividends

Pays

Later

'

It’s not too late to take cart

of your winter clothingif you
haven't already done so but

there’s not a minute to lose. If
you hope to wear it again next
year, careful inspection now will
pay big dividends.
Everything should be thoroughly cleaned. If you have to pack
garments away in boxes or crowdThe course will open Sept. 23 ed closets you don’t need to have
and about 25 applicants can be them pressed. You can have that
enrolled.Similar courses are now done this fall, suggests Mary E.
offered in grain elevator man- Bullis,home extensionagent.

Results Listed

Fur coats and fur trimmed
agement, farm equipment sales
and service,forestry practice, coats deserve special atnursery and landscaping, commer- tention. Fur never should be put
will then draw the moist cold air lone marker, the hard fighting In Golf
cial floricultureand rural build- through a dry cleaning solution
toward the warm part. This warms
such as Is used for fabric. It will
ing.
Fold club combined two hits with
the air and allows it to pick up
Results of the second round
dissolve all of the natural oils
more moisture, resulting in a two walks to take the victory.
from fur skins and they will
Prior to the hectic seventh inn- matches in both the Senior Men's
warmer and dryer stable.
rattle like paper arid tear easily.
Early
ing, the contest was a see-saw af- handicap and the Best Ball tournIf you really value your fur
fair w'ith Fillmore taking a 9-4 ey were announced today by Earl
coat, it should be cleaned and
margin in the first three innings, Holkeboer,pro at the Legion
glazed and stdred with a reliable
before the winners' ha's began to
furrier each summer. Storage
Memorial
course.
boom. Two additional talliesin
vaults are not only a protection
Holkeboer said that the Golfthe fifth and three in the sixth
against moths but they provide
enabled Ford to tie the tilt.
committee asks contestantsin
Farmers who want to make the required moisture which preWinning pitcher was Junior both tournamentsto play their
their potato crop a success this vents skins from drying out durBremer who permitted 12 safeing hot July and August days.
matches
soon,
enabling
the
meets
no quicker way to cut down
Coast Guard officials have Is- ties. while Bob Kamphuis, losing
00% may suffer from it.
year should emphasize early and
Clinton Carter, and his veteran
According to any advance inDr. Rice said that “thus is a son Russell living near White Pig- productionthan to let the birds sued a strong warning not to flinger, allowed 11 hits. First to he completed this week. Pair- frequent applicationsof spray,
formation
available at this time,
swim
the
channel,
following
a
matter of great importanceand eon. got into local markets this run out of water," Moore emphaBaseman Japinga led the winners' ings for the next round of the advises L. R. Arnold, county agwoolens and furs are not to be
rescue last Thursday afternoon In attack with five hits in five trips Best Ball affair will be listed in ricultural agent. Potato raisers
endangers the entire veterinary spring with home grown tomatoes sized.
any less expensive next fall. It
profession from the standpoint of
Tuesday's Sentinel.
sometimes quit spraying too soon.
Plenty of ventilationin the lay- which two Chicago girls were to the plate.
fully a month ahead of other
may be wise to take that added
the general health of its members,
Duffys virtually “iced" their In the Senior Men’s handicap If plants are large, spraying
ing house and around the perches saved after being carried with
growers.
precaution, and store your winter
the current 350 feet.
their efficiency in the practice,
victory with Hart and Cooley in matches. Clarence Jalving def. should not he stopiied even though
Early last wniter they attend- where the birds roost at night is
garments where you know they
The swimmers, Betty Jean the first innings by tallying five Ernie Brooks; George Slikkcrs it is difficult.
and prospects for recruitment.
will be safe from moths, mildew
ed
a
meeting
of the Michigan paramount in summer manage- Scholes, 18. and Nancy Nemic, 17,
He urged that all veterinarians
Tests at MSC have shown that
times on four hits, a walk and def. Arie Ter Haar and Otto van
and any other damage.
Vegetables
Growers
association ment.
concentrate on avoiding contracThe extension poultry man who were resorting in Saugatuck, two errors. Both clubs then play- der Velde def. Gerrit Van Zyl. spraying with DDT improves poand
heard
S.
H
Wittwer,
MSC
were
rescued
by
Motor
Machinists
tato
quality
and
increased
protion of the disease so that “by
ed on even terms until the fourth New pairings listed are: Jalving
points out that a hen which is
uch delay they can hold off in- horticulturist,tell how the spray- not laying will eat enough feed in Mate 3/c Dean Miller of the when the winners produced three vs. Clarence Lokker; Slikkers vs. duction from 60 to 100 bushels
Coast Guard and Meril Searcy, mere runs on two hits to take a George Pelgrim and van der Velde per acre. First spraying should
fection until we have a 'better ing of first blossoms with a plant
to
three months to raise a da old
son to Horace Searcy, officer-in- commanding8-9 lead.
means of treatment than is now hormone would cause an earlier
be done when plants are four to
vs. John Vrieling.
chick
to
a
producing
pullet
at
six
set of tomatoes.
charge.
available.”
Two single!, a walk and an Results in the Best Ball tourn- five inches high. If they have
About the same time of the months of age. For that reason
The girls screamed for help error accounted for the three
The disease is found in cattle,
gone beyond this size and have
ey after 36 holes of play are:
he recommends careful culling by
after they wore swept with the Duffy markers. HC fought back
not yet been sprayed, the spraygoats, sheep, hogs— the most dan- year the Carters heard of 9,000,First
Flight—
George
Slikkersgerous suorce, horses, and rarely 000 street car windows being for selling off nKMlting birds and current toward tne open lake. n* !dly in its fourth, managing to
ing should be started immediateA1 Timmer, 146; Paul Mulderthose which are not producing. The two men swam to their resIn dogs. Dr. Rice said. Referring sale in Chicago for 10 cents each.
Help's to prevent dampness In
lake a single score on two hits. John Pelon, 155; Ray Serier and ly. Spraying every seven to 10
to its highly infectiouscharacter, They bought those windows and Hen prices are normally better in cue and the Coast Guard speed Pitcner Frank Wlodarczyk opened
days is recortimnded.
households during the summer are
he pointed out that not only can in February planted their hot July and August than in Septem- boat was soon on the scene to •ne inning with a single, went to Mart Sjaarda, 145; Howard JalvFlea bottles and potato leaf now on the market.
ing-Bemard Arendshorst, 141.
the germ enter the human body beds with tomato seed About ber or October, Moore reports.
bring all four to safety:
hopper can be controlled by DDT.
second when W'itteveen walked
Homemakers often find evidAlthough “no swimming" a"d then cam? around to score on Second flight— Bill Kramer-Ed The hopper often causes severe ence of damage in the summer
through
skin abrasion or mid-April, a month ahead of the
signs are posted on the channel Eddie Pidgeon's one base blow. Brondyke, 145; ClarenceJalving- damage after haying time as it season in the form of mold, milthrough the membranes of the normal planting date, the father Scooters’ Week-End
eye, but it can also pass through and son set the tomato plants inabutments, they are often disleaves the hay fields and migrates dew, mustiness, rust and swollen
H. Schut hurled almost air- Ken Piers. 148.
Third flight—Andrew Dalman- to the potato fields after hay is wood.
normal sMn.
regarded.
Closes Camp Season
tight ball for the winners by the
to the field.
Harry Guthrie. 169; Bud Draper- cut.
Even the housewife may be enCalcium chloride Is an old
high-flying Duffy aggregation.
Making an inverted V out of
George Wallbridge, 162; Jim Bagdangered,he said, throuh hand- the window glasses by attracting The 1948 season of the OttawaDDT
Is mast effective when standby for taking the damnpess
Miss Ruby Schrotenboer
ladi-GeorgeDalman, 165; Louis mixed with Bordeaux mixture or out of the air. That must be used
ling of infected meat that has then? together at the top. they pro- Allegan Boy Scout council was
Jalving-C. Knooihuizen, 157; Arie a fixed copper solution. The Bor- in a container that will hold wabeen promptly frozen, although tected the rows from the cold and officiallyclosed with Scouters' Wed to Merle G. Pointer
week-end Saturday and Sunday
Ter Haar-Irv Vrieling.167.
deaux or fixed copper will con- ter and not corrode. When it has
the germ is easily killed by heat
early frosts. They also used fert(From Frlday’ii Sentinel)
and almost any sort of cooking is ilizer containing minor elements which attracted leaders and famA ceremony Friday at 8 p.m. at
Holkeboer also announced that trol blight. DDT should be added taken its fill of water the liquid
ilies totaling 90 persons to Camp the Marquee united in marriage
The Rev. and Mrs. G. J. Vandc the Legion Memorial course golf- last and the solution sprayed as Is thrown out and new calcium
sufficient to insure safety to those
in the six-acre patch to boost the
Ottawa near Newaygo for two Miss Ruby Schrotenboer and Merle Riet of 485 College Ave. have re- ers will tangle with the Spring heavily as 125 gallons to the acre. chloride added.
eating the meat
growth. By May 5, the first clustdays of camping.
As means of guarding against
Gene Pointer. The bride is the ceived word that a daugnter, Mary I ake Country club linksmenin a Complete coverage comes when
Silica gels and other subers of blossoms came and they
With visitorsassigned to tents daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lou. was horn Wednesday in Uni- inter-club match Wednesday All the tractor is driven slowly. Leaf- stances, developed during the war
brucellosis,Dr. Rice recommendwere sprayed with the plant hor- in five camping areas, the camped increased use of rubber gloves
Schrotenboer. 337 Pine Ave., and versity hospital to their son and
lets on spraying and dusting may to keep packing cases dry, may
mone (para-chlorophenoxy-acetic ers convened as a group for the the groom is the son cf Mrs. daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. interestedgolfers are asked to be secured from Mr. Arnold’s ofin handling infected animals, frebe used anywhere such as a closet
contact Holkeboer.
first time for the flag lowering Pointer of Cincinnati.Palms, Herman Vande Riet of Ann Arfice, Grand
,
quent washing oi the hands, use acid.)
floor, bureau drawer or clothes
By late June the Carters were ceremony before supper Saturday ferns and gladioli formed the bor.
of potent antiseptics,wearing of
bag. They will hold liquid but
Robert Arendsen, 15-year-old
not corrode.
goggles, and avoidance of unpas- marketing tomatoes in groceries night.
background for the service.
Boats Enjoy
in southwest Michigan from their
Camp Director L. D McMillin
teuriaed dairy products.
When the gels change color
The Rev. Aldrich Dusseljc* per- son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Arendown open fields. With only green- gave a brief history of the camp, formed the ceremony.Mis? Alvern sen, 110 East 32nd St., will subthat means that they are full of
Favorable Breeze
house produced and southern named for the Ottawa Indians Mast, accompanied by Miss Su- mit to surgery Saturday morning
water and need to be dried out
grown tomatoes on the market, who used to live in the Muskegon sanne Dyks»ra, sang '‘Because’’ at Butterworth hospital. Grand
The following sailboats breezed in the oven. After such treatA gala “frontier" party, staged across the finish line in Sunday's ment they may be used again.
river area rather than for Ot- and "The Lord's Prayer." Jack Rapids, for a fractured hip. He
the price received was high.
on the outdoor dance dune at races at Macatawa Bay Yacht Directions for using either the
The Carters also use a portable tawa county, at outdoor campfire Jesser played the wedding march. broke his hip five weeks ago.
Chester Antas of Chicago is a Castle park Saturday night, atirrigation system with their truck ceremoniesSaturday night which
' gels or calcium chloride will b«
Tne couple was attended by
Crescents— Vern Hohl. first; found on the labels of the packcrops, pumping water from a featured stunts from each camp- Mrs. Merle Tubergan.sister of the guest of his cousin. Richard An- tracted 200 Castle guests, cottagers and friends. Guests came Clark Field, second; Bob Scher- ages in which they come.
site.
bride, matron of honor, and Gale tas. of 196 River Ave. The latter’s
stream on the farm.
Church servicesin the mess hall Pointer, brother of the groom, father, John Antas. returned to dressed in appropriatecostumes mor. third; Mary Stewart, fourth
Michigantruck farmers boosted
Sunday morning were conducted best man.
Holland Thursday after a two- and two young men. Dick Schust- and Jane Boyd, fifth.
Spring Alfalfa Favored
the total acreage of nine fresh Expert Warn* Fanner*
by the Rev. F. H. Bacon of NewLawley — Jack van der Velde,
The bride wore a frosty pink week business trip to New Bri- er and David Whorf appeared on
Biarket crops to an estimated 42,a donkey. Turtle racing was run first; Rex Young, second; Boh Den
aygo Methodistchurch.
tain,
Conn.
gabardine streei-knt'h dre« with
By Weather Conditions
100 acres this year, the Michigan To Watch (or Erosion
Ideal weather prevailed for the white accessories arid o corsage
Laurence Moody of Holland by Harold Buter and square danc- Herder, third; Lew Withey,
Spring seedings of alfalfa this
cooperative crop reporting service
ing
proved
popular.
fourth.
Erosion taking plac£ over the outing. Two light showers of a of white roses. He- attendant will be initiatedinto membership
year resulted in the best stands
has announced.
A
special
feature
of
the
enterfew minutes' duration on Sunday- wore a gray crepe dress with in Western Michigancollege chap"C" — Jack Hobeck, first; Del
This is an increase of 1,430 fence on the neighbor’s farm failed to dampen enthusiasm.
tainmentwas a "Can Can" dance Van Tongeren,second; Peter Van in many years because of favorblack
accessories and a corsage ter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfoma,naalways
looks worse than that oce hie weather conditions. But Dr.
acres over last year and seven
tional music fraternity,next by chorus girls, including the Domelen, third.
of yellow roses.
S. T. Dexter. Michigan State colper cent above the 10-year av- curring on your own farm. That
Misses
Peggy
Hibbard.
Sally
and
The reception following the Tuesday. He is the son of Mr. and Judy Frost. Pat Padberg, Betsy
is the observation of R. G. Hill, Miss Marjorie Lacking
lege research crops authority,
erage.
Mrs.
Leon
Moody.
West
llth
St.
ceremony was a tended by 4u
says farmers should now be makAnnual
Allegan
Tour
Snap bean production, estimat- secretary of the state soil conserO’Connor.
Sally
and
Janis
WoodGeorge G. Brown, a patient at
Feted at Luncheon
vation
committee
and
Michigan
guests.Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schroing ready for late summer seeded at 256,000 bushels is 11 per
ruff. and Anie Feight, assistedby
Scheduled August 17
State college extension specialist.
tenboer of Grind Rapids were Lapeer State home for many
ings of alfalfa
cent less than 1947 but 14 per cent
Mrs.
Donald
Woodruff
of
Grosse
The small ’bite' of soil re- Miss Marjorie Lucking of Kal- master and nr.’ tress of ceremon- years, is visitinghis parents, Mr. Pointe. Prue Haskin accompanied
Having weeds under control,
above the average.
amazoo, whose marriage to John
and Mrs. William Hamelink, 124
Directorsof the Allegan Soil preparation of a good, well-workDomestic cabbage and canta- moved by each rain is not noticed D. French of Holland will take ies. Miss Ma-y Ellen Schrotenooer East 13th St. He will be here for on the Harpsichord.
Conservation district,at their ed seed bed, application of lime,
served
punch bowl and
until after a time when thin grain,
loupe both jumped in acreage and
July meeting in Fennvllle voted it needl’dand use of adequate fershort corn or light hay becomes place Aug. 14, was guest of hon- Misses Evelvn Von In* and Gail two weeks. His last visit to Hoisummer celery production is up
or at a luncheon given by Mrs. Bronkhorsiwere iin charge of tne land was eight years ago.
to have their annual tour of the tilzec are importan: in summer
Red
Cross
Announces
noticeable, “ Hill commented.
50,000 crates over last month, the
J. D. French, Sr., and daughter, gif; room.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Allie of Dedistrict on Aug 17. Starting point seedings, he remarked.
He
suggests
that
it would pay
•ervice indicated.
Swimming Class Dates
Miss Peggy French, Saturday at
of the tour and farms to be visitA short orogram was presented troit were in Holland Thursday.
Although cucumber acreage re- every Michigan farmer to takt a their home on South Shore Dr.
Mr.
Allie
is
public
relations
direchalf-day
after
a
heavy
rain
and
with
closing
remarks
by
Rev.
The hog industry in the United
mains the same, the service reThe second half of the local ed will be announced at a later
tor for Michigan railroads.
date.
make a foot tour of his {arm. It Guests brought recipes and hem- Di'sseljee.
States is a billion dollar industry.
ported an increased yield per acre
Red
Cross
swimming,
life
saving
Dr. and Mrs. Ray A. Eusden, of
may suggest to some of them, he med towels for the bride-to-be.
Mr. and Mrs. Pointer left on a
Directorsof the district are MSC animal husbandryspecialists
of 28 per cent above average.
Among the guests were Miss short wedding trip and plan to Newton, Mass., arrived in Holland and water safety program will be- Don Barden, chairman; James
thinks, that all of the erosion
say saving one more pig out of
Poor weather conditions caused
gin
Aug.
3
at
Port
Sheldon.
StuDucking's grandmother, Mrs. A.
Thursday and are planning to
strawberry production to drop isn't taking place “across the Heidanus. her mother. Mrs. live in Grand Rapids upon their spend several weeks with Dr. and dents can enroll by sending in or Boyce. Albert Crane, Varnum DU- every litter often means the difreturn. For traveling the bride
loy .and Milo Vesper.
ference between profit and loss.
five crates per acre during June. fence."
George Lucking, also Mrs. John wore an aqua dress win wm;e Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinhekselat taking to the Red Cross office the
Present estimate
750.000
registration blank to appear in
Heidanus, Mrs. Peter Heidanus. accessories.
their Waukazoo home.
crates is three per cent below Washington Noses Out
Saturday's Sentinel.
Mrs. Henry Vander Roest, Mrs. E.
Mrs. Point?r hu been employed
last year but eight per cent above
Grant Leaske, Mrs. E. G. Marsh at Holland Ladder Co. Mr. Pointer
All students must be enrolled
average.
Sentinel Newsboys
Van Raalte in Slugiest
and the Misses Phyllis Heidanus, :3 a salesman for Holland Fur
by Wednesday. July 28. Those reThe sendee predicts a near registering should try to provide
Hold Picnic Today
Washingtonoutscored Van Connie Leaske and Doris Marsh, nace Co.
cord year for tomatoes, with proall of Kalamazoo,Mrs. Allan Weetheir own transportation.Anyone
duction estimated at 31 per cent Raalte 13-9 in a softball slugiest niok of New Jersey and Mrs.
About 85 Sentinel newsboys and willing to transportchildren to
Thursday
at
Van
Raalte
playabove average.
Robert Lucking of Spring Lake.
Three Accidents Are
substitutes were guests of the Port Sheldon is asked to notify
ground.
management at a day-long picnic the Red Cross.
Stegenga and Green led the
Reported to Police
at Holland State park today.
The program ends Sept.
winners attack with four hits Joan Cortland Feted
Accompanied
by
O.
A.
Bishop,
Irving
Gold.
40,
of
Chicago,
paid
Features in
apiece including a triple by StegAt Surprise Shower
fine and costs of $15 in Municipal John Vander Ploeg. John D.
enga and a double by Green.
Richard Rack Weds
Court
this afternoon following an French and Dick Collins,the boys
Wierda, with three hits, was
Miss Joan Cartland, whose marboarded
two
buses
at
The
SentinPatricia Overbeeh
the big gun at the plate for Van riage to John K. Venner of Kala- accident at 12:15 p.m. at Maple
and 16th in which his car collided el office shortly after 8 p.m., the
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J. OverRaalte.
mazoo will take place Aug. 14. with one driven by Joanna Zylstra, last contingent leaving about 8:30
beek.
338 West 21st St., apJim
Holtgeerts
on
the
mound
was feted at a “personal" show- route 1, Zeeland. The Gold car a.m. to accommodate late comers.
More careful finishingand betnounce the marriage of their
for
W'ashington,
struck
out
six er Thursday night in the home
ter construction in new lines of
was considerably damaged on the The jast straggler left by regular daughter, Patricia L., to Richard1
furniture coming on the market Van Raalte batters and Wierda of Miss Peggy French, South left side and the Zylstra car on bus between 9:30 and 10 a.m.
H. Ruch, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dal•
can be expectedin the near fut- whiffed two Washington players. Shore Dr. Assisting hostesses the right. Police charged Gold
The usual refreshments of plen- las C. Ruch, 105 West 27th St.
Green caught for Washington and were Misses Shirley Nienhuisand
ure. <
with driving without due caution. ty of^hot dogs and fixxin's, milk The ceremony was performed in
You will find more low cost Van Iwaarden was behind the Virginia Dekker. The party was
Allan Hemwall, 17, of 111 East and Ice cream were distributedin Grand Haven on Friday, July 23.
a surprise to the guest of honor.
Units, too, believes Jessie Marion, plate for Van Raalte.
18th St., was treated in Holland wholesale lots at noon, enough to by the Rev. Grant Mason.
The evening was spent visiting. hospital Thursday night for a
extensionhome furnishings specThe couple will live in Lansing
fiU all hungry stomachs.
Green and white were the colors
WILD,
W
ILD
HORSES
sprained left thumb received when
ialist at Michigan State college.
The day’s program scheduled where the groom will attend
carried out at the refreshment
It
has
been
estimated
that
his bicyclewas hit at Seventh and horseshoes, softball, tennis, and Michigan State college.
Whoae study of market reviews
nearly 7,000,000 wild horses once table.
Columbia by a car driven t-y Mrs. other sports.
gives hopeful news.
Other guests were Shirley BeNew developmentsand fashions roamed the western United dell, Carol Elston, Prudence Has- Ethel Helder, route 4. Mrs, HoldRailroad Bridge Nears
States. They were nearly as
er told police the bik? had no light
in home furnishings come so rapnumerous as buffalo, and were kin. Arlene De Bidder and Lois and she did not see the youth un- FARM SAFETY WEEK
idly it seems impossible to keep
Farm safety specialist,Fred Completion at Hamilton
blamed for harming range land Tnnmer.
til too late.
Up With them. It pays Mrs. HouseRoth at Michigan State college
even more severely than sheep.
Cars driven by Willis A. DiekeHamilton. July 23— Chesapeake
wife to keep informed by reading
The annual 4-H Club State ma. of 118 East 12th Stv and has /announced Farm Safety
.& Ohio workmen are putting finat much as she can, advises Miss
Show will be held at Michigan Clarence R. Roper, of 79 East Week, July 25-31 has been proBUG KILLER DEVISED
touches on the recently re-.
JHarioh*
An automatic electric killer State college,East Lansing, Aug- Ninth St. collidedat 9:15 a.m. to? claimed by Gov. Kim Sigler. Last ishing
Built trestlebridge over the RabSome new features in home of flies, gnats and other small ust 31 to September 3. It’s free
day at Ninth and College. The year 175 people were killed ac- bit river at Hamilton.
furnishings will be helpful to Mrs
insects has been devised, elim- and Michigan people ^are invited front end of the Diekema car. cidentally on Michigan farms.
New 120 feet long pieces of timHouaewife.Paper draperies have inating the need for sprays. It to come and see what their farm
traveling north on College, and
ber piling have been sunk from
been greatly improved.New de- is especially useful in dairies, youth is doing.
the left side of tjie Roper car, go- FALL PASTURE
the “high” span and abutments at
signs and colors add to their ap- bakeries and other food outlets.
OaU or rye planted In mid- both ends of the bridge have been
ing east on Ninth, were damaged.
PStrance and a fire retardant
Water erosion takes millions of
summer will make fine fall past- completed.
treatmentmakes them softer.
July and August ddy» are ripe tons of good top soil from AmeriWhen you spray your lawn with ure. These may be pastured durWork remainingconsists of
FULL LINK OF CASK FARM KQUIPMKNT
adding chemicals to the paper for forest fires. More than 90 per can farms every year. What’s be- 2 4-D to kill weeds he careful ing September when livestock
pulling out the huge timber suptome companies have draperies cent of them start with careless- ing done to save the soil in your aroumF shrubs and flowers, MSC should be kept out «f alfalfa ports of the old bridge.
429 Chicago
Phona IMS
that are Irw Iron fire hazards
specialists advise.
community?
fields.
Railroad officialssaid the job'
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